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Strategic planning is a frequently used method for defining appropriate

institutional responses to changing internal and external conditions. Numerous

efforts have been made to adopt strategic planning styles that were originally

developed in manufacturing businesses to the purposes of higher education. Despite

theses efforts, community colleges have not yet developed concepts of planning

processes that serve them appropriately.

The study begins with an extensive review of the literature of strategic

planning as previously practiced in traditional business concerns and as attempted

in higher education. The narrative description of the case reveals the somewhat

chaotic nature of a planning process that was carried out in a "professional"

organization that is "loosely coupled" to its administrative structure (the community

college). The study then examines the descriptive data derived from the case

through the perspective of two major planning viewpoints exemplified by the

writings of Bryson (an experiential view) and Mintzberg (an epistemological view).

From a process of meta-analysis, working assertions and hypotheses (or natural



generalizations) are developed that describe a more qualitative, less rationalistic set

of concepts by which it may be possible to perform strategic planning in

community colleges more effectively. Among these are:

1) Strategy formulated in higher education organizations is both deliberately

formulated and brought about as a by-product of interest-group negotiations.

2) Strategies that successfully moved from conception to implementation were

those that had strong "champions" or advocates promoting the strategy throughout

the process. Three factors seem to be required to implement a strategy across the

organization, announcement, education, and accountability.

The data from the study suggests that there could be described a set of

concepts for strategy formulation in community colleges that would incorporate

both the rational, formal aspects of much of the prescriptive literature, and the

entrepreneurial, emergent characteristics of a more qualitative methodology. Some

ideas about how this might be brought about are discussed.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING IN ONE COMMUNITY COLLEGE: CHANGING
THE BALANCE BETWEEN ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS.

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Focus and Significance of the Study

The focus of this study was to describe and understand a recent strategic

planning effort that pursued a more qualitative methodology than most planning

previously done in community colleges. It is intended to be an "intrinsic" case

study (Stake, 1995), which focuses on a single, particular occurrence. As the

researcher, I tried to understand and interpret this case within its own context as

determined by its cultural, procedural, and methodological uniqueness. This was a

study of my own practice, and as such provides a rich opportunity for me to learn

through the analysis and synthesis of the data, and to share with the planning

community the myriad of perspectives that emerge throughout the course of the

study. The ultimate aim of the study was to extract from it the meaning of this

experience.

This study is concerned with describing and examining the philosophy and

processes that were used in an attempt to create an institutional planning document.

That document was designed to be value-based, recognize and reflect the culture of

the organization, and provide a vehicle to introduce change to the organization and

its culture.

The perspective I present in this study is clearly a view from the inside out.

This narrative describes the actions I took to try to achieve my vision of a values-

based, participatory strategic planning process and how the actions of others

apparently influenced the shape and direction that the planning process took on as it

migrated from my personal vision to a three-dimensional reality.
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Relevance to Education

The benefits available to community colleges that engage in strategic planning

derive from advance planning, alignment of resources for implementation, and

alertness to signs that modification of earlier plans may be required (Chaffee,

1985). For the community college's purposes strategic planning's primary focus is

on enhancing institutional adaptation to the external environment, and secondarily

provides guidelines for administrative and operational units to follow in the

allocation of resources, program development and overall decision-making

(Schmidtlein & Milton, 1988). According to Chaffee (1985), the community

college that engages in strategic planning will find that it 1) encourages increased

awareness of the colleges environment (both internal and external), 2) encourages

decision-makers to recognize and adapt to the moves of their competitors in order

to attract new students and funders, and 3) promotes continuous scanning of the

environment in order to make changes necessary for future competition in the

educational marketplace.

For myself, strategic planning in community colleges became of intense

interest when I was hired to guide and facilitate the strategic planning of the

community college in which I was already employed. Without any previous

specific involvement with the strategic planning process, I suddenly had good

reason to pursue intense studies in this area of endeavor. Strategic planning became

my obsession over the next few years.

As I began to prepare for my new professional assignment, I discovered that

the genesis of strategic planning lays in military and manufacturing planning

models (Hardy, et al., 1983; Keller, 1983; Mintzberg, 1979, Schmidtlein & Milton,
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1988), not in higher education. In her 1985 article The Concept of Strategy: From

Business to Higher Education, Chaffee wrote:

In the absence of research findings... the validity of differentiating
higher education strategy from business strategy is unknown. That void
would be less troublesome if more research on strategy, as it occurs in
higher education, existed... But writers on higher education strategy have
not yet looked deeply and widely into their own experience for a model
that is inherent to their setting. (p. 138.)

This study is a response to Chaffee's call for research that looks more deeply

into the processes of strategy formulation in higher education. Community

colleges, in particular, have struggled with identifying planning models that

inherently fit the needs of institutions that, almost universally, see themselves as

providing comprehensive adult education opportunities. As community colleges

continue to experiment with strategic planning processes, it is important that the

successes and failures of these trials be shared throughout the educational

community. Because of their comprehensive missions and close relations to their

local constituencies, community colleges may find a need to enlarge their capacities

to formulate strategy, open communications internally and externally, institute

cultural intervention, and create a climate of active and on-going organizational

change. Successful strategic management efforts can produce these results (Bryson,

1995).

Methodology

This is a naturalistic inquiry in the form of a case study. A case study is a

detailed examination of one particular setting, subject, event, organization, etc.

(Bogden & Bicklin, 1998; Merriam, 1988; Stake, 1994, 1995;Yin, 1989). Differing

case study methodologies exist such that any single case study may be approached

in a variety of ways. I have chosen to use a methodology best described by Robert
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Stake (1994, 1995) and Sharan Merriam (1988, 1998). Stake names this style of

inquiry "intrinsic case study." Its methodology meshes extremely well with this

researcher's cognitivist, constructivist, and culturist epistemology (see

"Researcher's Disclosures" in the following section). I chose to use this

methodology to pursue this inquiry principally because in this study the

"opportunity to learn is of primary importance" (Stake, 1995, p. 6). Furthermore, as

Johnston and Wartel (1998) state: "The narrative of educators is a significant tool

for uncovering elements of the social reality of schooling (Bruner, 1985)".

As Stake (1995, p. 2) expounds, "The case is one among others. In any given

study, we will concentrate on the one." A case may be many things but must be a

bounded, integrated system. "The parts do not have to be working well, the

purposes may be irrational, but it is a system" (p.2). In the intrinsic case study:

The case is given. We are interested in it, not because by studying it
we learn about other cases or about some general problem, but because
we need to learn about that particular case. We have an intrinsic interest
in the case..." (p.3) The more the intrinsic interest in the case, the more
we will restrain our curiosities and special interests and the more we will
try to discern and pursue issues critical to [the case]... Case study
research is not sampling research. We do not study a case primarily to
understand other cases (emphasis added). Our first obligation is to
understand this one case" (p. 4).

Obviously, an intrinsic case study will provide a poor basis for generalization

of data or conclusions. To look for this result would be inappropriate. However, as

Stake goes on to say, "We do not choose case study designs to optimize production

of generalizations. More traditional comparative and correlational studies do this

better, but valid modification of generalization can occur in case study" (p. 8).

The real business of case study is particularization, not
generalization. We take a particular case and come to know it well, not
primarily as to how it is different from others but what it is, what it does.
There is emphasis on uniqueness, and that implies knowledge of others
that the case is different from, but the first emphasis is on understanding
the case itself (Stake, 1998, p.8).
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Previously unknown relationships and variables can be expected to emerge

from case studies leading to a rethinking of the phenomenon being studied. Insights

into how things get to be the way they are can be expected to result from case

studies (Stake, 1981, p. 47). Sharan Merriam (1998) expands on this idea when she

states:

The case study offers a means of investigating complex social units
consisting of multiple variables of potential importance in understanding
the phenomenon. Anchored in real-life situations, the case study results
in a rich and holistic account of a phenomenon. It offers insights and
illuminates meanings that expand its readers' experiences. These insights
can be construed as tentative hypotheses that help structure future
research; hence, case study plays an important role in advancing a field's
knowledge base. (p. 41)

A case study can:

Explain the reasons for a problem, the background of a situation,
what happened, and why.
Explain why an innovation worked or failed to work.
Discuss and evaluate alternatives not chosen.
Evaluate, summarize, and conclude, thus increasing its potential
applicability. (p. 31)

In this study, the case is a recent strategic planning effort that took place in a

community college that I have disguised under the pseudonym, "Valley

Community College." As I am a participant researcher in this case, it is bounded by

my participation in the effort from the time I was chosen to act as the primary

facilitator of the project, until my role ended with the internal publication of the

strategic plan document. (See Chapter Three for an extensive description of the

case and its setting.)

Collection and Analysis of Data

It is not generalization, but interpretation, which is the most distinctive

characteristic of intrinsic case study (Erickson, 1986; Merriam, 1988, 1998; Stake,
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1994, 1995). Interpretivism is one of three approaches described by Miles and

Huberman (1994) to qualitative data analysis. This approach recognizes that

researchers are as deeply connected to the case as are other participants in the

study.

Venturing even more deeply into Miles and Huberman's typology we discover

that phenomenologists are interpretivists who attempt to understand the meaning of

events, interactions, etc. within the particular context of the case itself. As with

most qualitative researchers, phenomenologists see what they produce as a

particular rendering or interpretation of reality grounded in the empirical world

(Bogden & Biklen, 1998). Basic to this research approach is the assumption that

human experience is mediated by interpretation (Blumer, 1969). That is, objects,

people, situations, and events do not possess their own meaning; rather meaning is

conferred on them.

To understand behavior, one must understand personal and cultural definitions

and the processes by which they are manufactured (Bogden & Biklen, 1998). In

order to accomplish this one must study behavior and events as closely as possible

under the circumstances in which they are constructed. Therefore, a close

researcher/subject relationship is crucial to a qualitative study done from a

phenomenological perspective. Only through "participant observation" and "rich

description" of the case environment can one hope to interpret actions and

behaviors in a valid manner. Only through valid interpretation can an individual

construct valid meaning. "The belief that practitioners can improve their

effectiveness by employing the qualitative perspective is rooted in the way the

qualitative approach views change" according to Bogden and Biklen (1998).
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Many practitioners take the "real world" as an unalterable given, as
existing out there almost beyond their influence. Many see their
situations as nonnegotiable. In this framework, people do not feel that
they actively participate in shaping and creating meaning. The theoretical
perspective that underlies qualitative research takes a different view.
Reality is constructed by people as they go about living their daily lives.
People can be active in shaping and changing the "real world." They can
change, and they can affect others... Qualitative research skills can play a
part in helping people to live in a world more compatible with their
hopes by providing tangible information on what it is like now (p. 233).

Participant observation is the dominant mode of data gathering for this study.

Because I was intimately involved with the strategic planning processes described

in this study on a daily basis for two academic years, I was in a unique position to

observe and interpret the events as they unfolded. I was able to keep a first-hand

journaled account of the strategic planning process at Valley as it unfolded. When

combined with extensive conversations with other primary participants I was able

to document not only observable events, but to speculate upon the intentions of the

actors throughout the entire two-year project. Through constant interaction with

other participants in the case under study, I have been able to interpret actions and

to construct meaning to inform the study. These data gathering methods were

appropriate procedures to deal with the complex interaction between the topic,

investigator, and study site.

I have structured the study to relate meaning to the reader through a variety of

data analysis procedures. All analyses of data in the study were open-ended and

inductive. Documents have been analyzed for relevance, chronology, and evidence,

and the constant comparative method is utilized to assure that themes, assertions

and conclusions were supported by the data itself. Member checks were utilized to

verify the accuracy of the data, and interviews were held to verify that multiple

perspectives were considered in the compilation of the narrative.
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In the current study, constant comparative analysis encourages the emergence

of theoretically relevant properties, categories, and hypotheses, which could

(following further study) lead to the emergence of substantive theory regarding

community college planning (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990;

Merriam, 1998). According to Merriam (1998), "[a] substantive theory has a

specificity and hence usefulness to practice often lacking in theories that cover

more global concerns" (p. 17).

Confidentiality: The Use of Pseudonyms

In order to obtain permission to study this particular case, I agreed with the

administration of the college to protect, as far as I am able, the identity of the

college and its employees. In order to keep that commitment I have substituted

"Valley Community College" for the real name of the institution. I refer in the

study to individuals by their job titles, not their names.

The need for confidentiality in the study causes some difficulties when it

comes to verifiable documentation. In this case, I have chosen to have a member of

my doctoral committee verify the authentication of the materials I have quoted

from in the text. These materials are held in my research archives. Where I have

referred to documents that would potentially reveal the identity of the college or its

employees in the text, I have indicated their confidential status by placing an

asterisk at the end of the citation.

Potential Outcomes of the Study

As readers compare this case to others some useful hypotheses may emerge

about how planning might be improved in community colleges through utilization

of particular stylistic techniques. Eventually, perhaps even one or more typologies
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of strategic planning in community colleges may emerge. As Chaffee (1985) said in

her discussion of possible research topics in this area:

Typologies that describe higher education organizational strategies
could be used in hypothesis-testing research, perhaps using hypotheses
borrowed from analogous business studies. Moreover, the business
literature exhibits properties that the higher education literature needs,
including grounding in theoretical frameworks, attending to conceptual
as well as operational functions, and comparisons of multiple cases in
their achievement of desired organizational outcomes. (p. 163)

It is possible that a typology may emerge from this study that further describes

or defines "styles" of strategic planning in community colleges. Furthermore, due

to the design of the study, perspectives on the processes by which strategic

decisions arise and are made emerged from the data. These may address some of

Chaffee's (1985) proposed questions for research in this area: "Is strategy

formulated in higher education organizations, or is it a by-product of interest-group

negotiations? How does strategy move from the idea stage to implementation?

Does implemented strategy bear any resemblance to intended strategy?" (p. 164)

Any hypotheses formed in response to these questions would begin to fill a great

void in the planning literature of higher education. This subject will be more fully

addressed in later chapters of the dissertation.

My purpose in conducting this study was to gain in-depth understanding of the

case itself, how it is unique and what special elements make this case different from

other strategic planning attempts at community colleges. My purpose was not (at

this point) to discover theory. I wished to expand the knowledge base of strategic

planning in community colleges by documenting this single experience and

allowing or assisting the reader to construct their own meaning from these

experiences.
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Researcher's Disclosures

Researcher's Perspective

This is an interpretive study. Therefore, it is vital for you, as the reader, to

know as much about me, the writer, as possible. Merriam (1998) writes:

Because the primary instrument in qualitative research is human, all
observations and analyses are filtered through that human being's
worldview, values, and perspective. It might be recalled that one of the
philosophical assumptions underlying this type of research is that reality
is not an objective entity; rather, there are multiple interpretations of
reality. The researcher thus brings a construction of reality to the
research situation, which interacts with other people's constructions or
interpretations of the phenomenon being studied. The final product of
this type of study is yet another interpretation by the researcher of others'
views filtered through his or her own. (p. 22)

Echoing those thoughts, Allison and Zelikow (1999) tell us:

The glasses one wears magnify one set of factors rather than
another in ways that have multifarious consequences. Not only do lenses
lead analysts to produce different explanations of problems that appear,
in their summary questions, to be the same. Lenses also influence the
character of the analyst's puzzle, the evidence assumed to be relevant,
the concepts used in examining the evidence and what is taken to be an
explanation... In offering his explanation, each analyst emphasizes what
he judges relevant and important, and different conceptual lenses lead
analysts to different judgments about what is relevant and important.
(P.388-89)

As Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) assert "...strategists are largely

self-taught: they develop their knowledge structures and thinking processes mainly

through direct experience. That experience shapes what they know, which in turn

shapes what they do, thereby shaping their subsequent experience" (p. 150). This

statement certainly reflects my own experience. As a strategic planner and as a

researcher I confess to a mainly cognitivist approach, wherein perception, insight,

and meaning are critical factors. Constructivism is one of the fundamental girders

in the framework of qualitative or interpretative research epistemology. (Bogden &

Biklen, 1998.)
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Humanism, Art, and Culture

I believe in a humanistic view of learning based upon the writings of Rogers

(1983) and Maslow (1954) who share the vision of a human need to strive for

continuous improvement. Though not a radical post-modernist, I do subscribe to a

moderately constructivist application of learning theory, believing that knowledge

is constructed both individually and socially. This world-view (accentuated by my

past training and experience in the arts) almost predicates a naturalistic/holistic

research approach.

I am also strongly influenced by the writings of Jerome Bruner (1985, 1991,

1996, 1998). Particularly important to me are his ideas that: 1) learning is

dependent upon culture, and 2) that the individual expression of culture inheres in

meaning making. To me, meaningfulness lies at the very root of truly "strategic"

planning. No community college strategic plan can hope to succeed without it.

Meaningfulness must be established for a "critical mass" within the population of

the college culture in order to affect change (Harvey, 1998).

Describing his approach as "culturalism," Bruner (1996) states:

Although meanings are "in the mind," they have their origins and
their significance in the culture in which they are created... It is culture
that provides the tools for organizing and understanding our worlds in
communicable ways. [Therefore,] learning and thinking are always
situated in a cultural setting and always dependent upon the utilization of
cultural resources (p.3).

Because I believe that "meaning" is found within "culture" I have adopted in

my own planning practice a qualitative "culturist" view as contrasted with the

rationalist, computational planning philosophy advocated by so many of my

colleagues in the planning field.

My personal experience in the field of strategic planning leads me to believe

that tacit knowledge, intuition, and the collective mind (Durkheim, 1895; Neck &
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Manz, 1994; Weick & Roberts, 1993) play (or can be called upon to play) a major

role in the formation of institutional strategy. One wing of the cognitive school of

strategic planning research sees strategy formulation as an interpretive exercise.

That is, strategy is an interpretation of events, symbols, behaviors, etc. (Mintzberg,

Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998).

The really interesting mental processes related to the development
of strategy--visual perception, the parallel processing of data, synthesis,
so-called intuition--may be buried deep in our subconscious minds. In
other words, much of our crucial knowledge may be "tacit" (Polanyi,
1966): we may know far more than we can tell." (p. 162)

John Seely Brown (1999) expands on this idea:

The epistemic landscape gets still a little bit more complicated
because both the tacit and explicit dimensions of knowledge apply not
only to the individual but also to communities of practice or the social
mind. It is very easy for us to think that all knowledge is in the head, but
when we start to consider the tacit dimension, especially as it relates to
practices, we realize how you can know much more than the knowledge
you actually have. Much of this knowing is brought forth in action,
action through participation, participation with the world, participation
with the problem and participation with other people, i.e., practices. A lot
of the knowing comes into being through the practices comprising one's
community(s) of practice (p.6).

Understanding how intelligence is distributed across a broader matrix

becomes increasingly critical if educators want to leverage "learning to learn,"

because learning to learn happens most naturally from being situated and

participating in a community of practice. Bruner's notion of "learning-to-be" may

also be thought of as enculturating into a community of practice; a community of

physicians, lawyers, writers, readers, etc. Enculturation lies at the heart of learning

(Bruner, 1996). It also lies at the heart of knowing. (Brown, 1999.) Knowing has as

much to do with picking up the genres of a particular sub-profession as it does with

its conceptual framework. For example, how do you recognize whether a problem
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is an important problem, or a solution an elegant solution, or even what constitutes

a solution in the first place?

These interactional concepts of group learning and experience (Brockmann &

Anthony, 1998) are closely related to the greater concept of organizational culture;

the intuition, perspectives, beliefs, and values people form as a result of their

experiences at the individual level. When these are translated to an organizational

level, they approach the definition of "culture" (Hatch, 1993; Saint-Onge, 1996;

Schein, 1985).

Tacit knowledge may be the only source of decision-making based on

subjective analysis or synthesis of data when time is short or quantification of data

is impossible or impractical. Under these (and other conditions) tacit knowledge

may be useful in sensing if a problem exists, as a check on other "rational"

processes, to bypass detailed analysis, or to move quickly to a "common sense"

solution if a familiar pattern has been recognized (Isenberg, 1984). Tacit

knowledge, therefore, can be extremely useful in strategic planning processes in

many ways. In fact, the reader may be able to extract substantial evidence of the

use of tacit knowledge, intuition, and collective mind from the data accumulated for

this study.

My musical background and experience as an artist and artistic administrator

have influenced my world-view and how I think about research. I believe that

Homo Sapiens has an inherent "need" to create, to inquire, to explore beyond pre-

existing boundaries, much as Maslow (1954) and Rogers (1983) have talked about

other "needs" of humans such as self-improvement. The arts also teach us that

people have an inherent need to communicate with others in languages other than

those that are spoken or written. Symbolic languages (movement, visual, aural) are
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even more effective than writing and speech in reaching the minds of others with

insights, emotions, and feelings that are otherwise inexpressible (Toffler, 1973).

These beliefs are part of a research framework that sees values as an organizing

principle in people's lives and leans toward a qualitative interpretation of events

and ideas. Similar to an artistic experience, research for me is a search for meaning.

My recent exposure to contemporary theories of living systems as applied to

organizational development have helped moved me even farther down the

intellectual road toward developing a qualitative planning philosophy. I agree with

Wieck (1969) that educational organizations may be viewed as "loosely coupled

systems." To me, community colleges (because of their open access,

comprehensive, entrepreneurial approach to offering educational opportunities)

may be perceived as among the most loosely coupled of all organizations (Lutz,

1982). Therefore, it makes sense, in view of Capra (1996), Cutright (1996), Sanders

(1998), Senge, (1990), and Wheatley's (1994) observations about how natural

systems adapt and survive, to create plans that not only allow, but actively

encourage creativity, innovation, and enterprise within those types of systems.

As a planner, I believe, along with J.B. Quinn (1982) that:

One cannot possibly predict the precise form or timing of all
important threats and opportunities [a] firm may encounter. Logic
dictates therefore that managers purposely design flexibility into their
organizations and have resources ready to deploy incrementally as events
demand (p. 623).

I also subscribe to Arie De Gues' statement, in his oft quoted article' Planning

as Learning (1988), that "The real purpose of effective planning is not to make

plans but to change the microcosm, the mental models that... decision-makers carry

in their heads" (p. 71). These beliefs fit comfortably within a

' De Gues is well known for his planning work at Dutch Shell Oil over several decades.
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humanist/constructivist planning paradigm that has been heavily influenced by the

theories of chaos and living systems.

I see planning as very closely allied with leadership and am a strong believer

in Heifetz's (1994) theory of "adaptive work" as a leadership responsibility.

Adaptive work consists of the learning required to address conflicts
in the values people hold, or to diminish the gap between the values
people stand for and the reality they face. Adaptive work requires a
change in values, beliefs, or behavior. The exposure and orchestration of
conflict--internal contradictions--within individuals and constituencies
provide the leverage for mobilizing people to learn new ways. (p. 22)

I see a qualitative approach to strategic planning as an opportunity to provide

organizational intervention and to elucidate and organize the "adaptive work"

agenda for a community college. As Harvey (1998) has said "...the underlying

concept of adaptive change-the imperative to fit institutional decisions to a set of

unique circumstances-argues against any effort to prescribe a common or unified

approach to planning" (p. 1). In my view, as a social constructivist, this speaks for

promulgating planning processes that are designed to allow for emergent strategy

formulation.

Relevant Issues

Regardless of any previous experience with the particular case at issue, an

examination of the research literature on this subject reveals a number of etic

issues2. Principal among these are those proposed by Chaffee (1985) for research in

this area.

Is strategy formulated in higher education organizations, or is it a by

-product of interest-group negotiations?

How does strategy move from the idea stage to implementation?
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Does implemented strategy bear any resemblance to intended strategy?

Add to these some wonderings of my own:

Is strategy imposed upon a planning process or does it emerge through a

combination of external conditions, administrative dictum, internal

politics, and organizational culture?

Is an emergent strategy formulation process more effective or more efficient

than a "top down" process in a system as loosely coupled as the

community college?

Is there a single process that is best for all community colleges to follow in

strategic planning, or do differing internal cultural conditions demand

different procedures in each case?

At the conclusion of the study, some emic3 issues also appear. They emerged

during the process of preparing the dissertation and will be examined later, in the

sections devoted to conclusions and interpretation of the data.

2 "Etic issues are the researcher's issues, sometimes the issues of a larger research community,
colleagues and writers" (Stake, 1995. P. 20).

3 "Emic issues are "the issues of the actors, the people who belong to the case. These are the issues
from the inside." (ibid.)
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CHAPTER Two: SUBSTANTIVE DISCLOSURE

Introduction

This chapter is concerned with allowing the reader to speculate about how the

understandings with which I entered into this study might have influenced my

inquiry, including how I have interpreted the data. In order to enable that

speculation, the reader needs to be acutely aware of whatever assumptions I, as the

researcher, may have made. Additionally, an examination of the literature I have

examined in the course of the study may reveal to the reader the depths and

limitations of my perspective. Therefore, I have presented a review of the literature

I have studied in several areas that are related to the issues at hand.

Assumptions

I have made several assumptions prior to undertaking the preparation of this

dissertation that reflect my own theoretical perspective. These assumptions are

based in a perspective that emerged from my background and education as a

musician and an educator, from my research into strategic planning and its history

in higher education, and from my practical experience in facilitating a two-year

strategic planning process for a major community college. I became aware of these

assumptions as I worked on this strategic planning project while participating in an

intensive doctoral course in Community College Leadership. These assumptions

frame the perspective from which I undertook this study of my own practice.

1. There are different ways of carrying out strategic planning processes in

community colleges. These can be classified according to their differing

"styles."
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2. Most planning methods used today are designed to increase administrative

control over future events and decision-making processes. Others proceed

from different perspectives such as market placement, organizational

learning, power, culture, etc. There may be one, or a combination of two or

more of these perspectives, that is functionally best suited to planning for a

community college.

3. Planning that is based upon institutionally shared values is necessarily

participative in process, political in nature, and tends to be emergent in its

approach to formulating strategies as compared to planning processes that

are based on more empirical or quantifiable data.

4. Planning that takes place in a framework of institutionally shared values fits

the characteristics of a more "loosely coupledi4 institution, whereas more

rationalist and incremental styles of planning may work better in more

"tightly coupled" or hierarchical institutions.

These assumptions emerged throughout the course of both my practice and

my research. These assumptions formed an important "filter" for my thinking and

acting as I participated in the strategic planning process at Valley Community

College. They continue to inform my thinking on the subject of strategic planning

in community colleges as I refine my knowledge and practice in this area. I believe

that as I continue to compile conceptual and experiential knowledge on the subject

they will be reinforced through data generated by others on the successes and

failures on strategic planning efforts in other community colleges.

a "A loosely coupled system is one where connections among elements are weak, indirect,
occasional, negligible, or discontinuous. Diffusion from one part of the organization to another
occurs unevenly, sporadically, and unpredictably, if it occurs at all. Loose coupling refers to process
looseness, not necessarily structural looseness" (Cameron, 1984).
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Examining Strategy, Strategic Management, and Strategic Planning

Terminology

According to Bracker, (1980), the need for a concept of strategy related to

business increased greatly after World War II. "The accelerated rate of change put a

premium on the ability to anticipate change, to take advantage of new

opportunities, and to take timely action in avoiding threats to the firm" (p. 219).

The concept and practice of strategic planning developed in response to these new

needs.

Confusion over the term begins early in the literature. One of the earliest

efforts to define the term "strategy" (as it was being applied in the business world

at the time) came from Chandler (1962). He said: "Strategy is the determination of

the basic long-term goals of an enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and

the allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these goals" (p.13). As can be

seen, Chandler describes a process, not a product. Myran (1983) comes closer to a

"product" view when he defines strategy as a broad concept that:

...Encompasses the efforts of persons in any organization to see
their enterprise as a whole, to envision the relation between the
enterprise and external social, economic, and political forces, and to
make decisions that create the best future for the enterprise in a changing
and turbulent environment. (p. 4)

Later, Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, and Lampel (1998) assert that the "...major role

of strategy in organizations (is that) it resolves the big issues so that people can get

on with the little details..." (p.17).

While not interchangeable, "strategic management" and "strategic planning"

are related terms. "Strategic management" is a management philosophy that

incorporates strategic planning as one of its main components. Strategic

management is a "combination of relationship building, assessment, strategic
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formulation, and strategic implementation" that "impacts all areas of college

functioning; external relations, internal communication and working relationships,

financial resource development and allocation, program and service development,

staff development, and strategic planning" (Myran, 1983 p. 4). More simply,

strategic management can be thought of as a complex socio-dynamic process for

strategic change (Ansoff, DeClerk, & Hayes, 1976; Chaffee, 1985) that begins with

a strategic planning process. Myran and Howdyshell (1994) describe strategic

management as a leadership function rather than an operational function, stressing

that strategic management includes strategic planning but is a "more inclusive"

concept. Strategic management relies upon strategic planning to guide daily

decision-making.

Strategic planning: The Process

Despite early and continuing criticism and questioning of the efficacy of

planning in the literature of organizations and their development (Bryson, 1995;

Cope, 198 la; Mintzberg, 1994 & 1998; Myran & Howdyshell, 1994; Schmidtlein

& Milton, 1990), formal planning continues to be promoted and utilized

extensively as part of a more or less standard management toolbox in larger

organizations.

The reasons for formal planning may be simply stated. The objectives of

planning are enhancement of the organization's abilities to: adapt to changing

conditions, respond to threats and opportunities presented by the environment, and

foresee coming trends (Ansoff, 1979; Chakravarthy, 1987; Grinyer et al., 1986;

Hax & Majluf, 1990; Hofer & Schendel, 1979; Lorange, 1980; Shirley, 1983;

Yasai-ardekani & Haug, 1997).
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Robert Cope (1981), an early advocate of strategic planning in higher

education, saw strategic planning as an open systems approach to guiding an

enterprise "through uncertain environmental waters." He discussed the purpose of

strategic planning as achieving "success with mission while linking the institution's

future to anticipated changes in the environment... The product of strategic

planning is the shared understanding of the institution's purposes and a shared

understanding of how resources will be allocated to achieve those purposes." (p.

15)

The focus of Valley Community College's planning effort was to determine

the college's future direction and to focus all our organizational development

efforts to achieve the college's mission. What the planning effort was intended to

provide, ultimately, was alignment of vision and effort throughout the college.

Bryson (1995) describes the benefits of strategic planning as "promotion of

strategic thought and action; improved decision-making, enhanced organizational

responsiveness and improved performance; and stronger teamwork and expertise

among organizational members" (p.7). Cope (1981), Baldridge and Okimini (1982),

and Keller (1983) agree that strategic planning involves scanning the external

environment, assessing internal strengths and weaknesses, and then identifying

major initiatives that will promote institutional viability.

To the novice planner strategic planning may seem to be a more or less

formulaic procedure as prescribed in the standard "how to" texts (Barry, 1997;

Bryson, 1995; Dolence, Lujan, & Rowley, 1997; Fogg, 1994; Goodstein, Nolan, &

Pfeiffer, 1993; Nedwek, 1996; Norris, 1997; Norris & Poulton, 1991). These basic

texts form a useful background for formulating early steps in the planning process.

Bryson's (1995) "Ten-step Strategic Planning Process" exemplifies the norm.
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One; initiate and agree upon a strategic planning process. Two;
identify organizational mandates. Three; clarify organizational mission
and values. Four; assess the organization's external and internal
environments to identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats. Five; identify the strategic issues facing the organization. Six;
formulate strategies to manage these issues. Seven; review and adopt the
strategic plan or plans. Eight; establish an effective organizational vision.
Nine; develop an effective implementation process. Ten; reassess
strategies and the strategic planning process. (p. 21)

The impression one gets is that every planner and every organization does this

process in pretty much the same manner. The procedures and philosophy of the

practice seem standardized, much as described by Mintzberg (1998) in his book

Strategy Safari. "For the most part, the teaching of strategic management has

highlighted the rational and prescriptive side of the process... revolving around the

discrete phases of formulation, implementation, and control... This bias is heavily

reflected in practice..." (p. 18).

As new planners begin to grapple with the planning process, they soon face

decisions about process design that call to question the efficacy of using a

prescriptive approach to strategic planning. One eventually is forced to grapple

with the problem that none of the standard texts describes or prescribes exactly how

strategy is formulated (Mintzberg, 1994a, b; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel,

1998).

Strategy Formulation

Very little literature exists that has even attempted to describe how strategies

are actually created. Much has been written about the content and context of

strategy, but little regarding the task of strategy making (Hamel, 1998) As planners

continue to pursue a deeper understanding of how the planning process should

work, eventually they are bound to stumble over the nexus of this mysterious

process. The process of strategy formulation seems to be a "black box" (Mintzberg,
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1994) in the strategic planning process. "Somehow the ostensible object of the

whole exercise got lost... Nowhere was anyone told how to create strategy. [They

were told] How to collect information... How to evaluate strategy... How to

implement it... But not how to create it..." (Mintzberg, 1994, p. 66).

Bryson (1995) refers to strategy formulation as "the art of creating an

effective response" to an organization's environment (p. 131, emphasis added).

Bryson goes on to say:

The task of strategy formulation typically involves highlighting
what is good about the existing pattern, reframing or downplaying what
is bad about it, and adding whatever new bits are needed to complete the
picture ... The organization's culture becomes very important during
strategy formulation... The culture affects how strategic issues are
framed and placed on the agenda in the first place and it subsequently
affects which strategy options are given serious consideration. (p. 131)

Thus, nearly every strategy is both emergent and deliberate. Emergent in that

external environment, internal culture (and politics) and current operational

considerations affect its formulation. Deliberate in that it represents a considered

institutional reaction to some perceived opportunity or threat. If this is true, and if

strategy formulation is some sort of artistic or creative act, then the possibilities

exist for an almost unlimited variety of approaches to formulating strategy.

Styles of Strategic Planning: Differing Perspectives on the Process.

The desired product of strategic planning is the shared understanding of the

institution's purposes and a shared understanding of how resources will be

allocated to achieve those purposes. "Strategic planning gives substantial emphasis

to the gestalt, to the whole view, to the concurrent pulling together of soft and hard

data, of hunches and guesses, to arrive at major decisions that contain elements of

timing, tone, texture, emphasis, rhythm, and contrast. The elements of art" (Cope,

1981a, p. 15).
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Of all the "elements of art," styles is, in many ways, the most important. In the

composition of music, for instance, style must be determined before any further

design can be undertaken. Style dictates form and influences profoundly the nature

of the completed composition. Style defines our expectations and influences our

evaluations. Bach's style is "high baroque" while that of Stravinsky ranges from

"romantic" to "neo-classical" and "serial." Style in planning, in much the same

way, is critically important to the result.

So important is style in planning that Henry Mintzberg and his colleagues

Bruce Ahlstrand and Joseph Lampel recently devoted an entire book to the

examination of ten different schools (or "styles") of planning currently identifiable

in business and industry (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998). Strategy Safari

carefully examines each of these schools in relation to the development of planning

history, the proponents of each school, and the relationships between each school.

It was Mintzberg's identification of these planning "schools" and their

differing paradigms (or even, if you will, epistemologies) that first set me to

thinking about the existence of different "schools" of planning thought within the

realm of planning for higher education, particularly community colleges. Are there

styles in educational planning? Can planning methodologies be classified on a scale

of Positivist to Postmodernist? What other scales could be constructed to classify

planning style? Analytic to synthesized? Behaviorist to humanist? Mechanical to

biological? Controlling to emergent?

Dill (1982, p. 304) introduces another element of style in planning--culture.

He tells us that the actions of the "community member" help us to identify the

s Style (noun): a particular manner or technique by which something is done, created, or performed
<a unique style of horseback riding> <the classical style of dance>. (Merriam-Webster, Online)
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culture of the institution; particularly such actions as joint appointments of faculty,

which help transmit the core values of the institution. How an institution addresses

the processes and issues involved in "managing meaning" and "social integration"

of members are an important element of "style" in strategic planning. Strategic

planning can be used as an important tool for organizational intervention through

inducing cultural change.

Dill (1982) has suggested that the ideology or culture of academic

organizations is much more complex than that of other organizations. "Ideologies,

or systems of belief, permeate academic institutions at least three different levels:

the culture of the enterprise, the culture of the academic profession at large, and the

culture of academic discipline (p. 308). That being the case, the researcher and

planner must carefully consider culture in designing planning processes, for culture

may be a critical determinant in the "style" of planning each college utilizes.

Strategy and The New Science

Undoubtedly some of the most important things I discovered during the

design phase of Valley's strategic planning process were the concepts based around

"the new science." As expounded in the early 90's by Wheatley (1994), Capra

(1996), and Senge (1990), the "new science" refers to a completely new paradigm

of organizational philosophy. This new management paradigm recognizes recent

developments in science (primarily biology, mathematics, and quantum physics) as

the basis for its theoretical framework, and characterizes organizational systems as

"open," or "permeable," systems that are constantly under the influence of the

environment(s) in which they must function. These living systems sustain

themselves (and reproduce) because they have the capacity to react rapidly to
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changes in their environment, sometimes even to the extent of changing themselves

into a completely different organism, as happens in the process of evolution.

The study of the new "chaos" theories in mathematics has also given us new

insights into how turbulent, unpredictable systems form themselves into organized

systems over time in response to ever changing environments. As Senge (1990) so

wisely observed, this ability to "learn" gives the organization (and the organism)

the tools to make rapid adaptation, to be nimble and entrepreneurial enough to

survive when others (who cannot learn fast enough) perish.

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, and Lampel (1998) recognized the implications of this

new science on strategic planning. They point out the biology, history, physics, and

mathematics all provide insights into how organizations change. Add to this the

literatures of psychology, anthropology, economics, and urban planning, all of

which have relevance to strategy formulation and the complexity of planning for

any organization in modern society stands more clearly revealed.

In his paper, The Implications of Chaos Theory in Strategic Planning, Marc

Cutright (1996) offers some further insights:

Large, detailed plans, issued on a long time horizon of five, ten, or
more years, are common in higher education. Further, they are
sequentially structured, with each step dependent upon the completion,
within a specified time frame, of precedent steps. This is, suggests one
author (Priesmeyer, 1992) somewhat like playing a game of pool by
specifying, before the commencement of play, each and every shot
through the sinking of the eight ball.

Chaos theory tells us that because of the impossibility of long-term
predictability, plans should be general, flexible, and relatively detail-free.
Detailed operations plans subordinate to the strategic plan can be brought
to and from the stage as warranted. (p. 6)

Sanders' (1998, p. 59) Strategic Thinking and the New Science deals with

much the same subject matter as Cutright, but in a more comprehensive framework.

She describes organizations as "nonlinear dynamical" systems and stresses the role
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and importance of "Lorenz Attractors," or "strange" attractors, as the principle

organizers of chaotic systems. Sanders implies that commonly shared values may

be the only reliable basis for developing an organization's culture to create a better

future.

A value can be seen as an element of a shared symbolic system which serves

as a criterion or standard for selection among the alternatives of orientation which

are intrinsically open in a situation (Parsons, 1951). Guba and Lincoln (1982) insist

that "values cannot be set aside, methodologically controlled, or eliminated. It is

more reasonable to acknowledge and take account of values, insofar as one can,

than to delude oneself about their importance or to hope that methodological

hedges will compensate for their intrusion" (p. 321). Cutright seems to strongly

agree. He says (1996, p. 6), "Planning begins with a distillation of the institution's

key values and purposes. These elements are not dictated from above, but

discovered from within."

It appears to me that what may be seen here, emerging from the application of

the "new science" to strategic planning theory, is a new concept that uses

commonly held, or shared, values as the central, organizing principle in the

planning and strategy formulation processes.

A Review of Strategic Planning in Higher Education

Corporate Planning Templates in Higher Education

Education has been late coming to strategic planning (Conley, 1992; Cope,

1981 a; Keller, 1983; Norris & Poulton, 1991; Schmidtlein & Milton, 1990).

Because of the enormous differences between corporations and schools, few

successes have been achieved by adapting the corporate philosophies of the
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strategic planning processes to the educational setting (Cope, 1981a; Keller, 1983;

Mintzberg, 1984; Rowley, Lujan, & Dolence, 1997; Schmidtlein & Milton, 1990).

In 1990, Schmidtlein and Milton authored their Review of Literature on

Higher Education Institutional Planning, wherein they offer an analysis of this

conflict:

The most frequently cited reasons for the difficulties that most
colleges and universities experienced in their efforts to implement early
planning models dealt with a lack of fit between the assumptions
underlying the planning models and the operational realities of academic
institutions (Allen & Chaffee, 1981; Baldridge & Okimini, 1982; Gillis,
1982; Keller, 1983). The planning approaches that many institutions
tried to use in the late 1960's and 1970's were developed largely in
business and government settings and were based primarily on
assumptions that organizations function in accordance with traditional
concepts of rationality and bureaucratic governance (Peterson, 1980;
Schmidtlein, 1983). These rational models assumed that organizational
goals exist and can be specified, alternative courses of action can be
identified and evaluated with respect to their potential for furthering goal
achievement, decisions as to which courses of action to follow can be
reached using logic and analytic procedures and implementation of the
decisions made through planning activities is feasible and likely to occur
(Hudson, 1983; Mahoney, 1983).

Contemporary organizational behavior theories, however, suggest
that the functioning of academic institutions is considerable different,
and far more complex, than these concepts imply and, in fact, reflects a
varying mixture of political structural, environmental and psychological
dynamics (Cohen & March, 1974; Baldridge et al., 1978) They describe
colleges and universities as loosely coupled, open systems with multiple
and poorly defined goals, unclear links between means and ends,
political decision-making processes and relatively autonomous,
professionally staffed subunits that often cannot or will not carry out
activities suggested, or even mandated, by institutional-level
administrators (Etzioni, 1964; Cohen & March, 1974; Weick, 1976;
Baldridge et al., 1978; Katz and Kahn, 1978). (p. 10-11)

Conley (1992) states strongly in his study, "The descriptions of strategic

planning in education are so different from its use in the private sector as to raise

the issue of whether the educational model had diverged so far that it deserves

some new name" (p. 22). In further support of this idea, one can refer to the

summary of Schmidtlein and Milton's (1988) national study on planning in higher
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education where they state "these preliminary insights suggest that many

prescriptions in current planning literature are not consistent with the realities of

campus decision processes" (p. 17). George Keller (1997), editor of the journal

Planning for Higher Education, says (in his forward to Rowley, Lujan, and

Dolence's Strategic Change in Colleges and Universities): "Many of the tidy,

highly rational business school schemes in management books are almost useless in

academic circles. Except for a few strategists like Henry Mintzberg and James

Brian Quinn, the business planning and management experts have provided little

that colleges can use. Strategic planning has had to be invented anew in academia"

(p. x). Perhaps most perceptively, Hardy, et al. (1983) state: "We.. .believe that the

conventional view of strategy--as a plan, or a set of explicit intentions preceding

and controlling actions--is too narrow to permit a satisfactory understanding of

strategy formation in the university setting (as well as many others)." (p. 407).

In her review of the strategic planning literature for Higher Education:

Handbook of Theory and Research, Chaffee (1985) lists the characteristics that

separate academia from the business world. She points out that higher education

organizations have multiple, often conflicting goals and outcomes that are

intangible; chief executives often lack power and there are severe restraints on the

reward and punishment options; open debate, broad participation, and approval

from representative bodies are expected; functions tend to be integrated, not

separable; and higher education often lacks opportunities to achieve economies of

scale.

Chaffee (1985) goes on to describe in detail the classic "reductionist"

planning process as used primarily in manufacturing industries. She clearly points

out one of the biggest reasons this model cannot fit academic needs is that "[t]his
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model was developed primarily for profit-seeking businesses, two of its important

measures of results are profit and productivity." One can easily see how difficult

these measures would be to apply as measures of successful teaching. This is not to

say that higher education does not possess "business-like" characteristics. Many

systems in academia, such as finance, budget, financial aid, and physical plant

operations, can certainly be managed and evaluated on a "business-like" basis.

Unlike those functions, however, the primary activity of community colleges (the

transmission of knowledge) is more accurately and fairly judged by the amount of

social capital it ultimately creates. This is incalculably more difficult to measure

than profit and loss in dollars and must be calculated in qualitative, not quantitative

terms.

Perhaps this is why Liedtka (1998) points out that:

Traditional (planning) processes have choked initiative and favored
incremental over substantive change. They have emphasized analytics
and extrapolation rather than creativity and invention. They have denied
those closest to the customer a voice in the process. They have lulled us
into complacency with their comforting illusion of certainty in what is in
reality a hopelessly uncertain world. (p.120)

As Chaffee (1985) has pointed out: "If a sequential (rationalist) planning

process is to succeed, the organization needs to be tightly coupled, so that all

ramifications of decisions made at the top can be implemented throughout the

organization. This tight coupling assumption enables intentions to become actions"

(p. 140). Since it is widely agreed that colleges and universities are "loosely"

coupled systems (Weick, 1976), it is not surprising that "sequential," "rationalist,"

or "reductionist" planning techniques have not spawned numerous successes in

higher education. "To date, higher education planning is better known for its

weaknesses and lack of impact than for its strengths and positive contributions"

(Lelong & Shirley, 1984, p. 3)
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George Keller (1983), in his landmark book, Academic Strategy: The

Management Revolution in American Higher Education, detailed the need for "the

creation of new models of management in higher education." Emphasizing the

transition of our society and economy into a "knowledge-based" age, he advocates

against using corporate models of management and planning in non-profit,

governmental, health, and educational enterprises. As Keller explains later, "the

new planning in academia is not the highly quantitative, detailed planning of two

decades ago... it is outside-in planning, attuned to external conditions as well as

internal strengths and traditions." (p. 70)

Schmidtlein and Milton (1990) report:

In an assessment of the relevance of planning concepts to the
characteristics of higher education institutions, van Vught (1988)
described some of the fundamental characteristics of higher education
institutions including their focus on production of information, the
autonomy of basic units, the role of the professionals, the extreme
diffusion of decisionmaking, the locus of innovation in the basic units
and the location of authority in lower organizational units. He then
analyzed the "fit" between these characteristics and 11 different
conceptions of planning. He concluded that the fit is best with those
conceptions of planning that provide for institutional flexibility and
stimulate coherence in emerging actions. These planning conceptions are
incremental planning, cybernetic planning, communicative planning and
transactive planning, which all recognize the presence of conflicting
interests, diffused power, and limited knowledge of the area subject to
planning. (p. 19)

An important function of the strategic planning process is to provide

increased morale and to cultivate an organizational culture that encourages

creativity and innovation to flourish. Current views about how creativity may be

stimulated within an institution are set forth in the works of Rosabeth Moss Kanter

(1978, 1983) and Stern and Robinson (1997) who describe methods for the

cultivation of innovation and creativity in industrial and business enterprises.

Organizations that have had success in this area rely heavily on humanist
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management philosophies and lean toward the "living systems" and "learning

organization" interpretations of organizational theory.

My recent experiences as a planner in a community college and my research

in the field both tell me that due to the nature of the enterprise planning in higher

education is largely political (Bryson, 1995; Cope, 1981a; Conley, 1992; Keller,

1983; Schmidtlein; 1990). Therefore, political processes and interests must be

accounted for in designing planning processes for community colleges. As Harvey

(1998) says:

The array of interests and issues affecting the success of planned
change is unique at each institution, and effective implementation can
hinge on personal qualities and political realities of the moment.. .Each
institution confronts the same fundamental conundrum: it must chart a
course for its planning effort.. .But it must do so before it has fully
engaged the tensions and conflicts that must be resolved if planning is to
be successful. (p.1)

Organizational Theories in Planning

Schmidtlein and Milton (1990) point out that: "In addition to broad world

views, planning concepts are based on social science theories that attempt to

explain the behavior of organizations." As an example Cope (1987) lists five

organizational models ("collegial, bureaucratic, political, `organized anarchy', and

rational") that "describe the character of colleges and universities." Elements of

each of these models may be found operating simultaneously in any institution of

higher education, and each model provides a basis for disagreement about the

potential for planning to have profoundly different implications for attempts to

design effective planning processes (Schmidtlein & Milton, 1990).

Particularly applicable to higher education settings is the widely read and

much discussed organizational theory of Cohen, March, and Olsen (1972), who

describe colleges as "organized anarchies" and set out in detail their theory of
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decision-making in these institutions: the "garbage can" model. "The garbage can

process is one in which problems, solutions, and participants move from one choice

opportunity to another in such a way that the nature of the choice, the time it takes,

and the problems it solves all depend on a relatively complicated intermeshing of

elements" (Cohen, March & Olsen 1972, p. 16).

A major feature of the "garbage can" process is the partial uncoupling of

problems and choices, due to lengthy, complex decision-making processes.

Although decision-making is thought of as a process for solving problems that is

often not what happens. Problems are worked upon in the context of some choice,

but choices are made only when the shifting combinations of problems, solutions,

and decision-makers happen to make action possible. Quite commonly this is

"...after problems have left a given choice arena or before they have discovered it

(decisions by `flight' or `oversight')" (Cohen, March, and Olsen, 1972, p. 16).

As Schmidtlein and Milton comment:

Clearly, theories as different as Cohen and March's (1972)
"garbage can" theory of organizational decision-making and Baldridge's
(1971) [similar] concepts of political decision-making imply different
approaches to planning than does Weber's (1947) concept of a
bureaucracy or Allison's (1971) description of "rational" decision
processes. These competing conceptions of organizational behavior and
decision-making suggest that those assessing planning should be
sensitive to the underlying organizational assumptions that shape their
views. (Schmidtlein & Milton, 1990; p. 6)

Levels of Academic Strategy

Various writers (e.g. Shirley, 1983; Norris & Poulton, 1991) have agreed upon

a list of four levels of strategy found in planning for higher education. Level One,

Institutional strategy, deals with matching environmental opportunities with

internal strengths to determine basic mission, clientele, goals, program and service

mix, geographic service area, and comparative advantage. Level Two, Campus-
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wide functional strategies, deal with plans for finances, enrollment, admissions and

recruitment, human resources, organization, and facilities to achieve the strategies

outlined in the first level. Level Three, Program strategies, are plans by academic

units in response to levels one and two, setting strategic profiles, action priorities,

and resource requirements. Level Four, Program level function strategies, are the

plans for admissions, curriculum, staffing, recruitment, and budget to achieve the

program strategies established in earlier levels.

Strategy moves up as well as down in an organization. Under Shirley's levels

three and four, departments often craft their own strategies and visions. They

initiate as well as respond, especially in the absence of well-articulated institutional

strategies (McDermott, 1998).

Planning In Community Colleges

Recently four factors appear to have converged to accelerate the use of

strategic planning in community colleges. First, shifts in funding from local sources

to mostly state-controlled sources that require more extensive accountability,

particularly in areas of institutional effectiveness. Second, escalating pressure from

accrediting agencies to see evidence of on-going, long term policy considerations

and inter-active community/college relationships (NASC Accreditation Handbook,

1996). Third, increasing desires on the part of college administrators to "flatten"

their administrative structures. Fourth, a growing movement among community

college faculty to participate more fully in the governance of their institutions.

In response to these pressures, community colleges that are in pursuit of

strategy formulation and in need of written plans are currently using many different

styles and approaches, and there exist several different interpretations of how the

process of planning at a community college should be conducted.
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Specifically in reference to planning in Oregon community colleges,

McDermott (1998) says:

In 1993, I contacted the 16 community colleges in Oregon
requesting a copy of their strategic plan; nine colleges responded with
plans and five colleges reported that they had no current plans... Overall,
there was little consistency in format, years covered, titles, or
background information used to support the plans. (p. 50)

Formulating Academic Strategy

If all the foregoing assertions about the differing needs of academic

institutions are true, then what might be a basis for formulating academic strategy?

Keller (1983) outlines six features that he believes distinguish academic strategic

planning: (a) leaders are active rather than passive about their position in history,

(b) looks outward, keeping the institution in step with the changing environment,

(c) recognizes that higher education is subject to economic market conditions and

to increasingly strong competition, (d) concentrates on decisions, not on

documented plans, analyses, forecasts, and goals, (e) is participatory and highly

tolerant of controversy, and (f) concentrates on the fate of the institution above

everything else.

Strategic planning activities may, however, face resistance from the college

community when initiated. As Harvey (1998) points out:

Strategic planning... carries a connotation--in part a function of its
industrial roots--that seems in conflict with many elements of academic
culture: it can seem directive; it places a premium on action and closure;
it stresses an environmental focus; and it can force hard questions and
difficult choices. (p. 6)

Palola, et al. (1971) develop further the concept of faculty participation in

planning when they remind us that "faculty have a key role to play in institutional

planning, especially in regard to such matters as curriculum, methods of instruction,

research, and faculty status." (Palola, Lehmann, & Blischke, 1971, p. 602) Keller
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(1983) cannily adds, [When introducing strategic planning to the college

community] "above all, one needs an ardent sensibility toward the peculiar, prickly,

and precious mores of scholars, creative people and professional instructors" (p. x).

All this evidence of extensive diversity in planning approaches seems to

indicate that new planning styles need to be invented, or at least refined from

earlier concepts, that will serve higher education institutions as they exist. These

new concepts need to emerge from the institutions they serve, rather than be

imposed from outside constructs. Henry Mintzberg (1979), in stressing that

strategic planning styles must be adapted to fit the organization for which the plan

is being constructed, describes the configuration of "The Professional

Organization" which sounds very much like a college:

Here professionalism dominates: the organization surrenders a good
deal of its power to highly trained professionals who take charge of the
operating work.. .the professionals can work largely independently of
each other, coordinating being achieved by what they automatically
expect of each other... the professionals are backed up by much support
staff, but little technocracy or line management is necessary (or able) to
control what they do. (p. 11)

This description seems to me to be indicative of a more qualitative style in

planning that takes these types of cultural and structural factors into account, that

seeks less to control and more to increase organizational learning and adaptation.

However, the day-to-day practice of college organizational life may reflect that this

description is a myth propagated by faculty and refuted by the evidence of their

observed behavior.
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CHAPTER THREE: SETTING THE CONTEXT FOR PLANNING

The Valley Community College Service District

In order for the reader to form a picture of the environment associated with

Valley Community College, I feel it is appropriate for me to describe my own

impressions of the surrounding communities that are served by the college. This

process is what Stake (1995) refers to as writing an "entry vignette." The object is

to establish for the reader a sense of time and place, providing a richer context for

the report of the case that follows. Let us then, begin:

Valley's area has somehow evaded the invasion of manufacturing businesses

and the consequent spikes of growth experienced in other West Coast cities. Long a

timber-based economy, now it is experiencing an economy in transition. The

question is, to what?

The major cultural and economic influence in the area is the presence of a

well-known public university. This distinguished stronghold of academia has, over

time, made Valley's district a stronghold of intellect and culture. For a moderately

sized metropolitan town it has a big-time cultural scene featuring a professional

(though part-time) symphony orchestra, ballet and opera companies (also

professional, also part-time), a city-owned and operated performing arts facility,

dozens of art galleries, several museums, and a full range of restaurants.

Yet, intellectuals do not completely dominate the culture of this area. During

and after the 1960's the area became home to remnants of the "hippie" culture.

Fleeing the still-growing mega-cities where rapidly rising costs of living had forced

out those who didn't earn large salaries, many of those who followed the call of the

"less is more" culture settled in the area. Here cultural tolerance is high, and the
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"flower children" were able to quietly establish themselves in a niche somewhere

between the high intellect/high culture intelligentsia and the established blue-collar,

timber-town working class. This area's civic identity now reflects a remarkable

intercultural balance where anarchism is subtly flourishing, rooted in a mix of the

intellectual stimulus of the university and the third generation "don't trust anyone

over 30" cynicism of the "baby boom" "flower children."

Jonesville, the second largest city in Valley Community College's service

district, is starting to emerge from an economic slump that began in the early

1980's. Once wholly dependant on the pulp, paper and timber mills that still

contribute pungently to the atmosphere of the town, Jonesville has been actively

seeking out manufacturing concerns in new sectors that will bring to the city new

jobs and a new economy. Smaller, and certainly looked-down-upon by their

neighbors, Jonesville is experiencing growth in its business and manufacturing

base, while the new executives and professionals arriving in the area buy their

homes and do their shopping in other communities. Jonesville is, and takes pride in

being, blue collar.

Valley Community College

Over the hill, next to the river and all by itself sits the campus of Valley

Community College. Valley is one of the largest community colleges in the state.

The school boasts student full time equivalencies (FTE) in the range of 12,000

annually and an unduplicated head-count of nearly 40,000. The Valley college
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district serves a huge geographical area of 5,000 square miles, and serves 300,000

residents (Institutional Effectiveness Measurement Plan, Annual Report, 1997-98).

Valley Community College is served by nearly 1,000 employees: The college

in 1999-2000 employed 275 full-time contracted faculty, 301 part-time faculty, 426

classified (support) staff, and 73 managers (Quick Facts, 1998*). Valley

Community College has low employee turnover, features relatively high wages,

and an extremely desirable benefit package.

The college is governed by a seven-member board of education elected locally

to represent different geographical areas of the district. The college supports three

fairly substantial outreach campuses (to the south, east, and west of the main

facility) and a substantial number of smaller outreach centers located in conjunction

with local high school facilities (Evaluation Committee Report, 1994).

The President is the only employee reporting to the Board. Assisting him are

three vice-presidents and numerous directors and division chairs. Valley points

with pride to the fact that they are one of very few community colleges to

successfully pass a bond issue since 1995. Indeed, community support of the

college seems to be extremely high, and the perception is that the college is a vital

part of the community (Perception Survey, 1996; Perception Survey, 1999*).

Currently, the college facilities are being up-graded, and new buildings are

under construction due to the passage of a recent construction bond. The physical

campus setting is spacious and a bit isolated from either the city of Valley or

Jonesville. As a leader in the area's economic development, Valley has helped

stimulate several significant new business re-locations to the area. The

administration's belief is that as the economy goes so goes the college.

.
Asterisk indicates that the documents cited are not available due to the author's commitment to
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Demographics suggest that the entire area is in transition, but only slow growth is

predicted for the area for the next ten years. Valley's enrollments have been steadily

increasing, but at a figure of two percent or less per year. As always, Valley's

concerns focus on generating more revenue. During the 1990's, community college

funding in the state moved from a predominately local base to being dependent on a

state funding level determined by the legislature. The legislative mandate for equity

across the state-wide community college system has caused a slow-down in Valley

Community College's funding growth while smaller colleges in the system are

"over-funded" for a period of several years to bring them up to a higher

comparative standard.

Organizational Culture at Valley Community College

In 2000, Simmons reported in depth on efforts to reorganize and reinvent the

organizational structure at this same college. Much of what she says is important in

understanding the culture that existed here at the time leading up to the strategic

planning effort I describe in this study. As I personally have adopted a "culturist"

viewpoint in researching this case, it is important that at least some understanding

of Valley's prevailing culture be conveyed to the reader in order to set at least a

minimal context for viewing the organizational culture of that time6.

In 1990, soon after his initial appointment, the President of the college

introduced to the campus the concept of "shared decision-making," and in 1991 the

College Council (Valley's advisory committee of faculty, staff, and administrative

representatives) had embraced the concept and adopted a model. However,

difficulties with implementing these concepts surfaced because of different

protecting the identity of the institution under study.
'For further remarks on the role of organizational culture in planning, see also Dill, 1982.
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interpretations and expectations of the roles and responsibilities among staff

(Simmons, 2000). She states:

Conflict regarding the shared decision-making model emanated
from two sources: (a) an operational definition and interpretation of the
concept of shared decision-making; and (b) concerns on the part of
faculty and classified staff that some mid-level managers would not
accept or adopt a shared decision-making model. Some people believed
that shared decision-making meant arriving at consensus on all decisions.
Other individuals and groups viewed shared decision-making as a
democratic process whereby each person got to vote on decisions that
affected them. Finally, some people saw shared decision-making as a
consultative process where a manager or decision-maker seeks input
from staff prior to making a decision... All three models were operating
at VCC. The Faculty Council utilized a consensus model, the Classified
Council operated using a democratic system, and the College Council
was primarily a consultative body for the President. Moreover, at the
department level a variety of different decision-making models existed.
Some managers utilized a consensus process of decision-making, while
others operated primarily through consultation. The President had a
preference for a consultative model of decision-making (p. 71).

From recent observation, I perceive that this confusion over the concept of

"shared decision-making" persisted well beyond the completion of the strategic

planning process described in this study. By 1996, the multiple interpretations of

the decision-making structure of the college had grafted themselves onto the culture

of the entire organization. From my experience as both a classified (three years)

and administrative (three years) employee at Valley Community College during

that time period, I am comfortable in agreeing with Simmon's assertion that this

unsettled issue played a major part in how organizational intervention processes in

general were perceived at every level of the college's culture. These lingering

multiple interpretations of the governance issues in the college would surface time

and time again as the college administration struggled to increase organizational

effectiveness.
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During 1994, in a further effort to institute change at the college, the President

announced a major new restructuring effort in a memorandum to the entire college.

In part, it stated:

Organizational restructuring is only the beginning of change at
Valley Community College. An organizational vision outlined for the
staff requires changes in fundamental values, changes in the way staff
work, and in work relationships, and training for all employees.
Fulfillment of this vision is a long-term project to which we must
dedicate ourselves for years to come. Success in this venture will depend
on our combined commitment to intensive on-going staff training;
examining our internal policies and procedures, changing those that
hinder service to students; and changing our reward systems to
encourage behaviors that support the values of teamwork, quality, and
service (Memo from the President, 1994*).

In her rich description of the culture of the college, Simmons (2000) says:

According to Bolman and Deal (1991), organizations tend to resist
major restructuring as long as possible. But if institutional circumstances
change and the organizational structure does not, pressures build that
cannot be ignored. The pressures may be caused by changes in the
environment, technology, political climate, leadership, or continued
growth of the organization. All of these changes had occurred at VCC
since its last major restructuring... (p. 15)

By 1996, the environment to which the college must respond had changed

significantly. The Presidential leadership style, the expectations of shared decision-

making within the governance of the institution, the on-going major reorganization

efforts, all had combined to create turmoil within the organization. However, most

significantly, Valley's prevailing organizational culture remained its most important

and most immovable barrier to change.

Valley Community College's culture historically valued affiliation,
loathed conflict and supported one vote vetoes.

One team member stated, "from my observation, when change has
previously happened at Valley, it has been accomplished by stealth.
Whenever a more formal change process has been attempted, the effort
failed."

The [change project] consultant stated that from her observation,
the following reasons, inherent in Valley's culture, had inhibited
successfully implementing change in the past:

Not willing to make clear decisions regarding change.
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Let dissent stop change.
Gave up too soon.
Involved lots of people without results or benefits from involvement
(Simmons, 2000, p.22)

During the processes Simmons (2000) describes, the President of Valley's

classified union was quoted as saying: "Valley's culture is so conflict averse that it

creates conflict. That may sound rather odd, but I believe that our current culture is

still alive and not so well". Two sociologists from the nearby University reviewed

the work of the organizational change project in mid-stream as an on-going case

study. They found that the administration had been allowing "too much process to

take place in lieu of action," and noted additionally that executive management

spent too much time trying to accommodate dissenters rather than maintain a vision

for the project.

The organizational change project that Simmons (2000) studied was still

underway at the time of the completion of the strategic planning project I have

chosen as my case study. It's problems, especially those associated with floundering

decision-making systems, a conflict-aversive populist culture, questionable

communications strategies, and the inevitable politicization of every institutional

issue, directly interacted with the events described in this study. Her study, in many

ways provides our reader with additional context and background material for this

study. Within this context and during this period of internal indecisiveness and

turmoil, the executive administration decided it was time to begin a new strategic

planning cycle.
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Preparing for Planning

A Timeline of the Valley Community College Planning Process.

At this point of the study, it should prove helpful for the reader to be able to

refer to a timeline that reflects the general ordering of the events that are described

during the course of the study. The following table shows the major events of the

planning process, when they occurred, and who participated at each phase of the

process.
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Timeline of strategic planning activities, Valley Community College, 1997-1999.

Date Event Participants

April, 1997 Future Search, 2-day conference. 200+ Community members, faculty, staff,
administrators, students.

June/July, External Scan process About 10 internal "experts" from business
1997 service areas.

August, 1997 Board Walk-abouts Board members, senior administrators,
local community leaders.

October, 1997 "Internal" Scan workshops (2 days) 80 staff and faculty

November, Board workshop on strategic planning Board, senior administrators, public.
1997

December, Formation of strategic planning 13 administrators, faculty, student, staff
1997 committee representatives

March, 1998 "Meaningful Links" Delphi 12 Faculty, managers, staff. Identified
most meaningful issues for planning.

April, 1998 Joint workshop on to review mission, 40 representatives of Board, Sr. Admin.,
vision and values statements faculty and staff.

April-June, Committee review of Strategic Issues Strategic planning team.
1998 that emerged from previous activities.

July- Writing of first draft Strategic planning team
September,

1998

September, All-staff in-service day dedicated to All college employees.
1998 strategic planning processes.

December, Distribution of first draft; review of first College Council
1998/ draft; Strategic Planning Team expanded

January, 1999

Feb/March, Revision of first draft Strategic planning team.
1999

April, 1999 Distribution and review of second draft College council led campus-wide review.

May, 1999 Revision of second draft Strategic planning team

June, 1999 Submission of Final Draft to President,
Approval by President

September, Campus-wide distribution of Strategic
1999 Plan.
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The Prior Plan

Valley Community College's prior strategic plan had been written during the

term of an interim president and was operational during the academic years 1989

through 1994 (Strategic Planning Committee, 1989*). This plan was functional,

relying upon annual planning updates from each department that were made part of

the annual program review documents and incorporated as part of the budget

planning process. That earlier plan and process were focused on operational matters

and can be characterized as incremental (Quinn, 1978, 1980, 1982) and

reductionist7 in design. It had been created to work hand in hand with the

incremental budgeting procedures in place at that time and represented growth or

change as a function of each department's budgetary needs for the next fiscal year.

A number of institutional goals were spelled out in the plan, and those were tracked

and reported on in the annual plan update issued by the college's Office of

Institutional Research and Planning.

'Reductionism: Reductionism is a view that asserts that entities of a given kind are collections or
combinations of entities of a simpler or more basic kind or that expressions denoting such entities
are definable in terms of expressions denoting the more basic entities. Thus, the ideas that physical
bodies are collections of atoms or that thoughts are combinations of sense impressions are forms of
reductionism.

Two very general forms of reductionism have been held by philosophers in the 20th century: (1)
Logical positivists have maintained that expressions referring to existing things or to states of affairs
are definable in terms of directly observable objects, or sense-data, and, hence, that any statement of
fact is equivalent to some set of empirically verifiable statements. In particular, it has been held that
the theoretical entities of science are definable in terms of observable physical things, so that
scientific laws are equivalent to combinations of observation reports. (2) Proponents of the unity of
science have held the position that the theoretical entities of particular sciences, such as biology or
psychology, are definable in terms of those of some more basic science, such as physics; or that the
laws of these sciences can be explained by those of the more basic science.

The logical positivist version of reductionism also implies the unity of science insofar as the
definability of the theoretical entities of the various sciences in terms of the observable would
constitute the common basis of all scientific laws. Although this version of reductionism is no
longer widely accepted, primarily because of the difficulty of giving a satisfactory characterization
of the distinction between theoretical and observational statements in science, the question of the
reducibility of one science to another remains controversial.
(http://zebu.uoregon.edu/-js/glossary/reductionism.html)
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The Office of Instruction had decided in late 1996 that having a strategic plan

for instruction would be desirable for its own purposes. They had sensed that the

instructional divisions of the college were operating in very independent directions

and wished to examine the external and internal environments to determine an

overall direction that could be strategically managed, and used to prioritize and

assess instructional departments and programs. Consequently the Vice-President

had arranged and funded a Future Search® conference (Bunker & Alban, 1997) that

took place in April 1997. In September 1997, I was asked by the Vice President of

Instruction to take on the job of facilitating a small group (a faculty member, a

department manager, and the Director of Institutional Research) that had been

asked to analyze and synthesize the information from the Future Search®

conference. Using these data, they were tasked to begin to fashion strategy for the

Office of Instruction. It was becoming apparent that one individual was needed to

organize the data and facilitate the presentation of the group's conclusions to the

Vice President. Because of my demonstrated ability to organize and facilitate group

processes, my previous experience working with members of the senior

administration, and my knowledge of the internal workings of the college, I was

asked to assume that role.

As the Strategic Planning Team worked at this assignment over the course of

another three months, we discovered that the decisions and strategies we were

discussing for the instructional divisions would impact enormously on the

institution as a whole; affecting student services and administrative services in

many ways we had not anticipated. Meanwhile, the President had decided in May

1997 (after the Office of Instruction had held its Future Search® conference) that a

planning effort for the entire institution was overdue. The President called together
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a small exploratory committee chaired by his Executive Assistant and involving

several other administrators who reported directly to him (Vice President of

Instruction, Director of Institutional Advancement, Director of Institutional

Research, Director of Workforce Development Programs). The committee was

charged by the President to look at the process of strategic planning and make

recommendations as to how the task should proceed.

Three planning exercises were arranged over that summer: an "external" scan,

an "internal" scan, and a "community walk-about." For the external scan exercise a

small committee of faculty and administrators was assembled, primarily from the

college departments that interfaced most directly with our community-based

constituency (those who dealt with workforce development, small business

development, and economic development). Several small task forces were formed

from this initial group. They were to report back on their perceptions of what

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (commonly referred to as

"S.W.O.T.s" in planning circles) faced the community and the college from the

"outside" (i.e. economic and business) world (Rowley, Lujan, & Dolence, 1997;

Barry, 1997; Goodstein, Nolan, & Pfeiffer, 1993.) These reports were summarized

and reported back to the planning group in early summer (Report of the External

Scan Committee, 1997*).

The "internal" scan process took place later in the summer. For this exercise

90 college employees were selected randomly from representative areas of the

college to participate in a two-day visioning event which took place at an off-

campus location. Over those two days the results of the "external" scan project

were used as a basis for further discussion about the S.W.O.T.s of the college. In

other words, an assessment of the institution's readiness to meet the challenges of
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the immediate future as presented through the "external" scan results (Report of the

Internal Scan Committee, 1997*).

The third activity was the "community walk-abouts. "This exercise involved

staff setting a series of one-on-one meetings between Board of Education members

and influential citizens of the district. Accompanied by a staff member, each board

member would visit three or four of these citizens and discuss with them their

perceptions of the S.W.O.T.s facing the community and college during the

"foreseeable" future. Each board member then gave a verbal report back to the

board as a whole after all meeting schedules had been completed (Report to the

Board on the Strategic Planning Project, 1997*).

After the completion of these three exercises, it became evident to the

committee that no single administrator was going to be able to take on the task of

facilitating the project due to the high demands already placed on their time. Hence,

during October discussions, it was decided to hire an additional administrator who

would serve as project coordinator for the planning process and act as a facilitator

to drive the project through to completion. Since the Vice President of Instruction

had already engaged me to supervise the data analysis and reporting of the Future

Search® conference activities under her office's auspices, she recommended me to

the President as a likely candidate to head-up the institutional strategic planning

project.

Becoming the Planning "Guru"

I freely admitted to all involved that I had no formal background in "strategic

planning." So, in order to learn as much as possible in the short "ramp-up" time I

would have, I plunged into an intense period of self-directed study in an attempt to

discover what was meant by the term, "strategic planning." I needed to find out,
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and quickly, what strategic planning was and how people went about doing it. My

previous experience with strategic planning was extremely limited and did not

involve any previous work in education, with the exception of the eight weeks I had

already spent working for the Office of Instruction. However, I believed that

several of my previous experiences would help me in fulfilling the President's

charge should he decide to offer me the appointment. In 1992 I had led a "long-

range planning" project underwritten by the National Endowment for the Arts

(NEA) for the local symphony orchestra where I, at the time, served as Executive

Director. Later, at the college, as Interim Chair of Valley's Performing Arts

Department (music, dance, and drama) I had led a year long "visioning" exercise

that resulted in some new directions and visions for each of the disciplines in the

department. In addition, I had participated in the April Future Search® conference,

and I was available to give my full attention to designing and guiding the planning

process.

In my previous experience with what was called "long-range planning," I had

wrestled with a formulaic concept that was even then being recognized in business

and industry as outmoded thinking. Although the NEA still advocated "long-range

planning," it did not take my staff at the orchestra and myself long to understand its

inherent shortcomings. The process was based upon the development of a series of

"projections" (financial, artistic, and economic) that were created in an incremental

manner that simply ignored the volatility and turbulence of real-world

management. In the end, if the organization followed the "five-year plan" faithfully

for five years it could never have produced anything that was spontaneous,

entrepreneurial, creative, or opportunistic. It was these limitations of "long-range

planning" that some planners in the business world had already recognized and
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rejected. A nimble, entrepreneurial, responsive organization was clearly what

would be required for success (and perhaps survival) in the for-profit, non-profit,

governmental, and educational sectors (Peters & Waterman, 1982).

During this period of intense research into the subject of strategic planning in

higher education, I discovered several important things. First, that the literature on

strategic planning is heavily weighted toward business and industrial applications

(Keller, 1983). Second, these applications could not well be used in the

environment of higher education (Cope, 1981 a). In higher education politics,

culture, and goals are much more diverse than in "for-profit" enterprises and a

broadly based participation in decision-making is a primary value. In many of our

universities and colleges a "loosely coupled system" (Weick, 1976; Lutz, 1982)

would be a favorable description of the organizational structure, and decision-

making never seems to follow the same path (Cohen & March, 1972).

Consequently, the process of strategic planning in higher education has not been

much like planning in business.

Third, I found that the literature on strategic planning specifically for

community colleges had been limited to little more than individual project

summaries and self-studies prepared by planners for (mostly) internal consumption.

As far as planning philosophy and theory, the community college literature is

generally indistinguishable from the literature for all higher education, which is

predominated by planning for public universities and private four-year colleges.

The most notable contributions to the community college portion of the planning

literature are limited to summary articles on strategic planning in edited books such

as Baker (1994), A Handbook on the Community College in America: Its History,

Mission, and Management, and an impressive output of works by George Copa and
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others (e. g. Copa and Moss, 1983) that is centered specifically on planning as

applied to vocational education.

I also discovered that I would not be able to use the previous Valley

Community College strategic plan as my template. That plan (Strategic Planning

Committee, 1989*) had been based on a reductionist, positivist, framework that

simply did not make sense to me. Although it facilitated reporting on an annual

basis to the President and the board, and it was relatively easy to measure goal

achievement against, it did not speak to the values or principles that were held in

common on our campus. It did not re-affirm the mission of the college, nor did it

identify whom we (as members of the college community) were or why we wanted

to achieve any of the goals that were set out in the plan. I felt that in the turbulent

times in which the college was functioning (both internally and externally) another

set of planning concepts must be developed to facilitate adaptation and change,

while building on the past accomplishments of the institution.

Lastly, I found in reviewing strategic plans from other community colleges

that there appeared to be substantial differences in how planning was done and

presented. I felt that these differences in planning "styles" reflected differences in

the character among the institutions. To me, this meant that the first planning task

at Valley Community College would be to design planning processes that would be

based upon the politics, culture, and resources currently existing within that

specific institution.

As a result of the early committee work on this project, I had been given a

project outline. This outline reflected the previous work done by the committee,

including some of the background on the work already completed and parameters

they had agreed upon for the planning work. The outline (Strategic Planning Team,
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1997*) informed me that "in 1994 the College Council adopted the concept of the

`learning college"' (O'Banion, 1997) and that those concepts should be

incorporated in the planning process. Further, it was stated that:

None of the existing models for strategic planning in community
colleges incorporates all three elements of interest to Valley (i.e.
strategic planning; policy governance; and broad staff, student and
community participation) so a customized approach will need to be
developed for application to Valley. (Strategic Planning Team, 1997)

Soon after my appointment, I met privately with the President to discuss his

vision of the strategic planning process. He had three primary directives. First, the

process was to be as inclusive and participatory as possible. Second, the Board of

Education was deeply involved in an investigation of John Carver's "Policy

Governance" concepts (Carver, 1997; Carver & Mayhew, 1994) and the plan must

reflect the Board's role as a "Policy Governance" board. Last, Valley had long been

active in the League of Innovation and was recognized as a leader in the "Learning

College" movement (O'Banion, 1997). That philosophy of teaching and learning

must serve as a framework for the planning process, as it had been for the other

change initiatives that had been put in place over the last three to four years.

In addition, it was made clear to the planning team by the President that we

would not be allowed to consider issues that were directly related to working

conditions of Valley employees or that could otherwise be considered bargaining

issues. This stricture seemed both reasonable and prudent to me and was one I

attempted to obey throughout the entire process. Bargaining issues and working

conditions, while influenced by strategic directions the college might choose to

take, are clearly operational considerations that lay outside the purview of the

strategy making process. This is especially true in college and university planning
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situations, where a fully participative process is mandated by the concept of shared

governance.

I had my own mandate then: I was to create a planning process based on the

unique culture and common values of Valley Community College.
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CHAPTER FOUR: BEGINNING THE PLANNING PROCESS

Planning Objectives

Early committee work had produced a clear set of objectives for the strategic

planning process:

Create a strategic plan for Valley Community College that:
Provide a clear sense of direction for the college to better serve the
needs of students and the community.
Establish a workable framework for building operating plans and
budgets.
Create a basis for assessing progress against these expectations.
Position the college to thrive in an environment of change
Align existing College projects and initiatives with the future needs
of students and the community.
Place the Board of Education in a governing role in which board
members have the primary role of setting direction and policy for the
college consistent with community interests.
Facilitate significant involvement of staff, students, and the
community in planning. (Strategic Planning Team, 1997*)

With these objectives clearly in mind, my next step was to meet with the

President and make recommendations for the actual planning team membership,

establish a meeting regimen, and begin our work. Additionally, I was slated to

make a major planning presentation to the Board of Education at their

December (1997) meeting that would summarize the early planning efforts and

project for them an outline of how the planning process would proceed.

Picking the Planning Team

The Executive Leadership Team (ELT) had provided the original leadership

for the planning effort. A "cabinet" that meets weekly with the President, this team

consists of the three Vice Presidents (VP for Instruction, VP for Instruction and

Student Services, and VP for College Operations), the Directors of Marketing and
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Public Relations, Institutional Research, Personnel, and the Assistant to the

President. The project was originally assigned to the Executive Assistant to the

President, who had coordinated some of the early planning activities (e.g. the

"external" and "internal" scanning exercises). However, for the benefit of a

concentrated, focused planning effort the decision had been made to assign the

planning task to someone who could devote full-time to the project.

At that time, it was decided that when a Planning Director was hired a

Strategic Planning Team would be appointed to serve for the duration of the

project. The decisions regarding who would be asked to serve on the planning team

would be among the most important to be made, as this team would be in the

position to frame the directions the planning effort would take and the procedures

we would use.

My role in the strategic planning process at Valley was to act as facilitator and

champion of the process. I would recommend courses of action, act as the "resident

expert" on strategic planning theory and practice, schedule planning meetings and

activities, move the process along in a timely manner, and provide information and

general support to the Strategic Planning Team. I would be responsible to design

sub-processes that would enable the Strategic Planning Team to thoughtfully

examine the issues and craft institutional strategies to address them. Though I

abstained from voting throughout the process, my position clearly gave me

significant influence over both process and content of the document during my

entire tenure with the Team. Through being in a position to frame the context of

decision-making and through having open access to the leadership of the college,

my ability to influence the course of events was substantial.
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From the beginning, the President had mandated a participative planning

effort. This called then for a representative planning team: one that allowed for as

many constituent voices to be heard as possible while still maintaining a workable

committee size. At the end of November I met with the President, his Executive

Assistant, the Vice President of Administration, the Director of Marketing and

Public Relations, and the Director of Institutional Research to discuss the

composition of the Strategic Planning Team. At that meeting, it was determined

that the maximum size for a working committee should be larger than six but not

exceed 12. This would allow for work to continue during times when some

committee members might have to miss meetings.

Next, this group considered what functions of the college needed to have

represented. We agreed that because instruction is the primary function of the

college, the Vice President of Instruction must be included. The Institutional

Research Department would be called upon to provide much of the statistical

information and operational support that project would be relying upon, so the

Director of Institutional Research was invited. Marketing and public relations,

represented on the committee by its director, would provide valuable support for

communications and a broader picture of the college and its relations with the

community. The Executive Assistant to the President had presided over the earlier

planning activities, and was also presiding over a campus-wide organizational

development effort. She would be invaluable in helping us tie our efforts into the

work already being done on several fronts to change Valley's internal systems (see

Simmons, 2000). Additionally, some secretarial support would be needed for the

project so we would have meeting minutes, central distribution for intra-team

communications and other necessary administrative assistance. So far, the
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committee representation was the President, four management positions, one

secretarial position, and myself.

Next the group discussed how best to bring representation from various

constituencies to the committee. It seemed reasonable to invite the presidents of the

faculty and classified unions to participate or to send representation to the

committee. Additionally, it was agreed that the students must have a voice in

strategy for the college as well. Therefore, the President of the student association

was invited to participate. Adding those three representatives gave planning team

ten positions.

Additionally, there were some special interests that needed to be given voice.

The internal operations of the college represent a large annual investment of

resources and the strategic planning outcomes would probably require some

redistribution of resources from both internal and external sources. Therefore, a

representative from College Operations was invited to participate. The college's

links with area businesses was also identified as crucial to our attempts to predict

the economic future. Therefore the Director of Workforce Development was

invited to participate as well, representing the economic and business development

interests of the community. These two additions to the committee gave us a total of

12 participants.

Finally, the discussion came to the question of Board participation. Should the

Board of Education be invited to assign a representative to work on the committee,

or should the Strategic Planning Team undertake the task of drafting a strategic

plan that would then be presented to the Board for its approval or its rejection? This

was a point of much discussion concerning the roles of the planning team and the

Board of Education.
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The main concerns about Board participation centered on three issues:

1) That the board should only speak or represent themselves in one voice;

however, any board member on the Team would only be representing themselves.

2) That should a board member be working to represent and advance a

personal agenda, any deference on our part would sacrifice effectiveness and stifle

open discussion, while not deferring could result in ill feelings. This was viewed as

a potential "imbalance of power" situation.

3) In view of the work the Board was currently doing to become a "policy

governance" board (Carver & Mayhew, 1994) it was agreed that in order to help

affirm the Board's role as strictly addressing policy matters, the Strategic Planning

Team should complete the best draft possible without adding a Board member to

the committee. The Team would then forward the strategic plan to the Board for

their approval. Meanwhile, the Team would go to extensive lengths to keep the

Board informed as to our project and its progress and continue utilizing the direct

involvement of the Board members in planning activities so that their voices would

also be heard.

The final composition of the Strategic Planning Team was: The President, the

Executive Assistant to the President, the Director of Marketing and Public

Relations, the Director of Institutional Research, the President of the Faculty

Union, the President of the Classified Staff Union, the President of the Student

Body, the Vice President for Instruction, the Budget Analyst (representing College

Operations), and the State Director of Small Business Development Centers.

Supporting the efforts of the committee were the Director of the Strategic Planning

Project (myself) and a member of the President's office staff who provided
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secretarial support and voting representation as an additional voice for the

classified staff.

Though I did not suspect it at the time, the composition of the committee

would later prove to be a critical factor in how the entire planning process was

perceived by the campus community. It would later prove to be a major fault in the

management of the process. (See Chapter Seven.)

Modifying Planning Expectations

As I examined the planning proposal that I had "inherited," I realized that

modifications to the process would be necessary for several reasons. Primarily, I

believed that the planning process needed to be a process of discovery for the

Strategic Planning Team itself in order for us to bring meaningfulness to the final

drafting of the plan document. Upon reflection, it is clear that the basis of my

thinking at the time was identical to the planning style described by Mintzberg as

the "learning" school (Mintzberg, 1990; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998)

which "finds strategy to emerge in a process of collective learning" (Mintzberg,

1990, p. 3). To me, this meant that all the members of the Team needed to be

educated on each of the "critical" issues that had been identified by the previous

group participation exercises.

I also felt that in order for the process to be truly participative it must be

designed so there would be more (and more effective) opportunities for various on-

campus constituents to become involved. During the month of December 1997,

while others were away on Winter break, I thought hard about how I might change

the early direction of the Strategic Planning Committee's work in order to achieve

the stated objectives of the project.
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As a result of this thinking, I proposed to pursue two separate tasks: First, the

Team needed to agree on the most significant issues that the college must face over

the term of the new strategic plan. Then we had to find ways to develop specific

goals to achieve in order to successfully face each of these "critical" issues. Second,

we needed to review and revise as necessary the mission, vision, and value

statements of the college. This task would require input from broader constituencies

than just the 12 member planning team.

On January 12, 1998, I sent a detailed memo (Memo of January 12, 1998*) to

the newly formed Strategic Planning Team that outlined the changes I was

proposing and provided background information for them to absorb prior to our

first meeting (1/20/98). Attached to the memo were several items: a Statement of

Purpose that summarized the expected outcomes of the planning effort; a Planning

Timeline that projected completion dates for the major tasks; a Flow Chart

outlining the steps the Committee would follow to complete the planning tasks; a

copy of the newly revised Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges

"Standard One - Institutional Mission and Goals, Planning and Effectiveness"

(NASC, 1996); and the college's current mission statement and "Unifying

Principles" which were composed during the earlier (1989) planning process. Also

attached to the memo, was a draft statement of strategic issues. These issues were

identified by the earlier small group work I had guided for the Office of Instruction

as having emerged most strongly from the Future Search® conference. I also

incorporated my own synthesis of material from the internal and external scan

exercises, analysis of the Public Perception Survey, and the Board Walk-abouts that

had been conducted during the summer. These strategic issue statements would

form the backbone of all our planning work. Clearly, our first task would be to
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review and discuss their validity. The Team needed to come to consensus early on

that these would be the most important issues the college needed to address over

the life of the new strategic plan.

In the memo, I asked the Team to:

Please read... carefully and reflect on the following questions:
Do you agree that this list represents relevant strategic issues Valley

needs to be addressing in its Strategic Planning? Should any of theses
issues be combined? Should any be broken down into two or more
issues? What issues are missing from this list; especially any issues that
our culture might have kept us from recognizing during the information
gathering work we have done?

Remind yourself as you read this document that strategic issues
need to be framed in multi-functional terms which will have to be
addressed by more than one department or working unit. One of our
challenges will constantly be to keep ourselves focused on the largest
possible institutional framework, identifying college-wide problems, and
not getting caught up in crafting solutions (Memo of January 12, 1998*)

At the January 20''', 1998, meeting the Team reached consensus on the

strategic issues as they were stated in the memo:

How can VCC successfully address the growing demand for
life-long learning?
How can VCC successfully respond to the opportunities and
threats presented by rapidly changing technology?
How can VCC successfully accommodate an increasingly
diverse student population?
How can VCC's internal systems be re-focused and renewed to
better serve the learner and support and motivate our
employees?
How can VCC produce more learning, and serve more students,
with shrinking financial resources?
How can VCC successfully accommodate the continuing (and
growing) demand for workplace and workforce training?
(Memo of January 12, 1998*)

To achieve the second objective (review and revision of the mission, vision,

and value statements) the Strategic Planning Team decided that it would sponsor a

one-evening facilitated work session. The purpose of this session would be to

acquire direct input from the Board of Education, the College Council, and the

Student Body Association as to whether:
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1. The current mission, vision and values statements were acceptable as they

were written,

2. Still represented the college accurately, or

3. Whether significant changes would be needed.

As project Director, I would schedule the meeting, invite the participants, and work

with the meeting facilitator to support our objectives.

One further task remained. Before proceeding with the actual planning

activities, the Team needed to determine how its activities would be governed.

Under what rules would it proceed? I proposed two ground rules for the committee

to consider at our meeting of January 12, 1998. First, the strategic planning team

would always act by consensus, not majority rule. The Team agreed to define the

term "consensus" as that point at which each participant could support the decision

without compromising important needs or values. I felt that though this procedure

might slow down decision-making, we could not afford to dis-affect each other by

presenting in public statements or decisions that had not been based in across-the-

board support from the whole team. To me, the concept of "team" is grounded in

the concept of "consultative" decision-making.

Second, it was very important to the project that the work of the Team not be

bogged down by the absences of individual members. I realized that we had

selected some of the most powerful and, therefore, busiest people on campus to

participate. Many would be missing meetings because of business that is more

urgent, attendance at conferences, or conflicting meeting or vacation schedules. So,

I proposed that we agree that "...decision making will be done by consensus of

those members present when business is conducted, no quorum or majority will be

required." (Minutes of the Strategic Planning Team, December 16, 1997*.)
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After consideration and discussion of my suggestions, the Team adopted both

of these governance rules as practical and necessary. Later these ground rules

would be tested severely, but would serve us well.

Examining the Issues

As I described earlier, I felt that the planning process needed to be a process

of discovery for the Team members themselves in order for us to bring

meaningfulness to the final drafting of the plan document. To me, this meant that

all the members of the Team needed to be educated on each of the "critical" issues

that had been identified by the previous group participation exercises. In order to

accomplish this education, I decided to follow a template I found in Bryson's

(1995) Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations that is designed

to meet this need. At our next meeting, we, as a team, analyzed each of the issues

by asking three questions:

What is the issue? (Clear statement of the issue.)
What factors (mandates, mission, external and internal
influences) make it a strategic issue?
What are the consequences of failing to address the issue?
(Bryson, 1995, p. 113.)

The answers that were recorded to these questions gave us a broader

perspective on each issue. The Strategic Planning Team was able to see each issue

(and the urgency attached to it) in relation to our school and our community

through our collective experience. This established a general context for each issue,

which would now allow us to proceed to examine each in greater detail.

In an exercise designed to provide an in-depth examination of each issue

required for the education of the Team as a whole, I assigned dyads (two-member

teams) to each of the six "critical" issues. Each team would study the assigned issue
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and prepare a report for presentation to the rest of the Team. I detailed the process

to the Team in a Memorandum dated February 17, 1998*:

At our meeting this morning, we defined a process for translating
strategic issues into institutional goals. For everyone's general
understanding, here is an outline of the process:

Two-member teams (dyads) were assigned/volunteered to tackle the
questions relevant to each issue. A worksheet for each issue was passed
out to suggest starting places for investigation and discussion.

Each dyad meets together for 1 to 3 hours (or as determined by your
dyad) to answer the questions on the worksheet (and/or others that may
present themselves). Dyads may expand to include input from groups
already forming recommendations or plans related to these issue. Dyads
will self-organize and can include any number; however, only the two SP
Team members assigned to the issue will present to the group.

Dyads report on their findings to the group. Limit presentations to
10-15 minutes.

Group discusses the issue, using the dyad as a resource for
questions, information. (5-10 minutes)

Following presentation and discussion, SP Team breaks into 2
groups, each of which (using the data from the presentation as a basis)
proposes 4 or more Institutional Goals which address the issue. (20
minutes)

Goal suggestions will be recorded, but not refined or discussed
further until all groups have presented.

Objective is to review at least 2 Strategic Issues per meeting.
Presentations conclude on April 14th.

All goals will be reviewed with an eye to revision, prioritization,
and assignment of responsibility for goal achievement. (April 28th)

At our next meeting the agenda will be to have each dyad report on
the process they have elected to use to prepare their presentation; who
will be working with the dyad, who will be consulted, and sharing of
what process problems have been encountered and how they have been
overcome. We will also set the agenda for the next three meetings,
determining which dyads will present on which date.

Remember:
A) The purpose of the dyad's work is to inform the rest of the team

concerning the nature of each issue and its importance to the institution,
NOT to present goals. Goals will be suggested in the small group
process; so keep a list of goals as you work on your issue and feel free to
champion your suggestions in the small group discussions.

B) Involvement of those within the college who have already done
the work of thinking and planning around these issues will assure both a
better perspective for the Team in consideration of the issue, and "buy-
in" to the strategic planning process by those individuals and groups you
contact through their participation in the process.
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I had optimistically scheduled two reports for each of the following three

Team meetings. However, due to the preparation time needed by each dyad

(particularly when they were consulting with others "away from the table") and the

benefit of the "rich" conversations the Team had on each issue, we were to actually

spend the next six meetings completing this in-depth review of the "critical" issues.

Examining the Mission, Vision, and Values Statements

The review and potential revisions of the college's mission, vision, and values

statements represented a crucial step in the strategic planning process (Ansoff,

1965; Barry, 1997; Bryson, 1997; Goodstein, Nolan, & Pfeiffer, 1993; Rowley,

Lujan, & Dolence 1997; Shirley, 1983). As Norris and Poulton (1991) suggest:

"The second set of activities is to assess the mission of the institution and/or

academic unit and to assess stakeholder values regarding that mission. The

increased complexity of academia's stakeholders makes this step especially

important for today's and tomorrow's institution" (p. 39).

It was exactly for this purpose that the Strategic Planning Team arranged a

facilitated work session that brought together some of the most important

stakeholders. We invited the members of the Board of Education, Associated

Student Body officers, faculty union representatives, mid-management

representatives, Faculty Council representatives, and classified union

representatives to attend. All three Vice Presidents attended as well.

Meeting with the facilitator (from outside the campus community) and two

Team members besides myself, we developed two strategies for this work session:

1) To discover the prevailing guiding ideas being utilized in doing the work of

the various major planning/change initiatives on campus.
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2) To compare those guiding ideas and to discern whether the current mission,

values, and principles statements support those ideas; and, in that context, to

determine what might be missing from those statements and/or what is there that is

no longer needed.

The proposed agenda for the evening was:

Review the value statements and guiding ideas from the major planning

initiatives that had been underway at Valley Community College.

Determine the common themes and areas of potential tension among the ideas.

Review the college's mission, values, and vision statements in the context of

these guiding ideas.

Determine what concepts should be added to these documents to appropriately

reflect the ideas that are guiding Valley's future direction.

To set the context for the group mission review, we asked them to examine

the values that were stated in a number of important statements, which had been

authored over the last few years by key initiatives on campus. Values statement or

statements of principal were extracted from such sources as: the recent (1995)

construction bond election campaign; the Future Search® conference; the faculty

sponsored Learning Initiative; the campus-wide process redesign effort; the

technology advisory team reports; and the committee on work roles and

relationships. The Board and the President had endorsed all these major change

efforts in the last three years. The idea was to check these statements for alignment

with the mission of the institution and affirm that there was a consensus among the

major stakeholders that these values were, in fact, reflective of Valley's

organizational objectives.
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Following that process, the group then reviewed the existing mission, vision,

and value statements (Mission, Vision, and Values Statements, 1989*) together. It

was agreed that, though there were minor changes needed to update the language,

the statements were by and large still representative and appropriate to Valley

Community College.

Our final challenge of the evening was to discover what concepts should be

added to these documents to appropriately reflect the ideas that are guiding Valley's

future direction. The purpose of this exercise was to give guidance to the Strategic

Planning Team that they would use in revising the mission, vision, and value

statements and as guidelines to bear in mind while writing the rest of the strategic

plan.

The most heavily emphasized concepts that emerged from that work session

included:

The college should be learning centered for all (that is, students
and employees).
Collaborative working relationships and team concept should be
constantly reinforced.
An empowered staff is a value or part of our philosophy.
De-emphasize segregation of vocational/career training &
transfer/liberal arts.
Creativity/Innovation are to be encouraged and rewarded.
Diversity must be emphasized as a value.
The concepts of access and affordability were essential.
Students should be recognized as partners in learning, sharing
responsibility and accountability for learning with faculty and
staff. (Meeting Synthesis, April, 1997*)

All these concepts would later be strongly reflected in the final plan

document.
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CHAPTER FIVE: PARTICIPATORY PLANNING ACTIVITIES

In Search of "Meaningfulness"

As plans for the mission, vision, and values meeting were moving forward,

the Strategic Planning Team was progressing through its educational reports on

issues. I was thinking about how the Team might achieve the most important goal

of our planning document: meaningfulness. I felt strongly that our Strategic

Planning Team could easily become isolated in their work. We had chosen many

members of the Team for their professional expertise and others for their ability to

represent certain constituencies. But in order to have a group that would be able to

get the work done efficiently, we had had to limit the number of people on the

Team, thus limiting the viewpoints heard and acted upon by the Strategic Planning

Team to those who were sitting at the table.

It was critical that the general campus population perceive our final document

as meaningful and significant. I felt that a group working "away from the table" on

this issue would serve as an important sounding board for some of the ideas and

issues being addressed by the Strategic Planning Team. Additionally, I had never

been personally satisfied with the "internal scanning process" that had been

conducted during the summer before my involvement in the planning project. That

process had not truly sampled the internal systems of the college to ascertain what

issues might be emerging that would be necessary for us to address in the planning

process.

I outlined the purpose of this exercise in a memo explaining my thinking to

the members of the proposed "Meaningful Linkages" group (Memo of 5/12,

1998*):
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The Strategic Planning Team is concerned not only with the
creation of a strategic planning document for the college, but also with
the incorporation of the Strategic Plan into the daily operations of the
college.

The issue of "Meaningful Linkages" derives from our larger
concerns centered on the subject of "institutional alignment." Alignment
occurs when every branch, division, department, program, and individual
plans, makes decisions, and designs daily work centered around attaining
the goals of the college as stated in the Strategic Plan. Alignment gives
meaning to the Strategic Plan and makes it real. Achieving alignment
enables us to move from strategic planning to strategic management.

To achieve institutional alignment, we must ask ourselves the
question: How will Valley Community College achieve alignment
between the goals of the plan and the operation of all its various units?

The answer to that question is:
1. Provide clear goals.
Provide motivation for units and individuals to meet those goals.
Provide communications and decision-making structures that are

clear, consistent and effective.

Task 1, "providing clear goals," is the charge of the Strategic
Planning Team. Task 3, "providing communications and decision-
making structures that are clear, consistent and effective," is the job of
the administration. Task 2, "provide motivation for units and individuals
to meet those goals," is the task we begin by setting the question before
this sub-group.

The question for the sub-group to examine is:
What methods might we devise that will ensure that meaningful

linkages are established between the institutional goals reflected in the
Strategic Plan and the daily work of divisions, departments, programs,
and individuals throughout the institution?

The term "Meaningful Linkages" refers to the effectiveness of the
plan, which can only result if it is successfully "linked" to operations.
Meaningfulness will be achieved when work groups and individuals
make their decisions about programs, priorities, resources, and goals
based upon the institution's stated goals. These linkages may reflect a
wide variety of motivational sources, including (but not limited to)
monetary, budgetary, prioritization, prestige, recognition, or intrinsic
rewards.

In order to be implemented, these motivators (or "links") must be
considered in the light of the financial realities the college currently
faces. However, creative use of existing financial resources is certainly a
field for consideration. Other, non-financial, motivators may well
provide richness and creativity beyond the financial incentives the
college might be capable of providing.
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Ultimately, the idea is to encourage creativity and innovation at all
levels in pursuit of the College's goals. This should help all of us to
focus the energy (emotional, physical and intellectual) we spend on the
job toward the objective of improving institutional effectiveness.

I needed to find a method for meeting with this group a minimum number of

times, but still enable the full and thoughtful discussion that would be essential to

developing consensus on each question. When I discussed my needs with the

Director of Institutional Research, he suggested that I investigate the Delphi

process. He felt that utilizing this method through the college e-mail system that

might help minimize the amount of time devoted to arranging and attending face-

to-face meetings and at the same time maximize the exchange of ideas. I spent

some time investigating the idea and then determined to organize just such a

system. Therefore, I asked the Director of Institutional Research to assist me in

setting up a committee and implementing this modified Delphi process.

In order to get a more "operational" sampling of opinion the following people

were invited to participate: The Director of Institutional Research (who acted as co-

chair); an English Instructor; an Admissions Specialist; the Division Chair of

Health & PE; the Vice President of College Operations; the college Budget

Analyst; the Department Coordinator for Art & Applied Design; and the Director of

College Finance. I believed that these eight people would ensure that we received

feedback from the perspective of operational systems staff that we might otherwise

not get. Their report would serve to inform the future considerations of the

Strategic Planning Team.

The Delphi Technique was developed in the 1950's by the Rand Corporation

to conduct research utilizing a large panel of subject matter experts who were

geographically scattered and could not meet in a face-to-face environment over an
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extended period of time (Daily, 1988; Morrison, Renfro & Boucher, 1984; Murry

& Hammons, 1995; Spinelli, 1983; Stahl & Stahl, 1991; and Uhl, 1983). This

technique is intended to produce consensus rapidly, as well as encourage the

development of very broad perspectives in considering issues. A very condensed

description of the Delphi process follows:

The first round questionnaire uses an open-ended format to elicit individual

judgments or opinions from each member of the panel about the particular issue or

problem under study. After all the round one questionnaires are returned, the

coordinator reviews, edits, and compiles the panel's responses, then prepares the

round two questionnaire.

In the second-round questionnaire, the researcher requests the panel of experts

to consider, to rank and/or rate, to edit, and to comment upon the responses

developed during round one.

During the third and any future questionnaire rounds, the panel is given

feedback about the previous round. This information includes panel comments and

composite and individual rankings and/or ratings for each questionnaire item. The

goal of the third round and any other subsequent round of questionnaires is to

achieve consensus or stability of panel member responses. Once consensus and-or

stability is gained, the Delphi procedure ends (Murray & Hamonds, 1995).

We were using the Delphi technique both as a communications method and as

a research tool. We operated the Delphi through a special project e-mail box called

"SPTeam." E-mails were addressed to each of member separately, rather than use a

group designation or "list-serve" process. This was so that members might reply by

using the "reply" function and their mail would only go back to the "SPTeam" box,
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not to the others in the group. I monitored the replies and as they came in and

prepared synthesized versions of the group's responses.

This procedure eliminated the complexity of scheduling meeting times,

preserved the anonymity of the respondents (crucial to successful use of the Delphi

technique), and allowed facilitated discussion with a minimum of repetition,

recapitulation, or power positioning. I believed that attempting this form of

communication unbounded by time and space limitations would facilitate our

discussions and enhance our ability to achieve consensus. As the process began, I

assigned our task force a strict deadline of six weeks to complete its work. During

that six weeks we engaged in three face-to-face meetings, three rounds of Delphi

questioning, and discussion via e-mail.

Our first face to face meeting was held to establish the charge of the task

force, and to educate the group on how the Delphi discussions would be operated.

Then, during the next week we began with the first round questions and

discussions.

The round one question was:

As we try to envision the changes that will be necessary in order to
achieve the Valley Community College we want to become, we need to
identify the qualities or characteristics that will define that new Valley.
List below those qualities you believe Valley must display to meet the
needs of our stakeholders in the future. Feel free to add comments that
explain, define, or otherwise enlighten your choices. (Memo to
'Meaningful Links" subcommittee, April 2, 1998*)

I synthesized the group's responses to the following statement:

The qualities Valley must display to meet the needs of our
stakeholders in the future include; being a learner centered institution,
being flexible and dedicated to continuous improvement, utilizing
empowered work teams, being supportive of employees, and
creating/maintaining a trusting culture. (Memo to 'Meaningful Links"
subcommittee, April 2, 1998*)

Next, the round two question was stated as follows:
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Following is a list of internal systems of the college. (For purposes
of discussion, "systems" will refer to a process or group of related
processes. Obviously, within an organization this complex there are
systems within systems within.. .ad infinitum.) Those indicated by an
are already undergoing some directed change as a result of change
initiatives that are already being enacted.

1. Budget, administration of
2. Budget, planning of
3. Employee classification and compensation
4. Enrollment and retentiont (admissions, counseling, financial

aid, student records)
5. Financial transactions, outside parties
6. Financial transactions, students
7. Fundraising
8. Governance
9. Grants/contracts
10. Hiring, classified
11. Hiring, faculty
12. Hiring, management
13. Institutional planning & assessment
14. Instructiont
15. Instructional support
16. Learner support services (child care, disability, RSVP, seniors,

SES, student health, substance abuse, TALN, women's)
17. Management /leadership (college-wide)
18. Marketing & public relations
19. Payroll services
20. Personnel administration (contractual compliance and benefits

administration)
21. Procurement/purchasing
22. Student life (Associated Student Body, Athletics, Literary

Magazine, Student Newspaper, International, Multicultural,
Student Activities)

Assume that these will continue to receive institutional support for
the continuation of the changes they have initiated to this point (this does
not preclude them from needing more intensive change and/or more
resources). Further, assume that the strategic plan contains institutional
goals that support the characteristics of the college we arrived at in the
synthesis of the first Delphi round. (See above.)

Please respond to the following question:
If internal systems are to be changed to reflect the qualities of the

institution, which do you believe Valley must focus on changing now?
Why? (Please list no more than three; list them in order of urgency. Feel
free to identify systems not included in this list, or to identify sub-
systems that may need priority attention.)

Following the receipt of round two responses it was apparent more
work needed to be done in this area before consensus on the responses
would be reached. Therefore, a Round 2a question was added. Shown
above are a summary of responses to the round two questions, and the
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complete text of those responses8. We now need to come to some
consensus about these priorities. After reading this summary and the
other participant's comments, please respond by: 1) changing or
reordering your list of three priorities for initiating change (please
comment on what specifically prompts the changes to your list) or, 2) re-
affirm your list of priorities (also commenting on why you still feel they
are appropriate.) You may change your original list entirely if you so

desire. (Memo to 'Meaningful Links" subcommittee, April 20,
1998*)

When Round 2A results were complete (with an 88% response rate);

consensus had been reached on priorities for system change at the institution:

1. Governance/management/leadership

2. Employee Classification

3. Instruction

4. Budget

5. Enrollment/Retention

6. Information systems/Tech. infrastructure/ Communications

Based upon the consensus we had reached about which systems need most

urgently to be changed (Round Two) to support the values of the institution (Round

One), I now asked:

What strategic or institutional goals would you suggest would be
appropriate for the college to pursue in order to induce the needed
change(s)? Please list two to four goals for each of the first three
systems; if you wish, or have strong feelings about supporting change in
the other systems, please feel free to write any number of goals for those
as well. These goals will form the basis for our report back to the
Strategic Planning Team.

System #1: Governance/management/leadership.
System #2: Employee Classification
System #3: Instruction (Optional)
System #4: Budget
System #5: Enrollment/Retention
System #6: Info. systems/Tech. infrastructure/ Communications
Note: remember when wording your suggested goals that strategic

goals are (in the language of John Carver) "ends," not "means." That is,
strategic goals state WHAT will be done, but not HOW. "What" is

8 For purposes of brevity, this list is not included here.
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strategic, "how" is tactical. (Memo to 'Meaningful Links" subcommittee,
April 30, 1998*)

As requested, the responses to this Round did, indeed, form the basis for the

report back to the Strategic Planning Team.

The "Meaningful Links" Final Report

In stating its recommendations to the Strategic Planning Team the Meaningful

Links" sub-committee said:

This group was convened to recommend to the Strategic Planning
Team ways in which the Strategic Plan can become a meaningful
document that relates to the everyday operation of Valley Community
College. The group has concluded that achieving this goal depends on
changing some of the internal systems of the college, in order to bring
them into alignment with the mission, vision, values and goals of the
Plan. In order to ensure alignment, we recommend the that the following
actions and ideas be specifically addressed within the text of the Plan
document.

1. Define and clarify Valley's decision-making systems so the roles
and functions of all decision-making bodies are meaningful, clearly
stated and broadly communicated to the college community... Define and
clearly communicate authority and responsibility in decision-making
processes to the members of the decision-making body. Maintain
accountability for results and ensure fairness and consistency in
decision-making processes.

2. Adjust management systems to reflect the values stated in the
Work Roles and Relationships Summit final report. Incorporate the
expertise of employees closest to the work in all operational decision-
making processes.

Provide training for all Valley employees (classified, faculty,
management) in the implementation of high performance work teams
and collaboration so that the new work roles and relationships, and the
college's expectations are clear to each employee...

Create an environment that supports employees during the
transition period...

As individuals and as a group, we at Valley must learn to value and
nurture leadership at all levels of the organization...

Change initiatives should consistently incorporate a goal of adding
value to services and processes for the benefit of our students.

3. Modify the employee classification and compensation system to
reflect and support the final report of the Work Roles and Relationships
Summit...

Classification systems should ensure fairness, encourage innovation
and creativity by individuals and work groups, and promote timely
adaptation to the changing needs of the college.
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Design human resources systems that facilitate the movement of
employees between work units and work assignments.

4. Ensure that the budgeting system A) is clearly aligned with the
mission, values, and goals of the college, B) enhances flexibility in
managing work units, and C) promotes effective, participative and
strategic budget allocation decisions.

A new budgeting model must also: continue to meet the
requirements of state and federal law; allow for flexibility to move
resources to areas of strategic importance; support decision-making at
the point where the work is done; and provide incentives that encourage
improvements in services to students, conservation of resources, and
increased productivity.

5. Adapt instructional systems to include systematic, annual
processes for review of curriculum and performance, as measured
against the goals of the Instructional Services and the college's
institutional goals. These reviews should be simply structured,
appropriate in design, and consistently scheduled from year-to-year.
Student learning outcomes should be an important element in each of
these reviews.

Additionally, during the course of our work, the group came to
consensus on several qualities, which we believe it is important that
Valley Community College exhibit under a new strategic direction.
Those qualities are:

The College should be learner centered.
The College should be flexible, adaptable, and operate using

principles of continuous improvement.
The College should develop and support the use of empowered

work teams.
The College should be supportive of its employees.
The College should always strive to create and maintain a

trusting culture. ("Meaningful Links" Report, June 9, 1998*)

The Delphi process had worked very well for us. Continuously feeding-back

the comments of all the participants to all other participants gave everyone a chance

to modify their answers after reflecting on the perspectives of the others. The face-

to-face meetings allowed us to have important discussions relating to our

relationship to the Strategic Planning Team, what form the final report should take,

and issues and concerns that emerged from the group during our email exchanges

and open discussions. The face-to-face meetings also allowed us to resolve issues

where there was some dissent or divergence of opinion. Fortunately, the group was

able to agree that we all were comfortable with the content of the report and felt
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that we had fulfilled our charge from the Strategic Planning Team, so no minority

report was needed.

An In-service for Strategic Planning

As the school year drew to a close, the President decided the strategic

planning should be the centerpiece of the college's Fall All Staff In-service Day.

Traditionally, Valley faculty and staff returned to school one week prior to the

beginning of fall-term instruction for five days of preparation for classes, in-service

training, department and divisional meetings, and one all-staff in-service day of

activities. This one day was typically designed to provide training sessions for both

classified and faculty as well as to allow an opportunity for staff recognition, pre-

term announcements, introduction of new staff, and the President's annual state-of-

the-college address.

In late July, the Strategic Planning Team started designing this day-long set of

activities. The objectives were to; A) educate the staff about strategic planning and

how the process had been proceeding over the last year, B) inform the staff about

how the Strategic Planning Team expected the process to proceed to conclusion

during the coming academic year, and C) take advantage of the single occasion we

would have to actively engage the entire staff in the process of strategic planning.

Or, as was stated later in an article reporting the results of the day's activities in the

staff daily electronic newspaper:

The purposes for conducting the September In-service activities
were to: 1) familiarize all college staff with the proposed new vision,
mission, and values statements; 2) engage the majority of the campus
community in the planning process by seeking meaningful input to the
process; 3) check staff perceptions of importance and performance in all
value areas; 4) provide a baseline for future measurement of
improvement of performance in all value areas; and 5) provide a check
on the Planning Team's perceptions and perspectives by surveying the
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opinions and ideas of other staff from all areas of the college (Article,
October 13, 1998*).

We planned the President's speech in the morning session to be our

opportunity to apprise the staff about the process and how it was proceeding. Then,

we planned for activities to be held in the afternoon sessions that would engage the

staff in thinking about and contributing to the planning process. We would end with

a briefing about the future schedule of the process and a reminder to watch college

publications and communications for further news about the strategic planning

process.

Overview of In-service Activities

The activities of the afternoon sessions were focused on obtaining feedback

from the staff. The Strategic Planning Team wanted to "check in" with the college

employees (faculty, classified staff, and management) to familiarize them with our

thinking regarding the mission, vision and values statements of the strategic plan.

The Team also wanted to engage the college community in some "brain-storming"

about the strategic issues that had been identified so far in our work and the

strategies we were proposing to respond to those issues. Facilitators from the

Strategic Planning Team provided instructions for the activities and group

processes via the house amplification system at the front of the room. Other

members of the Strategic Planning Team were assigned specific areas of the room

to patrol during the activities to answer questions and solve problems.

The first activity of the afternoon took place after lunch (from approximately

1:30 p.m. until 2:15 p.m.). In a large room that was normally devoted to convention
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activities, the nearly 600 college employees were randomly seated9 at 65 large

round tables where copies of the "Report Card on Mission, Vision, and Values

Statements" survey form had been supplied, along with pencil for each person's

use. Each copy of the survey had the draft versions of the mission, vision, and

values statements printed at the top, followed by the survey questions and response

areas. The Strategic Planning Team's purpose in taking this survey was to check the

perceptions of the college's employees regarding the appropriateness of the

mission, vision, and value statements that had been approved at the facilitated work

session we had convened in April. The Strategic Planning Team needed this

feedback to be sure that there was no major "disconnect" between the thinking of

the smaller workshop group and the college community at large.

The second activity (starting at 2:30 p.m. and allowing for work until 4:00

p.m.) was intended to allow the employees to review and discuss in detail the work

the Strategic Planning Team had done thus far in identifying critical issues the

college was facing, and crafting strategies that provided institutional responses to

those issues. Again, materials were provided on the tables that would a) instruct the

employees on the process we would follow, and b) inform them on the issues and

strategies the Strategic Planning Team had worked on. Each table was instructed to

select one person to act as "recorder" during the activity so the discussion points at

each table was captured. Further, each table was asked to attempt to come to

agreement as a group on their agreement or disagreement with each stated issue and

strategy. The "recorder" as a small-group work product would return this

information to us from each of the 65 tables. The Strategic Planning Team expected

9 The Strategic Planning Team had determined in advance that they did not want to segregate the
employee into groups based upon classifications (e.g. managerial, classified, faculty). This limited
our capacity to break down the responses by work group, but the Team felt that they did not want to
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that the responses would be narrative and qualitative in nature, our intention being

to provide an open sounding board that would inform our further revisions of the

early draft of the planning document. The next sections of the study detail the

results of each of these activities.

The "Report Card" on Mission, Vision and Values

In preparation for the "in-service" day activities, I worked closely with the

Director of Institutional Research to develop a survey that would give us an idea of

how the college in general felt about the mission, vision and values statements the

Strategic Planning Team had crafted. The resulting survey (referred to as the

"Report Card") asked 31 questions relating to how segments of Valley's mission,

vision and values statements were perceived by the staff at large (A Report Card on

Mission, Vision, and Values, 1998*). The responses to the questions were recorded

by each individual on an optical-scan scoring sheet that would later be summarized

through the services of our Testing Office. The Team believed the responses to this

survey would give us a strong indicator of whether the majority of the college staff

agreed or disagreed with our perceptions of the central values that we (all college

employees) held in common. This survey was not intended to be a scientific

measurement, but a method of taking advantage of the one day during the year

when we would have the majority of Valley Community College's employees in the

same place at the same time.

Philosophically, this information would be critical to me in evaluating the

success of our planning effort. Particularly, this was because I had been the leading

advocate for the concept that the planning effort should concentrate on building its

strategies upon a philosophical platform of commonly held values. This is a

encourage any feelings of "class" by segregating the group in any way.
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distinctly cultural view of the planning process and not one that is commonly

utilized in planning in higher education. As I later wrote to a colleague:

Compared to a business model, an effective educational strategy-
making process relies more on establishing commonly held institutional
values to unite and align the efforts of an extremely diverse constituency
to achieve the more comprehensive social and educational agenda of a
community college. This is what our plan is primarily designed to
accomplish. Our Strategic Plan is a learning-based plan (R.G. Johnson,
personal communication, January 5, 1999).

I was hoping that some validation of my own thinking on this issue would

show up in the results of this survey.

After the survey responses had been tabulated, they were analyzed by the

Institutional Research Director and synthesized by myself. That synthesis was

summarized in the employee daily e-mail newsletter three weeks after the in-

service activities took place:

The Strategic Planning activities at In-service engaged a large part
of the campus community. Results of the "Report Card" activity show
that 267 classified staff, 266 faculty, 50 managers, 1 board member, and
10 "others" completed a college "Report Card." The total of 594
represents nearly half of all college employees.

When asked about the amount of time spent working with students
in our jobs, 55% reported they spend 60% or more of their time engaged
with students. Among those staff working closely with students, 56%
thought the college was doing a "excellent" or "good" job as "a learning
organization that defines success by how well it meets the needs of its
learners," and 9% thought the college was doing a "poor" or
"unacceptable" job (Employee newsletter, October 14, 1998).

... We asked 1) how important was each value to the college and its
mission, and 2) how is the college performing in each of the value areas.
Below are the results of those ratings:

We used the average of all responses to compare relative ratings for
the question "How important is this value area to achieving The
College's mission?" All response averages fell within a range of from 1
("Essential") to 2 ("Important"). In order (most important to less
important), the values were: The college is respectful; The college is
accessible; The college is innovative in its approach to life long learning;
The college is learning centered; The college is comprehensive; The
college is collaborative; The college practices good stewardship; The
college honors diversity; The college is a community of learners; and,
The college is a community leader (Employee newsletter, October 15,
1998).
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... We asked 1) how important was each value to the college and its
mission, and 2) how is the college performing in each of the value areas.
Here are the results of "How well is the college performing in this area?"

Again, we calculated the average response from all responses to
each question to determine the ranking of the college's performance on
these value areas. Note that no value area average fell lower than 2.9
("Good"). In order (from best performance down) the rankings were: The
college is comprehensive (1.3); the mission statement (2.0); the vision
statement (2.1); The college is a community leader (2.2); The college is
(financially) accessible (2.2); The college is innovative in its approach to
life-long learning (2.3); The college is a community of learners (2.5);
The college is learning centered (2.5); The college is (technologically)
accessible (2.5); The college is respectful (2.5); The college practices
good stewardship (systems and procedures support its mission and
values) (2.6); The college honors diversity (in its students and staff)
(2.6); The college honors diversity (seeks to expand understanding and
appreciation...) (2.6); The college practices good stewardship (uses
resources in a prudent and ethical manner) (2.7); The college is
collaborative (flexible) (2.7); The college is (physically) accessible (2.7);
and The college is collaborative (fosters trust) (2.9), (practices open
communications) (2.9). (E-news, October 16, 1998*)
As the results of the survey indicate, the values and statements included in the

survey were strongly endorsed by the general staff as "commonly held" values that

were indeed descriptive of our college's culture.

Brainstorming Issues and Strategies

The second activity of the day was an exercise in organized brainstorming. It

was intended that the results of this activity would be synthesized in order to

discover trends in the reactions of the staff to the issues and strategies the Strategic

Planning Team had been considering.

A list of all six of the "critical issues" the Strategic Planning Team had

identified was prepared showing the issues and our draft strategies for addressing

the issues. These had been developed through the process described earlier in our

planning process (See "Chapter Four: Examining the Issues"). Each issue was

presented along with a proposed institutional strategy that had also been devised by

the Strategic Planning Team. The issues and their strategies were:

0 The increasing demand for "Life-long" Learning.
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Strategy: Meet the educational needs of adult learners over the course
of their lifetimes.
Rapidly changing technology.
Strategy: Develop and maintain a coordinated system for meeting the
college's technological needs for both now and the immediate future.
The need for a re-examination or re-focus of our internal
organizational systems.
Strategy: In order to better serve the learner, and to support and
energize our employees, the college will continue re-design of the
administrative structure, ensuring that all initiatives for change are
undertaken in support of the vision, mission, and core values of the
college.
Producing More Learning with Limited Financial Resources.
Strategy: Valley will develop and implement innovative ways to serve
increasing numbers of students with limited resources.
An increased demand for workforce and workplace training.
Strategy: The college will fulfill the work education needs of learners,
employees, employers, business owners, and workers in transition.
Continuous improvements in instructional delivery methods,
institutional responsiveness, and course content will be made in
response to the expressed needs of each group.
An Increasingly Diverse Population.
Strategy: The college will expand its commitment to serving under-
represented populations and to providing services that result in
equitable outcomes within the college and the community. In response
to demographic forecasts, the college will place initial emphasis on
developing new services to support the Latino/Latina community and
the growing numbers of mature learners. (Instructions for
"Brainstorming Strategic Planning, 1998*)

Instructions for the brainstorming activity were included with the lists:

For each "Critical Issue," review the proposed strategies that are
intended to support each issue. As a group, give us your response to
these questions:

1) Is this the right strategy to pursue for this issue?
2) If not, can you offer a new or alternative strategy? (Try to limit

discussions to 10-12 minutes per issue)
3) Silently brainstorm the question "What are some ways the

college might implement these strategies?" for 2 minutes, then write
down one or two suggestions about what the college might do to make
these strategies work.

4) Go in order around your table and make a list of all ideas.
Indicate duplications by showing the number of times the same

suggestion is made. As a group, select and record the three best ideas
from your table. (Allot 2 minutes for silent brainstorming; 8-10 minutes
for recording suggestions for each strategy.)

Remember the basic rules for brainstorming:
A. Everyone participates
B. No criticism or evaluation of anyone's ideas is allowed.
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C. No idea is labeled dumb or silly.
As ideas are explained, build on one another's thoughts to gain

momentum, trigger new thoughts, and increase creativity. (Instructions
for "Brainstorming Strategic Planning, 1998*)

Returning after the lunch break, employees were seated at the 65 large round

tables. Each table reported their three top ideas for implementing strategies that

addressed three of the critical issues. Because there were six critical issues, the

planning team had divided the instruction sheets between tables in such a manner

that each issue received a roughly equal amount of exposure and any one table

would only have to review three issues. The Team felt that this would allow for

deeper consideration of each issue at each table.

The table's appointed "recorder" transcribed every response so that the

members of the Strategic Planning Team could later read each table's conclusions.

It was my responsibility to review all the work from each table and A) analyze the

comments made under each one of the critical issues headings and, B) identify

trends that appeared from the comments and suggestions that offered new

perspectives on implementation ideas. These trends and suggestions were

presented, two weeks after the activities had taken place, to the Strategic Planning

Team to be considered for inclusion in the final planning document as strategies,

goals, or objectives.

The first discussion question (see above) under each issue was, "Is this the

right strategy for Valley to follow (in response to the indicated issue)?"

(Instructions for "Brainstorming Strategic Planning, 1998*). Responses to this

question were recorded as "yes" or "no" votes and were tabulated later by members

of the planning team. The results were:
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1) Life long learning: Yes votes10, 35 (95%); No votes, 1(3%).

2) Rapidly Technological Change: Yes votes, 25 (78%), No votes, 6 (19%).

3) Increasingly Diverse Population: Yes votes, 18 (67%), No votes, 7 (26%).

4) Internal Systems Refocus: Yes votes, 26 (74%), No votes, 4 (11%).

5) More Students with Fewer Resources: Yes votes, 16 (67%), No votes, 5

(21%).

6) Demand for Workforce/workplace Training: Yes votes, 22 (85%), No

votes, 2 (8%).

These results provided data that persuaded the Strategic Planning Team that

they were on the right track in terms of having selected important issues to address

and creating generally appealing strategies to address those issues. No individual

strategy statement had received less than 67% approval.

Impact of the Data

Changes did result from the synthesis and review of the data gathered from

these two large group activities. First, as a result of the "report card" activity, the

Strategic Planning Team reviewed the value statement we had drafted. The results

had suggested that the employees as a whole prioritized our commonly held values

differently than we had. Second, as a result of the review of issues and strategies,

the suggestions for implementation that came back from the assembly in their

narrative comments were carefully analyzed. Each table's narrative responses were

transcribed, then ordered by the number of tables that made essentially the same

suggestion. Those that had been listed by more than one table were considered by

10
The vote tally reflects the number of tables that voted (not the number of people). Recall that no

one table had the opportunity to vote on all issues, as each table was assigned only three of the six
issues for review and discussion. Different tables reviewed different sets of issues. Therefore, the
percentages reflect the percent of support or opposition from only those tables that reviewed each
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the Strategic Planning Team for placement in the plan as objectives to be listed

under specific strategies. Comments that were recorded from only a single table

were scanned by the Team as well, in an effort to seek out unique viewpoints that

we may have either overlooked or undervalued in our earlier considerations.

This large group process was important to the accomplishment of several of

the Strategic Planning Team's stated objectives. It went to the heart of the

philosophy of participatory planning. The voice of the a very large portion (more

than two thirds) of the employee pool had been recorded and reflected upon as a

part of the planning process. It had been utilized to directly affect the substance of

the plan. Without an opportunity to put a large percentage of our staff in one place

at one time and interact with them about substantive issues, we could never have

claimed to have a plan that meaningfully linked the campus community to the

substance of the planning document.

This was a tremendously labor intensive process for those of us from the

Strategic Planning Team who worked to organize the activities and make the data

meaningful. Many hours were spent in assembling and synthesizing the responses

of the assembly and many more were spent discussing the resulting data at the

planning table. This set of activities had served as a check on the work we had

already created and the endorsement implied by the resulting data of the basic

content of our earlier work served us well by allowing us to confidently assemble

the first draft of the plan. Our next task would be to provide a review process that

would also be participatory in nature, yet would allow for a timely conclusion to

the project.

particular issue.
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CHAPTER Six: THE EMERGENCE OF INSTITUTIONAL POLITICS

Concerns of the Faculty Union

While the All Staff In-service exercises were being planned, the college had

been in summer term. Consequently, those members of the planning team who

were available had to proceed with the design of the surveys and other activities

with whatever others happened to be available from June through mid-September.

The All Staff In-service day took place on Thursday of the week before the

beginning of fall term, during an entire week of in-service activities for faculty. It

wasn't until the faculty members of the Team returned from their summer break

that we were to realize that something fundamental in our planning environment

had changed.

One week prior to the first scheduled strategic planning meeting of the

academic year, I was invited by the president of the faculty union and the head of

the faculty negotiating team to meet privately with them. They expressed to me

some concerns about faculty representation on the planning team. They felt that the

faculty hadn't been properly represented because the faculty union president (a

member of the Team) had so frequently been unavailable for the meetings. I

responded that the faculty union president had always been encouraged to designate

another person to represent the union and could at any point have sent a proxy to

our meetings; in fact, she had done so on more than one occasion. Besides, I

reminded them, the planning team had agreed at their first meetings (with the

faculty union President in attendance) that... "decision making will be done by

consensus of those members present when business is conducted, no quorum or
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majority will be required." (Minutes of the Strategic Planning Team, December 16,

1997.)

Their response was that, still, the faculty had been underrepresented and

should have more people at the table. I closed the conversation by proposing that it

be a subject for discussion at the next meeting.

To this point (late October 1998), the committee's work had largely been

conducted on schedule. Our original timeline had called for a completed first draft

in October 1998. However, the decision to take advantage of the fall in-service

(which had been made during the summer term) had caused us to push that back to

December in order to allow for the processing of what we anticipated would be a

large quantity of data.

After the in-service activities, faculty pressure increased. During our private

discussions, the faculty union leaders had voiced the concern that "whoever frames

the questions, frames the answers." It now became apparent to me that the

processes for review and approval of the draft versions of the plan document could

become the focal point for a faculty union led drive to: 1) add more faculty to the

planning team and 2) exert faculty control over the review and revision processes.

At the first meeting of the new fall term (early October), the faculty union

President raised the subject of their under-representation to the whole committee. It

was clearly implied that the entire process was a conspiracy on the part of the

administration. It was said that the administration sought to dominate the framing

of the inquiry represented by the planning process through "stacking" the

committee, and that issues vital to the interests of the faculty had not had a forum

for expression at the table. The Strategic Planning Team's reaction was mixed,

ranging from support to surprise to shock. In the end, our decision was to present
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the concerns of the faculty representatives to the college president and for him to

make the decision. The planning team agreed through consensus that only the

President could make a decision on an issue where the Team itself could not come

to consensus. Meanwhile, the first draft of the plan was nearing completion and a

process for its review by the general campus community had been devised.

Review of the First Draft

The Strategic Planning Team had been considering a methodology for review

of the first draft of the plan document since our spring term meetings. Again, our

primary objective was to get a review by a broad representation of the campus

community; yet, the Team also had to accept that another full-staff exercise would

be impossible due to scheduling and cost considerations. Therefore, after

consultation with the President during the summer term, I formally proposed at our

first meeting of the fall term that we involve the most representative body of

campus constituencies, the College Council.

During the 1998/99 academic year, the College Council was composed of the

following members:

Classified staff: Three representatives, including the union president, a

representative from Classified Council, and one representative elected "at-

large."

Faculty: Three representatives, including the union president, a representative

from Classified Council, and one representative elected "at-large."

Management Council: One elected representative.

Instructional Services Council: One representative elected representative.
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College Operations: One representative elected by the Operations Management

Team.

Student Services: One representative elected from the Student Services

Management Team.

Students: Two representatives, The Student Body President and one other

appointed by the ASB Cabinet.

Executive leadership: Five representatives, including the President, all three

vice presidents, and the administrative assistant to the President.

The Council itself had struggled for a period of two years with defining its

own identity and purpose (see Simmons, 2000). Indeed, it had just received a report

by one of its own sub-committees on the purpose and function of the Council. That

report concluded that the College Council's primary functions should be; 1) to

review the President's proposed agendas for Board of Education meetings, and 2) to

advise the President on issues of interest to the Council. In the past, the issue of

whether the Council actually could set policy had been a contentious point and the

recent self-examination of their role had led to a desire on the part of the President

to involve the Council more effectively in an advisory role on campus-wide issues.

The opportunity to have the Council conduct the review of the first draft of the

strategic plan fit with the President's perception of its role and his desire for its

broadly representative feedback.

By consensus, the planning team decided to submit the draft of its
plan to the College Council for review. It felt that because the College
Council was composed of representatives from all groups in the campus
community review by the Council "will give us the best opportunity for
obtaining responses and reactions from the general campus population
through their representatives." (Minutes of the October 10th, 1998
meeting, Strategic Planning Team*)
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The Team requested that the Council review the plan at its December

meetings. In their request to the Council (Memo of December 1, 1998*), the Team

asked that the Council members read and become familiar with the entire planning

document. Then have Council representatives meet with their constituencies and

review the plan with them, and place on the Council agenda for their January 5th

meeting a report on how each constituency receives the draft of the plan. In basic

terms, the Strategic Planning Team wanted to know: What are the areas of common

agreement, and where are there areas of concern?

One of the planning team's concerns whenever the process of plan review by

the general campus population was discussed had been: "How do we accomplish a

general review of the plan while avoiding a complete re-crafting of all the work we

have done so far?" Many members of the Team believed all along that its

participatory process had allowed for input at all levels of the organization.

However, asking the general campus population to review the plan draft might give

any individual or group with a vested interest an opportunity to impede the progress

of the planning process, or even derail the entire project.

In order to guide the review process toward an overall review, rather than

detailed analysis and "word-smithing" by the Council and its constituency, I asked

that the Council membership to consider these more broadly based questions:

Will the Strategic Plan, as written, assist us in removing barriers to
student success?
Do the Mission and Core Values, together with the Operating
Principles provide us with tools that enable us to help achieve the
College's vision?
Are there specific strategies, goals, and objectives that our group in
particular can adopt as initiatives we can champion on campus?
Does the Strategic Plan provide support for our efforts to work more
effectively with our colleagues across departments and divisions?
Does the plan help us to view issues from a college-wide perspective
so priorities and decisions can be discussed with the best interest of
the whole institution in mind?
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From our point of view, is the Strategic Plan in general something
that we are comfortable supporting? (Memo of December 1, 1998*)

As the spokesperson for the Strategic Planning Team, I would present our

request for review of the first draft to the College Council at its first meeting in

December. After considering my request, College Council asked for an extension

of time to complete the review since the winter holidays were intervening in the

process. The Strategic Planning Team agreed at its next meeting to hear the input

from the Council's representatives at their mid-January meeting instead, though

there were some concerns voiced about delaying the review process. The Strategic

Planning Team agreed, though, that in order for council representatives to have

adequate time to exchange information with their constituencies the extra time was

essential to a fair and participatory review procedure.

To aid the entire college community in being able to familiarize themselves

with the plan and the planning process I had established a web page for strategic

planning that presented the current draft document and extensive background

information regarding the planning processes and procedures. I had stressed to the

College Council the convenience of using this site as a reference for their

constituents, as opposed to trying to distribute large masses of paperwork for

circulation. We also made clear to them that I, and other members of the planning

team, would be happy to attend their meetings and make presentations at their

request during the review period.

I thought the planning team had presented to the Council a solid process for

review of the document that would avoid criticism based upon the details of the

document's wording, but would focus on obtaining an appraisal of the plan's

potential for meeting the needs of the entire institution. I was to be proven wrong.
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Politics as Usual: The "Joint Statement"

In early January, just one week before the College Council was to report its

findings to the Strategic Planning Team, I received an un-signed document entitled

"Joint Statement." Presented as a joint work of the faculty and classified union

officers, this two-page missive appeared, upon my first reading it, to have the

potential of effectively derailing the review process the planning team had

designed. The authors of the statement completely rejected the idea of responding

to the "guiding questions" the planning team had devised and responded to the draft

instead with a discourse against the planning process. It alleged that the

administration was purposely diluting the role of faculty in planning and proposed

the dissolution of the Strategic Planning Team.

Identifying itself to the campus as a "leadership" response to the draft plan,

the "Joint Statement" was distributed via an "all user" email broadcast with a

request to all staff to read the plan, then read the leadership response (i.e. the "Joint

Statement"), and then to give their input. I felt that the strategic planning team's

original intention of getting an unbiased reading of the draft plan by all

constituencies was now rendered effectively impossible. Furthermore, I was afraid

that the effect of the statement would be to create a completely different review

process that had never been intended by the Strategic Planning Team. This raised a

real concern to me that we might now see a complete deconstruction of the

planning project and its submersion in a populist quagmire wherein any individual

voice might have the capacity to stall the project completely. This had happened

before in Valley's past (see Simmons, 2000) and could certainly happen again.

I felt strongly that this document framed the strategic plan in terms of "labor

versus management" and violated the sprit in which the entire planning process had
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been undertaken. The "Joint Statement" contended that the planning team and the

administration had knowingly ignored a number of issues. Yet, in all the surveys,

scans, and polls taken for strategic planning purposes these issues simply had never

surfaced as institution-wide concerns. Additionally, our processes were criticized as

"flawed and fuzzy." The planning team was accused of "end-running" the unions

by carrying on work during the summer without them at the table; even though I

had been meticulous in mailing out meeting minutes and correspondence to all

committee members after each and every meeting and no union representative had

at any time before this expressed a concern.

I conferred with the President. Ultimately, he and I agreed that the best

approach was to take the high road. I would respond to the concerns expressed in

the unions' letter in an objective, professional manner. He and I were convinced

that the planning team's processes were unbiased and that planning data had been

gathered through valid procedures. All members of the committee had been

informed of all actions at every stage. We again discussed the premise that the

charge of the planning team specifically stated that issues related to working

conditions and subject to negotiation between the unions and the administration

were not to be considered within the context of the planning document. The

President observed during our discussion that politics were bound to become a

major part of any organizational intervention process, and that I needed to wake up,

step back, and let go of the project enough to allow it to undergo the political

turmoil that was now inevitable. I was not to respond publicly to the "Joint

Statement," but to wait and see what developed.
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Preparing for College-wide Review

One week later (January 19, 1998), College Council met to hear the responses

of the various constituencies to the planning team's request for review of the first

draft. Constituencies other than faculty and classified unions reported back, but

they also focused not upon the guiding questions we had designed, but upon

various specific planning issues that were of interest to their individual areas of

concern. My attempt to focus attention on the commonalties and institutional

concerns of the planning process had completely broken down in the face of a

review by the interest-based groups represented in the College Council. College

Council had never been directly informed that "working conditions" were out of

bounds in the strategic planning discussions. Further, I had failed to understand that

each of the represented groups had themselves been created based upon their own

commonly held values and interests. Rather than put aside those interests, they took

this opportunity to lobby for their constituencies. The Strategic Planning Team and

I were about to participate in the seemingly inevitable transmogrification from

creating a document with an institutional outlook, to negotiating a document that

would instead represent a diversity of interests within a large decentralized

adhocracy (Bennis & Slater, 1964; Toffler, 1970).

Despite this unanticipated deflection of the original design of the review

process, there was much good information to be gleaned from the feedback we did

receive. The strongest response was from the participants in the "Joint Statement"

(faculty and classified union officers) and their supporters. The main focuses of

their criticisms were centered on working conditions. These were items that would

without exception have to be negotiated between the unions and the administration.

Examples:
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Endorse as a core value "our understanding of the relationship
between a stable, largely full time work force, on the one hand and,
on the other hand, the learning outcomes we desire and the caring
community we aspire to be."
The quality of working life at VCC is a matter of strategic priority
and should be so recognized in the strategic planning document.
Proposed new vision statement: Valley Community College
provides quality learning and working experiences in a caring
community.
Proposed new Core Value: Staff are learners, both as students
themselves, and as partners in learning how to organize and
support the learning of others.
Proposed new Critical Issue: Part-time employment in teaching
and support staff positions.
Proposed new measure of Institutional Effectiveness: Designing,
funding, and implementing professional development and training
opportunities of staff to ensure they are fully able to perform their
jobs, participate in teams, and contribute to the governance of the
institution. (Summary of input, 1999.*)

Other groups (Instruction, Operations, Student Services, Executive leadership,

and Students) that reported back to the Council also provided feedback that was

very useful and raised issues we did need to address. Examples:

Too wordy; too much verbiage. Prevents people from getting to the
important stuff in the plan. Use less flowery language. Use more specific
and consistent language.
Vision is not focused. Too diffuse, who are we, what are the rewards? Not
a clear picture of where we're going. Too much vision, not enough
operations. Not a working document, needs clarity. Lacks focus; what is
the strategy? Too broad, provides no methodology. Not enough direction,
needs to spell out processes, implementation plans, and costs.
No mention of student services.
Operating Principles detract from the beginning section. Operating
Principles should be an appendix
Plan doesn't address how resources will be utilized to support
implementation.
Implementation and further planning processes need to be spelled out
(Summary of input, 1998*).

I reported to the Strategic Planning Team on February 3, 1998, that the data

collected synthesized into three categories: themes, recurrent comments, and

specific comments. Additionally, we could separate the input by whether the
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comments were directed at the content of the plan, or the planning process.

Comments from the "Joint Statement" were not incorporated within the data in the

analysis because it represented the response of several constituencies in an

integrated response. Therefore, it was summarized separately as it had been

presented to us during the Council meeting.

As I worked to synthesize the data the Team had received in the first review

process, I decided that each theme would be processed first. The "themes" were

those comments that had been commonly recurring in the data and were found in

the responses of most or all of the constituencies. These were comments such as

"the plan is too wordy, needs to be more concise." "Recurrent" comments were

responses that emerged from more than one data source, e.g. "no mention of

student services in the plan." "Specific" comments were one time mentions that

were further synthesized into two subcategories; 1) random, significant questions

(that is, not spurious or completely irrelevant) that the Team needed to respond to,

and 2) suggestions that the Team needed to seriously consider because we either

had not thought about them or had not paid sufficient attention to the issues they

raised. The Team set about considering each of these response-points individually

and on its own merit.

The most problematical responses for the Team to consider were those made

in the "Joint Statement" which criticized the planning process itself. Many of the

comments that appeared here had been generated by a few members of the

Strategic Planning Team, and most of the rest of the Team was made quite

uncomfortable by what they perceived as stinging public criticism of the planning

carried out so far. No other constituent group of the College Council had made
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comments criticizing the processes of the planning project. However, the "Joint

Statement" called for

1. The disbanding of the Strategic Planning Team,

2. The creation of an "independent review team" of employee representatives,

3. A significant extension of the timeline for the preparation of the strategic plan,

and

4. Negotiation of the final version of the plan between board, administration,

managers, faculty, and classified employees.

It was apparent to me at this time that how the Strategic Planning Team was able to

pull back together and respond to this challenging situation would be a critical

factor in determining the success or failure of the entire planning process.

The Planning Team Responds

The Strategic Planning Team was unable to come to consensus on the issue of

faculty representation in the planning process and the other process issues that were

presented through the medium of the "Joint Statement." In order to settle the

dispute we put the question to the President, as we had earlier agreed we would do

if confronted with issues where we could not reach consensus. We asked that he

decide the process issues on an item by item basis. His judgement was that it was in

the spirit of inclusiveness to accede to the Joint Statement's demand for increased

representation on the Strategic Planning Team for faculty and classified union

representatives. He judged also that the Strategic Planning Team had done a good

job to this point in meeting its charge and should continue (with the additional

faculty and classified union representatives) to drive the planning. He agreed to

extend the deadlines for completion as suggested in the "Joint Statement," but

insisted that the project be completed before the end of the current academic year.
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This extended the original timeline by three months. The Strategic Planning Team

was instructed by the President to continue to function in a consensus driven mode

of decision-making.

At our mid-February meeting, the newly constituted planning team" discussed

the data derived from the first draft review on an item-to-item basis. The Strategic

Planning Team found itself in agreement with the "thematic" comments:

Too wordy; too much verbiage. Prevents people from getting to the
important stuff in the plan. Use less flowery language. Use more specific
and consistent language. Vision is not focused. Too diffuse, who are we,
what are the rewards? Not a clear picture of where we're going. Too
much vision, not enough operations. Not a working document, needs
clarity. Lacks focus; what is the strategy? Too broad, provides no
methodology. Not enough direction, needs to spell out processes,
implementation plans, and costs. (Summary of input from the College
Council's review of the draft strategic plan, January 1999*.)

The Team also quickly addressed the "recurrent" comments as well:

No mention of student services. Operating Principles detract from
the beginning section. Operating Principles should be an appendix. Plan
doesn't address how resources will be utilized to support
implementation. Implementation and further planning processes need to
be spelled out. (Summary of input from the College Council's review of
the draft strategic plan, January 1999. *)

That left only one major issue still on the table to be resolved. In the "Joint

Statement" faculty and classified union officers had strongly urged that the issue of

full-time versus part-time faculty employment ratios at the school was a strategic

issue and had been (it was implied) purposely ignored by the Strategic Planning

Team. In addressing this issue now, we asked the Team's chief proponent of this

view (one of the two new faculty representatives) to write a short, informative

paper for the group's benefit, outlining the issue and its strategic relevance. That

paper would be made available to all prior to the next meeting when we would

address the issue as part of the agenda. I was sent a copy of the report on the full-
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time versus part-time faculty issues in advance of the next meeting. This gave me

time to write a response to the report to be shared with the committee. In that

rebuttal, I said:

1) The issue of utilization of part-time personnel is an operational issue,
not a strategic issue. Although it certainly has strategic implications
for the college, it involves how Valley chooses to allocate resources
(human and financial) in support of achieving its mission. In my
view, this is an internal, administrative matter with huge financial
implications that falls under the President's purview as Chief
Executive Officer.

2)...these issues certainly need to be acted upon and carefully examined.
However, these items must be negotiated through collective
bargaining, as they are primarily labor/management issues that fall
outside the purview of the Strategic Planning Team. Therefore, I
propose that we not adopt any language in the Plan that addresses
issues of part-time employment for faculty or any other work group.
(Memo to Strategic Planning Team, February 17, 1999*).

At the conclusion of the meeting, the Team upheld my position (Minutes of

the Strategic Planning Team, February 18`h, 1999*). They recognized that

bargaining issues should not be addressed in the content of the plan. Labor

negotiations and strategy formulation are operationally linked, but strategy

formulation should conducted independently and labor negotiations then should be

conducted within the framework of a strategic framework. This resolved the last

major disagreement among the members of the Team. The remainder of our

meetings would deal with the specifics of the document's language, revision of

certain sections with a view to the criticisms received through the first draft review.

A great deal of "word-smithing" had occurred, mostly work done away from the

table by sub-groups and brought back to the Team for its approval.

The project of designing a process for a second round draft review was

assigned to three person team (one faculty, one manager, one administrator) who

brought their recommendation back to the Team at the following meeting.

" Two faculty representatives and one classified staff representative had been added.
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Second Draft Review

The Second Draft was ready for distribution to the College Council on

February 22nd, 1998. The timeline was now being dictated by the academic

calendar. Spring break was coming up quickly and the President was determined to

receive the Plan and report on it to the Board of Education before the end of the

academic year.

In mid-January a volunteer three-person sub-committee (Director of

Institutional Research, President of the Faculty Union, and the Classified Union

representative) of the Strategic Planning Team met away from the table. Their

purpose was to review the processes of our first draft review procedure and

recommend to the Strategic Planning Team a procedure for the second draft review.

Their recommendation was to pursue a two-pronged review process that would take

place over a three-week period. This schedule would take the school to its spring

break, allowing time for synthesis of the data by the time the faculty returned.

Under the first phase of the review, the planning team would submit the second

draft of the Strategic Plan to the members of the College Council for another

review by each of their constituencies. These reviews would be summarized by the

representatives and submitted in writing to me, the Strategic Planning Project

Director, for synthesis and reporting to the Team. Meanwhile, I would write articles

for the daily employee announcements, which were distributed via email, soliciting

individual responses that could be made directly to me via a link on the Strategic

Planning web page.

Under the second phase of the review, all Strategic Planning Team members

would make themselves available to attend meetings of any interested group on

campus during the review period to discuss and explain the Plan document and to
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respond to questions from individuals. These groups would be departments,

divisions, disciplines, management council, student government, or any other

campus entity that wished to take the opportunity to discuss planning issues.

The faculty and classified labor union representatives who served on the

Strategic Planning Team volunteered to sponsor a series of open forum discussions.

These would be announced in advance and held in large lecture hall classrooms for

the benefit of whatever individuals wished to participate and were able to within

the allocated timeframe. The Planning Team members all agreed that this seemed

an appropriate process and might contribute important data to the review. This

might also contribute to the college staff actively engaging in the planning process,

furthering the goal of making the plan a "living document."

At the conclusion, process written reports were received by me from College

Council representatives at their March meeting, various other meeting summaries

representing instructional and service departments were forwarded to me from

Strategic Planning Team members, and comments from individuals that had been

submitted by email were complied. It was now time for spring break. While the

campus was quiet during this week, it was my job to pull together a summary of the

various input data for reporting to the Team.

My summary report on second draft review input ran 15 pages in single-

spaced type. It was organized around two perspectives. The first perspective

reflected comments that had been directed at specific passages in the draft plan and

were grouped by the sections of the plan. From the second perspective, comments

that were more general in nature, that is, not specifically directed a language

included in the plan, were grouped into themes I recognized. Each of these
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summaries, including all the suggestions and themes, served to guide the final

revision of the planning document.

The "specific" comments on language in the plan gave the Team ideas for new

perspectives on specific issues that we had not thought of ourselves, and forced the

Team to reconsider issues they had believed were settled earlier. Some

representative comments from this section relative to the plan's third "Critical

Issue," "Rapid Technological Change" were:

Intro paragraph has a lot of "feelings" in it. Can we just boil it down
to say "Technology is a tool, and Valley will use that tool?" Also, this
issue needs a goal around how we will keep up with technological
changes.

Needs a more positive tone, too negative. Needs something about
"disabled" access added.

The Strategic Plan must not champion technology merely for
technology's sake. We support appropriate uses of technology; those
which enhance rather than undermine the quality of Valley programs.

This whole section needs a more positive tone, wording is too
negative.

In first sentence, delete "threat" and insert "challenge."
In last sentence, delete "learn to."
Needs a strong statement added about funding support for

technology.
Does not need a statement about funding, would just encourage

territoriality.
First paragraph: change "threat" to "challenge." The whole

paragraph emphasizes the negative. Substitute "technology can be
expensive etc. not "is."

The Strategic Plan must not champion technology merely for
technology's sake. We support appropriate uses of technology: those
which enhance rather than undermine the quality of Valley programs.
Quality of learning must be our chief concern in this effort.

Human resource costs required to develop and implement distance
education should be anticipated, as well as potential benefits. (Second
Round Input, March 22nd, 1999*)

In the second summary section of the report, I grouped the generalized

comments into four major themes:

Accountability; concerns about expectations and how the college would "walk

the talk,"
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Buy-in; concerns about the meaningfulness of the plan and whether everyone

would be "on-board,"

Workforce/workplace training; its role in the curriculum and place in the

"comprehensive" vision of the college, and (by far the largest area of concern)

The plan and the planning process.

Representative responses from groups and individuals that I grouped under the

theme "accountability" were:

Will the presence of this document encourage VCC to hold
accountable those who are not in accord or "walking the talk?" If this is a
plan then will there be an evaluation component if some pieces/parts of
the institution are NOT planning? What are the expectations associated
with this plan? Will compliance or having a plan in place be used in
determining resource allocation? How will we know what, if anything, is
being done by others on the campus to support and live this plan? When
you've been here a long time you wonder about the fact that without
accountability where will any of this go and what difference will all of
this work make? Where is the higher level of managers in this process
and what difference will this document make in how they do business
and make decisions? (Second Round Input, March 22nd, 1999*)

Representative responses under the theme "Buy-in" included:

Feels loosey goosey with no consequences or encouragement, you
can or can not "get on board." It feels like blah, blah, blah, and more of
the same. I was on a team for 2 years which dealt with planning and all
we did was create a lot of paper, this feels exactly like that last
"exercise." At the end of the 2 years, I resigned from the committee. This
document has the feel of being only `a politically correct' document. I
wonder if this whole thing is not just the result of the round table thing
downtown with leaders from the community who said VCC should have
a strategic plan and this is the politically correct document produced so
VCC can say they have one. There is a hesitancy to `get on board' and
stick your neck out making plans if not everyone else is going to do the
same. It is very hard to buy into something this vague when the College
is having so much trouble just getting a building built or an area
remodeled which are pretty specific activities. (Report on Second Round
Input, March 22, 1999*)

Under the theme "workforce/workplace training" the responses reflected the

input of only two individuals (both of whom worked in the Business and Industry

Services department). I have summarized their comments briefly here:
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I believe that the critical issue, "Continuing Demand for Workforce
and Workplace Education"[sic] from the first draft of the Strategic Plan
should be reinstated as a separate critical issue in the final Strategic Plan.
Again, a strategic plan sets the directions for the future. Workforce
education is a documented growing need for the future. If Valley is to
meet this need, I strongly believe it will require the recognition, the
strength of identity, of a critical issue. (Memorandum, "Report on
Second Round Input, General Comments," March 22, 1998*)

Under the theme, "The plan and the planning process," comments were wide-

ranging. I include some comments that I believe are representative of this theme:

Thank you for the work you have done in making the 2nd Draft
much better than the 1st. Good luck with the important work ahead. We
want a plan (to) operationalize all of this political `head trip' stuff if
there is to be meat and meaning to the Strategic Plan... It is too much
verbiage, too broad to have any consequence in the everyday worklife
and teaching of our students... This document is far too vague to me. I
think it is redundant to keep beating a dead horse. In other words, what is
wrong with the policies in place? Why do we have to rework and rework
things? To create jobs for people? If it is working now, why fix it?
Maybe I am missing the point entirely; probably it is not a good idea for
me to give input... Is there a way to find out the total amount of money
the college has spent on consultants when the wood is rotting on the
banisters? The plan needs to guard against specificity. It encourages
people to look for their own interests in the plan and discourages
institutional thinking... Overall positive response to second draft as a
more coherent, clearer document. Also improved from an organizational
standpoint... A new critical issue has emerged through this review
process: The classified staff is clearly disconnected from this process and
college governance in general. (Memorandum, "Report on Second
Round Input, General Comments," March 22, 1998)

In the case of many of these comments on the plan and the planning process, it

was felt by the planning team that it was just too late in the process to consider

suggestions that were not of such a significance as to substantially change the

content of the draft. In other cases, the comments were simply argumentative and

pursuing a debate would not serve the purposes of the planning process. The Team

agreed that some people simply were never going to be pleased with any planning

process or attempt at organizational change. However, many of these critical
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comments were seriously considered at the planning table and eventually

resurfaced after the document writing was finished and the Team met to debrief.

At this point, the second review of the draft document was completed. The

planning team members were ready to complete the project by revising what they

had into a final document.

The Final Version: A Strategic Plan

By this time, I concluded by observing the progress and tone of our

discussions in meetings, that the planning team was quickly reaching the limits of

its effectiveness. The Team members could see the "light at the end of the tunnel"

and wanted very much to just get the job completed. Additionally, there was a

developing tendency to present hardened positions around the table. I felt that the

politicization of the planning process had introduced strain and tensions into the

deliberations that had not previously been present. In my eyes, the strains and

stresses of institutional change were becoming centered on the planning process

and dealing with these burdens was not our role. I no longer had any doubt that it

was time for us to wrap up our package and send it along.

I suggested, and the Team members agreed, that the Team would spend some

marathon sessions "word-smithing" the final document and resolving final doubts

that arose between what we had said and what we really meant. Most of all the

Team agreed that it needed to achieve a document that truly reflected a consensus

of the committee and not succumb to the temptation to write majority and minority

reports instead. To facilitate achieving this objective the Team reaffirmed the

principle that that President (who had faithfully sat at the table through the vast

majority of all our meetings) would resolve by his decision alone any issues that we

could not resolve ourselves.
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During these last few weeks, when the planning team was meeting for two to

four hours at a time, and sometime twice a day, the working attitude of the Team

shifted once again. I observed that many of the earlier arguments were presented in

less confrontational terms. Once hard positions were becoming less contentious,

more negotiable. Collaboration and building consensus was becoming more

important to the group dynamic as we neared the completion of our task. Perhaps

sheer fatigue played a role, but decision-making became easier, and discussion of

formerly prickly issues was more subdued and focused. I think everyone on the

planning team had realized that producing a document that represented a unified

committee opinion was more important than solving every individual issue the

college had to deal with. After all, as one team member put it: "It's not our job to

solve all these problems, we are only charged with devising strategies that others

might use to begin to solve them." (Minutes of the Strategic Planning committee,

April 2, 1998.*)

By April 19th, 1998, the bulk of our work was finished. Individuals were

appointed to draft various appendages to the main body of the plan, such as a

prefatory statement from the planning team. On April 27th, 1998, we approved the

final version of the document to be forwarded to the President for his approval. The

Strategic Planning Team's job was done.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: INTERPRETATIONS - SYNTHESIS OF THE DATA

An Experiential View: Case Comparison to Bryson's Planning Process.

In order to begin to interpret the data from this strategic planning case study,

so I might understand what took place and why, I chose to look closely at the

processes that Valley used to create its plan. By using Bryson's (1995) "Ten-step

Strategic Planning Process" as a criterion, both the reader and I may be able to see

procedural strengths and weaknesses that occurred during the process. This should

reveal some technical aspects of planning that affected the outcomes either

positively or negatively, erecting or overcoming barriers to effective planning. This

measure seems to me to be an appropriate choice because Bryson's (1995) book

Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations was the primary source

of process-oriented information I used while preparing for my role in facilitating

Valley's strategic planning project. It is also a widely used reference throughout

educational planning circles.

To briefly review, Bryson's (1995) "Ten-step Process" consists of:

One: Initiate and agree upon a strategic planning process.
Two: Identify organizational mandates.
Three: Clarify organizational mission and values.
Four: Assess the organization's external and internal environments
to identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
Five: Identify the strategic issues facing the organization.
Six: Formulate strategies to manage these issues.
Seven: Review and adopt the strategic plan or plans.
Eight: Establish an effective organizational vision.
Nine: Develop an effective implementation process.
Ten: Reassess strategies and the strategic planning process. (p. 21)

Step One

One can assess Valley's planning successes and shortcomings on a step-by-

step basis against Bryson's (1995) standardized procedures. Step one, "Initiate and
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agree upon a strategic planning process" appears to me to have been accomplished

in the Valley case by defining and agreeing to processes and procedures soon after

the initiation of the project. Though the project began before I came on board,

Bryson had already been identified as the best available source on planning

processes for Valley's needs by an organizational consultant who was at that time

working on Simmons' organizational change project (Simmons, 2000).

Subsequently, Bryson's text had formed the foundation of the initial thinking

concerning how to go about instituting the scanning projects (internal, external, and

"board walk-abouts") that took place during the initial months of the project. I

referred extensively to Bryson while formulating my own approach to planning and

his influence upon me was formative as I fashioned the outline of our project

activities during January of 1997. Therefore, initiating and agreeing upon a

planning process ("Step one") was a reasonably smooth operational achievement.

It was only in the selection of representation on the committee that we made a

serious error. By not including a sufficient number of faculty (probably an equal

number of faculty to all other areas represented would have been appropriate) and

middle managers we set ourselves up for the later criticism by the faculty union

which cost us much in the way of "buy-in" and support from key faculty members

(see Chapter Six).

Step Two

After reflection, I find that Bryson's step two, "Identify organizational

mandates," is much more complicated than it had initially seemed to me to be. This

step is the one in which "those who frame the questions, frame the answers." In this

regard, the identification of institutional mandates can be subject to much criticism,

particularly from leaders of constituencies who feel they were not fully represented
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at this stage of the process. In our case, faculty in particular (but also classified

staff) did not feel that they had been deeply enough involved in setting the

contextual background for planning at Valley. This may be largely attributed to the

"populist" nature of Valley's institutional culture described by Simmons (2000),

and in Chapter Three as well. However correct the faculty's union leadership's

criticism may or may not have been, decisions must be made that move the process

along; otherwise, the process itself becomes so cumbersome and drawn-out that it

loses momentum within the organization. Additionally, it is conceivable that over-

participation can become an issue. Participatory activities may be over-utilized to

the point that critics might claim that a lack of leadership and decision-making are

reflected in seemingly poor or slow processes.

In the case under study the institution's President claimed responsibility for

the plan and the process. It was also his mandate that the process be participatory.

This set of parameters then, called for constant judgements on the part of planning

team as to just how participatory each step of the process needed to be. This

consideration had to be balanced against the practical need for maintaining the

project's momentum toward completion. At several points the Strategic Planning

Team had to re-adjust its timelines for the project based upon the requirement for

participation at an institutional level. Each participatory phase of the project

demanded careful planning and coordination in order to be meaningful and

significant to the overall process.

Additionally, the mandate for the process to be "participatory" left the

planning open to constant attempts by special interests to interpret by their own

definition the meaning of the term "participatory." Did that mean this was to be a

plan that would represent complete consensus of all parties, or did that mean that
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the process was to be considered consultative only? To what specific degree was

the President asking for participation? Enunciating and enforcing the degree of

participation and the expected, or allowable, roles of each constituency showed

itself to be one of the most important of the on-going issues with which the

planning team had to contend. As events unfolded, decisions about the degree of

participation were made on an event-by-event basis. Though the Team struggled to

maintain a consistent philosophy on this issue, it always seemed to be open to

reinterpretation by the President, or negotiation by one or more of the

constituencies.

My later reflection on this study has made me believe that an unlimited, or at

least unfocused, striving for participatory process may have led to a loss of process

control. This loss of process control is recognizable by a tendency to reprocess

information and react to ever-evolving criticism, thus forestalling the timely

completion of the initial planning effort. This caused the process of planning to

become less and less evolutionary and more and more tightly ritualized; focused on

"word-smithing" the document instead of planning actions to confront pressing

issues. Had a clear description of the final approval process for the document been

made as part of the original charge to the planning team, our ability to clarify the

Strategic Planning Team's mission in this respect may have been greatly enhanced.

In other, externally mandated areas, I had been very careful to observe

Bryson's step two, "Identify organizational mandates." With the help of the

President's Executive Assistant I identified all Federal, State, and local laws, and

Board of Education policies that might affect our planning processes and

investigated the requirements of all accrediting agencies. This detailed technical
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work is essential in helping to avoid introducing conflict with outside authority in

the planning process.

Step Three

Bryson's step three, "Clarify organizational mission and values" seems to me

to have received careful attention and to have been done thoroughly and processed

appropriately at Valley. There was some disagreement on this as the planning

neared the end of the process. However, this disagreement looks to have been

mostly from special interest parties who over time seem to have "conveniently"

forgotten the details of the participatory approach that was taken to the April 1997

exercise that was conducted especially for this purpose (see page 73).

Step Four

After pursuing this case study, I am drawn to look more closely at Bryson's

step four; "Assess the organization's external and internal environments to identify

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats."

In the planning team's earliest group processes they believed that they had

completed this step by organizing an "external scan" process and an "internal scan"

process that pulled together focus groups to examine the related issues and report

back data to the strategic planning team. However, a "glitch" existed that went

unnoticed until I took over the process in the fall term of 1996, after the scans had

been done. As I examined the data from the "internal scan" exercise, I realized that

the charge for the internal scan group process had been misconceived. They had

ended up examining the same issues the external scan group had examined, but

interpreting the issues from an "inside the college" perspective. I saw this as a

serious misinterpretation of the purpose of the internal scan process.
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The idea of the internal scan is to assess the capacity, efficiency, and

effectiveness of the organizational structure and operational processes of the

institution itself (e.g., Bryson, 1995; Dolence, Lujan, & Rowley, 1997; Norris,

1997; Norris & Poulton, 1991). Bryson specifies "The three major categories that

should be assessed are the basic elements of a simple systems model: resources

(inputs), present strategy (processes), and performance (outputs)" (1995, p. 90). In

Valley's case, it simply had not been done. Instead, external issues had been re-

examined by internal representatives. This reinforced the findings of the external

scan groups, but did not accomplish the necessary internal organizational

examination. As Simmons (2000) has indicated, the need for close examination of

the organizational structure of the college had already been recognized by the

administration, and efforts had been initiated to do so. It seemed to me that the

organizational process analysis should have been completed prior to the initiation

of a planning effort and its results incorporated as the "internal scan" portion of the

strategy analysis for the institution.

I realized at the time that this was a crucial missing element. However, at that

time I was just coming on board and was under pressure to produce a timeline for

finishing the project in no more than about nine months. I cautiously probed

around, sounding out some senior staff and middle management to see if this was

an oversight I would be able to correct. To my great regret, there seemed to be no

will to address this problem or to institute a new scanning enterprise. Evidently, at

this point in time most people felt that enough energy had been expended on this

type of group exercise and some concrete planning results were now to be

expected. I let it go.
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Then, and now, upon review of the data, it seems to me that the internal scan

was the single most important step for Valley to take. It was not external factors or

challenges that Valley had historically had trouble dealing with. There were issues

of governance, management, organizational structure, and communications that had

festered for years at this institution (Simmons, 2000) and were causing repeated

failures in organizational change efforts. Bryson (1995) specifically addresses the

consequences of such an omission: "Without such judgements [as performance

criteria and information] organizational conflicts are likely to occur unnecessarily,

be more partisan, and be resolved in ways that undermine the organization's

mission" (p. 91).

To initiate a planning process and ignore these long-time irritants, these issues

that continued to go on without resolution or even definition, was to negate a large

percentage of the return the college should have expected from its investment in

strategic planning. Yet, I saw no commitment or will at any level to put these issues

out on the table and expose them to the sunlight. I believe that the internal political

consequences of this type of intensive examination were simply too huge for the

senior administration to allow this to happen. Therefore, I initiated the "Meaningful

Links" project to attempt to provide the information we needed on internal issues

under cover of an "experimental" process. Unfortunately, I've never felt that the

"Meaningful Links" information was accepted by the Strategic Planning Team as

having the significance that a well-conceived "internal scan" would have had (see

page 85).

Steps Five, Six, and Seven

Bryson's steps five ("Identify the strategic issues facing the organization"), six

("Formulate strategies to manage these issues"), and seven ("Review and adopt the
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strategic plan or plans"), were accomplished by the Strategic Planning Team

during the nine month period of creating the first draft of the plan. These three steps

were, it seems to me, the most clearly conceived and were dealt with within the

context of the Team's regular meeting schedule and the normal deliberative

functions.

Step Eight

In Bryson's step eight: "Establish an effective organizational vision," there lies

another patch of rough ground in the process that emerges through this study.

Bryson himself suggests that "...a vision of success is not necessary to improve

organizational effectiveness" (Bryson, 1995, p. 161). In his opinion "...most

organizations should wait until they go through one or more cycles of strategic

planning before they try to develop a vision of success" (p. 161). He may well be

right. I worked at Valley Community College for over six years, in four different

departments, as both a classified and administrative staff member. Based upon this

experience, it is my perception that one of the main reasons we (the employees) at

Valley never developed a vision of success was that we lacked any cohesive

identity as an organization. I assert, based on my observations and research into

organizational behavior, that the culture of Valley Community College valued and

promoted the entrepreneurial behavior of individuals, departments, and divisions

and de-emphasized the concept of institutional action planning (see further

discussion below). I think all that can be said of our institutional self-recognition is

that we, as individuals, candidly recognized the college's weaknesses while at the

independent work unit level we stolidly refused to accept responsibility for them.
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Step Nine

In his step nine, Bryson (1995) advises us to "develop an effective

implementation process." He says, "The purpose of the implementation step is to

complete the transition from strategic planning to strategic management by

incorporating adopted strategies throughout the relevant system" (p. 166). Because

I left Valley Community College shortly after the publication of the strategic plan, I

do not know if this step has since been accomplished at Valley.

Nevertheless, before leaving Valley, I did present a draft plan for

implementation of the strategic plan to the President. That plan was not adopted;

instead implementation was assigned by the President to already existing

administrative channels. No one person was appointed to drive the strategies down

through the organization or to follow through on the strategic initiatives that should

have been mounted. Therefore, any evaluation of the success of Valley's

implementation of the 1998 strategic planning process by me would be speculative.

Perhaps, in an attempt to extend my interpretation of the data contained in the study

somewhat, and to provide potential matter for further study, the reader will permit

me to express some reflections on this subject.

As the implementation of the strategic plan of 1998 continues, I wonder if

Valley will be able to respond to its institutional challenges with a unified

institutional strategy. Based upon the data presented in this study as well as

Simmons' (2000), it seems to me more likely that Valley will continue to respond to

both external and internal trends and influences only through department level

entrepreneurial reactions determined in a decentralized "organized anarchy"

(Cohen, March, & Olsen, 1972). In their famous article, A Garbage Can Model of

Organizational Choice, Cohen, March, and Olsen say in their conclusions:
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A major feature of the garbage can process is the partial uncoupling
of problems and choices. Although decision making is thought of as a
process for solving problems, that is often not what happens. Problems
are worked upon in the context of some choice, but choices are made
only when the shifting combinations of problems, solutions, and
decision-makers happen to make action possible. Quite commonly, this
is after problems have left a given choice arena or before they have
discovered it (decisions by flight or oversight). (p. 16)

Valley Community College closely fits this description. These types of

decisions are not made within an organized structure of institutional strategic

planning. Should Valley not follow Bryson's step nine advice to "develop an

effective implementation process" as part of the strategic planning initiative, Valley

Community College may well maintain a "garbage can" process of decision-

making. In which case, the work of the strategic planning team becomes only one

among many of the "shifting combinations" of factors that influence outcomes in

organized anarchies.

Furthermore, in the first step of the process, we failed completely to recognize

the vital need for inclusion of middle managers (division chairs) in the planning

process. On reflection, I believe that had we invited and made provision for the

participation of middle managers in the planning process we would have assured

ourselves of a certain level of "buy-in" and support for the final document.

Because we omitted this crucial segment of the college community we never

attained the commitment from middle managers that would have given us

advocates at the division and department level of the organization.

Step Ten

Similarly, Bryson's step ten, " reassess strategies and the strategic planning

process," did not happen before the events bounded by this case study were

concluded. Such reassessment is in fact the basis for this entire study. This study is

my own attempt to fulfill Bryson's charge to look at and learn from this experience
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wherein I was both a participant and an observer over a prolonged period of contact

with the organization and a wide variety of its aspects. This individual effort (the

current study) may not directly influence the next planning initiative at Valley

Community College. However, it is my hope that it will influence the outcomes

produced by other planners and other planning initiatives as they begin their own

engagement with strategic planning for community colleges.

Summary

In summary then, the following process errors have upon examination been

identified as being notable:

Step One: The initial composition of the Strategic Planning Committee was

problematical due to the under-representation of faculty and middle

management.

Step Four: The failure to conduct an internal scan process that thoroughly

examined the systems and components of the college and identify strengths and

weaknesses.

Step Eight: the failure of the administration to recognize and deal effectively

with the culture of the institutions (see Simmons, 2000).

An Epistemological View: Mintzberg's "Schools" of Planning.

Bryson's (1995) ten-step planning process provided a very helpful and

practical (heuristic) standard for evaluating the specific elements of a planning

process. In contrast, the work of Henry Mintzberg and his colleagues (and students)

at McGill University, Montreal, (e.g., Ahlstrand, Brunet, Chakravarthy, Hardy,

Lampel, Quinn, Taylor, Waters, Westley) provides a more epistemological

overview of the many types or styles of planning that are employed in
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contemporary organizations including higher education. Examining the case from

this point of view may reveal some very meaningful information.

Mintzberg has spent his career looking at management, organizational

structure, and planning. His later work examines in detail the realities of planning

and strategy formulation through a series of field studies that contrast the intentions

of planning efforts with their actual outcomes. As a result, Mintzberg's work can be

said to center around adaptive approaches to planning. The comparison of planning

and strategy formulation systems Mintzberg has fostered provides a very different,

more qualitative, perspective through which comparisons to the data in the present

case study may be made.

Mintzberg's Views on Planning In Higher Education

Bryson himself (1995, p. 180) summarizes Mintzberg's planning concepts,

stating: "...strategies are hardly ever implemented as intended. Adaptive learning is

necessary to tailor intended strategies to emergent situations so that appropriate

modifications are made and desirable outcomes are produced (Mintzberg, 1994a;

1994b)." The university and the community college both resemble an

organizational structure identified by Mintzberg (1979) as the "professional

bureaucracy" which he describes as "driven by operating work that is highly

complex if rather stable in execution." Mintzberg (1990) describes the

configuration of "The Professional Organization" in one of his later works:

Here professionalism dominates: the organization surrenders a good
deal of its power to highly trained professionals who take charge of the
operating work-doctors in a hospital, for example, or researchers in a
laboratory. Hence, the structure emerges as highly decentralized. But
because the work is rather standardized (who wants a creative surgeon?)
the professionals can work largely independently of each other,
coordinating being achieved by what they automatically expect of each
other. As shown, the professionals are backed up by much support staff,
but little technocracy or line management is necessary (or able) to
control what they do. (p.308)
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Moreover, the professional bureaucracy is "notoriously loosely coupled in

[its] operating core--professors teach and do research in almost complete isolation

from on another, especially across different departments". (p. 309) The result of

this expert-driven structure is "a strategy making process almost diametrically

opposed to that of the machine organization 12--and the conventional wisdom"

(p.405). Mintzberg goes on to describe in detail:

...A rather fragmented process of strategy formulation with the
organization's strategies typically being the aggregation of all kinds of
individual and collective ones. March and his colleagues (e.g. March and
Olsen, 1970 [sic]) were inclined to see these processes as 'organized
anarchies'...But we believe there is more order to them than that.
Ironically, the overall strategic orientation of professional organizations
seems to remain remarkably stable while individual strategies seem to be
in a state of almost continual change." (1990, p. 406)

Mintzberg points out that within this model there is an expanded role for

strategic analysis, not only by administrative staff but also by the professional

employees (instructors) of the college. This being because of the high degree of

control exercised by the professional staff in determining many of the aspects of the

strategies for mission fulfillment such as curriculum and working conditions.

Therefore, while many mission elements can come under the direct control of

"central administrators," many important decisions emerge from collective and

interactive processes (Hardy, et al., 1983) such as the "shared governance" process

that is mandated in California community colleges by AB 1725.

'Z The "machine organization" is characterized by Mintzberg as "classic bureaucracy, highly
formalized, specialized, and centralized, and dependent largely the standardization of work
processes for coordination; common in stable and mature industries with mostly rationalized,
repetitive operating work (as in airlines, automobile companies, and retail banks)." (Mintzberg,
1994b, p. 397)
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The "Learning School"

Mintzberg describes such a "style" of planning in the book Strategy Safari

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998). In fact, he names this style of planning

the "Learning School" and describes it as the style that sees "strategy formation as

an emergent process" (p.176). Here strategy is seen as a result of individual and

organizational learning over time.

According to this school, strategies emerge as people, sometimes
acting individually but more often collectively, come to learn about a
situation as well as their organization's capability of dealing with it.
Eventually they converge on patterns of behavior that work. (p. 176)

Thinking in the "Learning School" has evolved primarily from the work of

Charles Lindblom (1959; 1968) and James Brian Quinn (1978, 1980, 1982).

Lindblom (1959) described "policy making" (the equivalent of "strategy making"

in the government) as " serial, remedial, and fragmented process" in which

decisions were made at the margin, more to solve problems than to exploit

opportunities, with little regard for ultimate goals or even for connections between

different decisions"(p. 86). He dubbed this type of decision-making "disjointed

incrementalism" (Lindblom, 1959). Quinn expanded on Lindblom's work

describing incrementalism in business organizations as "logical incrementalism" in

which,

"The real strategy tends to evolve as internal decisions and external
events flow together to create a new, widely shared consensus for action
among key members of the top management team. In well-run
organizations, managers pro-actively guide these streams of actions and
events incrementally toward conscious strategies ... (1980a, p. 15)

This conception of "logical incrementalism" was further expanded in the

research and writing of others (Bower, 1970; Burgelman, 1980; Burgelman &

Sayles, 1986) who reached the "overall conclusion that strategic initiatives often

develop deep in the hierarchy and are then championed, or given impetus, by
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middle-level managers who seek the authorization of senior executives."

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998)

Quinn (1982) describes some tactics that can be used by managers who

employ incrementalism as a strategy:

One cannot possibly predict the precise form or timing of all
important threats and opportunities [a] firm may encounter. Logic
dictates therefore that managers purposely design flexibility into their
organizations and have resources ready to deploy incrementally as events
demand. This requires... creating sufficient resource buffers, or slacks, to
respond as events actually do unfurl... developing and positioning
"champions" who will be motivated to take advantage of specific
opportunities as they occur, [and] shortening decision lines between such
persons and the top for rapid system response. (p. 614)

Further refinement of the "logical incrementalism" conception took place

under the general sponsorship of Mintzberg in a series of studies carried out at

McGill University's Faculty of Management that focused on defining the

distinctions between "deliberate" strategy and "emergent" strategy. (Mintzberg,

1972; Mintzberg, Brunet, & Waters, 1986; Mintzberg, Taylor, & Waters, 1984.)

According to Mintzberg, "deliberate strategy focuses on control--making sure that

managerial intentions are realized in action--while emergent strategy emphasizes

learning--coming to understand through the taking of actions what those intentions

should be in the first place" (Mintzberg, Ahistrand, & Lampel, 1998, p. 189). Based

upon my experience with strategic planning at Valley Community College, I would

extend Mintzberg's assertion by adding my own perception that deliberate strategy

tends to be driven by analysis, while emergent strategy tends to be driven by

synthesis. This, in my way of thinking, defines the critical difference between "top

down" (reductionist, Platonic, rational) examples of strategic planning and a

"bottom up" (constructivist, Aristotelian, adaptive) conception of planning (Chafee,

1985; Sanders, 1998).
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The Politics of Planning: A Secret Ingredient

Possibly the most consequential omission in Valley's initial conception of a

strategic planning process was the failure to anticipate the role of politics in

strategy formulation (Mintzberg, 1994a, 1994b, 1998; Schmidtlein & Milton,

1988). It was my perception, midway through the Valley planning process, that

internal politics can play a major role in the strategic planning process. The

introduction of an unanticipated political agenda into what I had thought of as a

carefully orchestrated planning process seemed to create turbulence in the system

that nearly reached the level of chaos.

Bryson (1995) does not address the issue of politicization of internal issues

during the planning process, but others have made some observations that may be

helpful to the educational planner. Schmidtlein and Milton (1988) observe:

Campus leaders who dislike dealing with conflicting campus self-
interests will not find relief through rational planning. Clearly, planning
is not a means to overcome the political character of campus decision
making. One person's rational decision is quite irrational to another. Such
conflicts are a part of planning, not something that planning can
overcome. Plans are the outcomes of a political process on a campus
rather than schemes that are mandated by central policy makers based on
"objective" facts and analysis... Campus leaders must use planning
processes based on an understanding of the political realities of their
institution and the complexities of resolving competing interests. (p. 16,
emphasis added)

Mintzberg discusses strategy making (as opposed to "planning") as a political

process in his two major books (1994b; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998).

"If strategy making can be a process of planning and analysis, cognition and

learning, so too can it be one of bargaining and compromise among conflicting

individuals, groups, and coalitions" (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998, p.

236). He points out that "...just the act of setting objectives in a planning process

can increase political activity" (Mintzberg, 1994b, p. 197) and discusses at length
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the argument put forth by some that politics interfere with planning. He takes the

position that though political conflict can raise significant barriers to planning

processes (even to bringing them to a halt) politics has functional roles to play in

organizations "...sometimes over the resistance of planning" (p. 198). Political

resistance to planning can act as a foil to centralized planning that promotes only a

single point of view. This resistance causes a much broader examination of issues

of importance to various interest groups, ensuring that change by dictate does not

replace collegial consultation and consensus in the strategy making process.

Unfortunately, in the prescriptive planning literature, organizational politics

are rarely considered as part of the knowledge one needs before plunging into the

planning process. As a novice planner I was not prepared for the unexpected

emergence of organizational politics. Therefore, I lost time, endured emotional

stress, and strained my credibility. If I had read Bolman and Deal's (1997)

propositions about the world of organizational politics beforehand, I might have

spared myself a great deal of trouble:

1. Organizations are coalitions of various individuals and interest
groups.

2. There are enduring differences among coalition members in
values, beliefs, information, interests, and perceptions of reality.

3. Most important decisions involve the allocation of scarce
resources--who gets what.

4. Scarce resources and enduring differences give conflict a
central role in organizational dynamics and make power the
most important resource.

5. Goals and decisions emerge from bargaining, negotiation, and
jockeying for position among different stakeholders (Bolman &
Deal, p. 164.)

Planners may be best served if they can share the viewpoint that the

community college qualifies as a nonlinear, dynamic system. Sanders (1998) points

out that these systems are extremely sensitive to new influences and when change

is introduced at some random point the possibilities for creativity and innovation
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are infinite. This might be the time to seize an opportunity to do the negotiation,

bargaining, and positioning that may win over a "critical mass" of individuals that

may establish "buy-in" of the plan across the organization. It may also be the time

to encourage and promote the emergence of new strategies that could have been

overlooked in prior processes. The philosophical outlook of the planner, his or her

adaptability and flexibility, is the key to modifying the process as necessary to

allow for new vision to emerge and learning to take place. In planning for higher

education, (as will be seen in the next section) analysis and synthesis, vision and

learning seem to all have their place in the planning process, and may increase the

possibilities for a meaningful result to be achieved.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: ASSERTIONS - QUALITATIVE STRATEGIC PLANNING

Robert Stake (1995), in his description of the intrinsic case study, reminds us

that "...the most distinctive characteristic of qualitative inquiry is its emphasis on

interpretation" and that "...on the basis of observations and other data, researchers

draw their own conclusions" (p. 8-9). These assertions presented by the researcher

are drawn from "...understandings deep within us, understandings whose

derivation may be some hidden mix of personal experience, scholarship, assertions

of other researchers... By custom, researchers are privileged to assert what they find

meaningful as a result of their inqiries" (p. 12). This final chapter contains my

assertions, made as a result of being both a participant and observer in this study.

They are a product of my own reflections on the data contained herein, long and

detailed discussion with other participants in the study, and the feed back from

member checks made during the course of the study. The descriptive sections of the

study provide an analysis of the actions and thoughts that took place within the

bounded timeframe of the study. However, synthesis of the data may lead to

meaningful interpretation and further reflection or research. As Bruner (1996)

reminds us, "meaning derives from synthesis." Thus, these assertions serve as a

qualitative form of generalization (Stake, 1995). Here I expose what I interpret to

be the lessons learned from this study.

Machine Versus Humanistic Planning Concepts

Langley (1988) examines the roles of planning in three different types of

organizations based upon Mintzberg's definitions of 1) a "professional"

organization, 2) a "machine" organization, and 3) an "adhocracy." In the
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professional organization she finds planning to be a highly participatory activity

"carried out in good part by the professionals themselves" (emphasis added) and

serving three purposes: 1) public relations, 2) strategic analysis, and 3) "group

therapy: consensus building, communication, and legitimization of strategic vision"

(p. 40).

This analysis supports my own observations and interpretations of this case:

Overly specific planning reaching down into the operational level in this type of

organization appears to be ineffective. The professionals (faculty and even mid-

level managers) who operate in semi-autonomous departments of the college tend

to resist anything they perceive as infringements upon their own professional

territory by central administrators. "The conventional view of strategy--as a plan, or

a set of explicit intentions preceding and controlling actions--is too narrow to

permit a satisfactory understanding of strategy formation in the university setting

(as well as many others)" (Hardy, et al., 1983, p. 409). Hence a goal or performance

measurement that specifies outcomes in a specific department may present a

conflict between the actuated goals of the department and the perceptions of central

administration about what the operational direction of the department "should" be.

In these cases, actual strategies may be determined by negotiation or through

processes of collective choice (Hardy, et al., 1983).

During the time when I was making presentations to departments regarding

the content of the strategic plan draft documents, the most frequent question I

encountered was, "How do these (institutional) strategies affect my work?" My

response was, "You have to tell me the answer to that." The individual faculty

member, manager, or staff support person needs to be aware of the overall goals of

the institution, yet is confronted in their daily work with an overwhelming amount
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of operational detail that relates most directly to the mission of their own unit. They

generally do not seem to see a relationship between their daily work and the over-

all mission of the college, much less the multiple strategies and goals that are

addressed in a complex institutional strategic plan (Schmidtlein & Milton, 1988).

Staff and faculty commonly told me that worrying about institutional alignment is

properly the role of the middle manager (dean or division chair). In instances where

the strategies of the institution are perceived to conflict with the needs and/or

mission of the individual unit, resistance to the planning goals seemed to be high,

implying that implementation may be difficult or impossible (Schmidtlein &

Milton, 1998.) The results of McDermott's (1998) follow-up survey to one

community college's strategic planning endeavor indicated a low level of interest in

strategic planning processes in both classified and faculty work groups (faculty

showed lower interest than classified staff). This raises the question of

meaningfulness at the classroom level. This evident incongruity between what

faculty perceive as their purview, and the planning responsibilities that go along

with that authority, remains as a huge barrier to the effectiveness of attempts to

implement institutional planning. As Palola, Lehmann, and Blischke (1971) state in

their article, The Reluctant Planner: Faculty in Institutional Planning:

... If faculty have a key role to play in institutional planning,
especially in regard to matters as curriculum, methods of instruction,
research, and faculty status, then our research suggests that at least two
steps must be taken. First, adequate resources must be provided for
institutional planning. These include released time for faculty, secretarial
assistance, research personnel, office space, and money for travel and
outside consultants... Second, the criteria for faculty promotions must
fully recognize participation in institutional planning as a legitimate part
of the faculty role (p. 602).

To my mind, success in institutional planning for higher education comes

when the plans and mission statements of individual work units are aligned with the
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plans of the institution; but the means to achieve that alignment lies within their

own control. I believe that this implies a framework for planning in which the units

themselves construct strategic plans that account for meeting changing internal and

external conditions within a clearly stated paradigm of institutional values and

goals. Planning that occurs on the discipline level can drive the planning of the

entire college, especially if it is perceived (and honestly intended) to be faculty

driven.

When this type of planning occurs, Conley (1993) says:

...Human beings are assumed to have personal constructions of
reality that guide their behavior and decisions. Universal laws to explain
organizational behavior are inherently limited by the fact that
organizations are nothing more than a collection of individuals whose
collective versions of reality constitute "the organization." Planning,
then, is not merely a series of sequential activities designed to lead in
linear fashion to collective activity, but a continual process of
interaction-interpretation, decision-further interaction-reinterpretation,
etc., designed to provide greater meaning to the individuals who
comprise the organization. (p. 23)

McDermott (1998) examined one community college's highly participatory

planning process. She says, "The [strategic planning] template prompted all groups

to think deeply about purpose, assumptions, priorities, and constituents,

accountability, and timing, without dictating the unit's process" (p.141) and she

further remarks that left alone, units will find strategies and goals that do not

require new resources for attainment. This is the essence of an open systems

approach to planning; that emergent strategies can and will be more effective, and

probably more efficient than imposed strategies (Bohlman & Deal, 1997; Chaffee,

1985; Chakravarthy, 1987; Conley, 1992, 1993; Cope, 1981, 1987; Cutright, 1996;

Dill, 1982; Hardy, Langley, Mintzberg, & Rose, 1983; Keller, (1983); Liedtka

1998; Maurer, 1996; Mintzberg, 1994a, b; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998;

Mintzberg, Brunet, & Waters, 1986; Myran & Howdyshell, 1994; Quinn, 1978;
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Sanders, 1998; Schmidtlein, 1983; Schmidtlein & Milton, 1990' Weick, 1976,

Wheatley, 1994).

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel (1998) point out that: "The professional

organization seems to favor regular progress, which means almost perpetual

adaptation at the operating level with rarely any dramatic transformation overall"

(p. 312). Langley's (1986) work supports this view. She indicates that while the unit

plans she studied did not "...eliminate any possibilities, make any difficult choices,

or establish any consistent patterns" and thus did not provide a very clear guide for

future actions, that the institutional plan did "create some kind of focus," especially

about which broad areas would be favored for funding. "Initiatives still had to come

from professionals, but the plans served as a kind of filter to determine which

initiatives should be favored and which discouraged." Yet in her final analysis,

"...despite the limited success, planning proved to be a very blunt instrument for

control here as compared with the 'machine' bureaucracy" (p. 303).

As I stated in Chapter 2, the data derived from this study is to me indicative of

a need for a more qualitative style in planning that takes cultural and structural

factors into account, that seeks less to control and more to increase organizational

learning and adaptation. As early as 1975 Bernard Taylor, editor of the journal

Long Range Planning, may have anticipated this thinking when he wrote:

Up to this point at least, formal planning systems have over-
emphasized certain aspects of management, i.e., the economic, and the
quantitative, and they have undervalued or omitted other considerations--
e.g. the socio-political, the entrepreneurial and the creative aspects of
strategy. In formal planning, strategy is all too often reduced to a game
in resource allocation rather than a dialogue about the character of the
enterprise and its future. (p. 29)

In my opinion, this fixation on financial resources is part of the residual

thinking left over from the business planning concepts that drive most educational
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planning; the inaccurate underlying assumption being that "profit" is the mission of

the organization. Most measures of organizational success in businesses are

financial. (Chaffee, 1985.) What could be a more inappropriate measure of success

for an educational institution?

In a detailed study on types of strategies employed in different institutions

entitled Of Strategies, Deliberate and Emergent, Mintzberg and Waters (1985)

created descriptions of types that they found were actively employed in higher

education:

Planned--Precise intentions formulated and articulated by central
leadership, backed up by formal controls to ensure surprise-free
implementation in or predictable environment: strategies are generally
deliberate.

Entrepreneurial--Intentions exist as the personal, unarticulated
vision of a single leader, and so are adaptable to new opportunities;
organization is under the personal control of the leader and located in a
protected niche in the environment; strategies are relatively deliberate
but can emerge inadvertently.

Ideological--Intentions exist as a collective vision of all actors, in
inspirational form and relatively immutable; controlled normatively
through indoctrination and/or socialization; organization often proactive
vis-a-vis environment; strategies rather deliberate.

Umbrella--Leadership in partial control of organizational actions,
defines strategic targets or boundaries within which other actors respond
to own forces or to complex, unpredictable environment; strategies partly
deliberate, partly emergent (and deliberately emergent).

Process--Leadership controls process aspects of strategy (hiring,
structure, etc.) leaving content aspects to other actors; strategies partly
deliberate, partly emergent (and, again, deliberately emergent).

Disconnected--Actors loosely coupled to rest of organization produce
patterns in actions in absence of, or in direct contradiction to, central or
common intentions; strategies are "organizationally" emergent whether
or not they are deliberate for individual actors (can be departmental or
personal strategies).

Consensus--Through mutual adjustment, actors converge on patterns
that become pervasive in absence of central or common intentions;
strategies may emerge through spontaneous convergence but may also be
negotiated.

Imposed--The environment dictates patterns in actions either through
direct imposition or through implicitly pre-empting or bounding
organization choice; strategies organizationally emergent, although they
may be internalized and made to appear deliberate. (p. 270)
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Since all these types of strategies are commonly encountered simultaneously

in university and other higher education settings, (Hardy, et al. 1983; Mintzberg &

Waters, 1985) a more open, less controlling institutional plan seems to me to be

justified by the practicalities of the administration of higher education. No

institutional strategic planning document can hope to encompass all the types of

strategy formulation that are employed in an institution of higher education. It is

Mintzberg's (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998) contention that:

The failure of strategic planning is the failure of formalization-of
systems to do better at such tasks than flesh and blood human beings. It
is the failure of forecasting to predict discontinuities, of
institutionalization to provide innovation, of hard data to substitute for
soft, of lockstep schedules to respond to the dynamic factors. The formal
systems could certainly process more information, at least hard
information, consolidate it, aggregate it, move it about. But they could
never internalize it, comprehend it, synthesize it. (p. 73)

It is my assertion (based upon my prior experiences, examination of the data

presented in this study, my day-to-day communications with community college

faculty and administrators, and my understanding of the literature) that success in

planning for community colleges can be found in the movement from strategic

planning to strategic thinking. That is, continuous awareness of strategic needs,

based in on-going internal and external scanning, to develop new strategies and

adapt institutional responses as time and circumstances introduce change to the

system (Bracker, 1980; Liedtka, 1998; Lozier & Chittipeddi, 1986; Maurer, 1996;

Myran & Howdyshell, 1994). Strategic "thinking" as opposed to "planning"

because it is based on direct involvement with changes in direction being made in

real time, as they are needed, not through detached "objective," after-the-fact

evaluation, but through intuitive, quality oriented decision-making. The emphasis is

on synthesis rather than analysis. In a strategically managed organization, strategies

that emerge from within the organization are selectively promoted, cultivated, and
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implemented when they make sense within the context of the mission of the

institution and in the face of an ever-evolving future.

Viewing the data from this study through this lens, it seems to me that Valley

Community College provides an example of on-going institutional tensions.

Tensions between an administration that saw strategic planning as a method for

increasing control over strategy formulation (and through that process increasing

control over operational matters) and a strongly embedded populist campus culture

that resisted confrontation, change, and "top down" initiatives in general (Simmons,

2000). It was in recognition of this on-going tension that I attempted to guide the

construction of a strategic plan that would allow for and even encourage the

formation and emergence of strategy from deep within the organizational structure.

My experience unintentionally reflected the warning issued by Schmidtlein and

Milton (1998) to educational planners:

... Many prescriptions in current planning literature are not
consistent with the realities of campus decision processes. The costs of
planning need to be weighed against its presumed benefits. Although the
desirability of reducing uncertainty through formal planning appears
compelling future events are highly unpredictable, and plans must
therefore be constantly altered to fit new circumstances. Plans are only as
accurate a predictor of what is desirable as the foresight of the human
prophets who construct them. Rigid adherence to out-dated prophecies
can be dangerous. While planning can help to inform and expand one's
understanding of possible futures, it cannot provide a detailed blueprint
for future actions, nor can it avoid the need for skillful improvisation and
careful judgment. (p.17)

Further, as David Conley's (1992) studies on planning in education also

reveal, emergent strategies, communications between units, culture, and commonly

held values all have more long-range impact and worth to the organization than any

plans derived from deconstructing the organization.

Based on the concept of a loosely-coupled organizational structure of higher

education (Weick, 1976), 1 envisioned a plan that would identify the critical issues
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facing the institution and outline goals that would move the college toward

resolution of these issues. Yet, this plan would allow the details of

operationalization to emerge from whatever area might possess the energy and

enthusiasm needed to ignite and sustain efforts to achieve specific goals.

Operational strategies and tactical decisions would be left to each of the quasi-

independent units that make-up the internal systems of the community college. This

vision dictated the construction of strategies that were based in commonly held

values, and goals that would be meaningful to a critical mass of the campus

community (Cutright, 1996).

We believe there is something fundamentally wrong with
formalization applied to processes like strategy making, which
constitutes the grand fallacy. It has to do with the reductionist, analytical
nature of planning ... If we have learned anything at all about creativity it
is that it cannot happen in isolation or on schedule, let alone on demand
(any more than can strategy formation, the best of it being just a form of
creativity in any event). (Mintzberg, 1994b, p. 298-299)

Revisiting the Relevant Issues

Etic Issues

In Chapter One, I described three etic issues stated by Chaffee (1985) relative

to strategic planning processes in higher education. It may be helpful to look back

and see how the data from this study seems to answer her questions.

Is strategy formulated in higher education organizations, or is it a

by-product of interest-group negotiations? Clearly, the answer that emerges from

our study is "both." Valley Community College began its planning process with the

assumption that is was up to the Strategic Planning Committee to formulate

strategy. However, human interaction, organizational cultural biases, and interest

group negotiations significantly changed the anticipated processes by introducing a
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much more extensive revision process than anticipated. After reviewing

Mintzberg's observations regarding the concepts of "intended strategy" versus

"emergent strategy" one can easily see the relevance of his findings reflected in the

narrative and interpretations of this study.

How does strategy move from the idea stage to implementation? The

answer to this question seems to depend very much on the "style" of planning the

organization employs. In the Valley experience I observed that the strategies that

successfully moved from conception to implementation were those that had strong

"champions" or advocates promoting the strategy throughout the process. These

advocates were dogged in keeping attention focused upon their issues and never at

any time let the importance of their strategies be discounted. The relative "rank" or

station of the "champion(s)" seemed to not matter as much as the obstinacy of their

support of the strategy.

Additionally, according to my observations at Valley and with strategic

planning efforts since then, three factors seem to be required to implement a

strategy across the organization: Announcement, education, and accountability. The

strategy must be announced to the entire organization clearly and comprehensively.

A follow-up period of education needs to be pursued in order to drive the strategy

down into the operational level of the institution. Departmental discussions led by

champions of the strategy would represent one way of ensuring a college-wide

understanding of the strategy and it meaning to the institution. Finally,

accountability must be upheld from the beginning of implementation to reinforce

the meaningfulness of the new idea(s).

Does implemented strategy bear any resemblance to intended strategy?

Since this study does not include the implementation phase of Valley's planning
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effort, little can be derived regarding this issue from the data presented. However,

based on the existing literature in this area, it seems that any intended strategy that

does not implement effectively must contain flaws that place it at odds with either

institutional culture or operational effectiveness, or both. I would refer the reader to

all or any of Mintzberg's work in this area (intended strategy versus emergent

strategy).

Emic Issues

Robert Stake (1995) describes "emic" issues as those that are "the issues of the

actors, the people who belong to the case. These are the issues from the inside." (p.

20) As the Valley Community College strategic planning project began and

continued along its evolving course several of these emic issues emerged:

Is strategy imposed upon a planning process or does it emerge through a

combination of external conditions, administrative dictum, internal politics, and

organizational culture?

Is an emergent strategy formulation process more effective or more efficient

than a "top down" process in a system as loosely coupled as the community

college?

Is there a single process that is best for all community colleges to follow in

strategic planning, or do differing internal cultural conditions and external

pressures demand different procedures in each case?

The consideration of these emic issues seems to lead to a hypothesis

concerning the use of qualitative methods in planning. That hypothesis describes a

new planning typology that attempts to combine a traditional planning

methodology for trans-institutional issues with a strategy-development framework
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that addresses the need for emergent strategy to arise from loosely coupled

constituencies.

Methodologically this hypothesis derives from a process of meta-analysis in

which working hypotheses or natural generalizations are reached through a

synthesis of data contained in the researching experience-including (in this case)

the data contained in this bounded study, additional data derived from the

researcher's literature review, and additional experiential data based in other

aspects of the researcher's on-going practice (Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1981, 1994,

1995).
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A Hypothesis: Webs of Potential Planning Relationships

My interpretation of the data from this study suggests to me that there could

be described a set of concepts for strategy formulation in community colleges that

would incorporate both the rational, formal aspects of much of the prescriptive

literature, and the entrepreneurial, emergent characteristics of a more qualitative

methodology. This description would interweave two of the typologies described

by Mintzberg (1994b; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998), the "Visionary"

approach and the "Learning" approach. These approaches correspond with the

"deliberate" form of strategy making and the "emergent" form.

The "Visionary" (deliberate) approach would apply to the initial

formulation/creation of strategies addressed specifically to the advancement of the

institution as a whole. This is the "grand plan." These are the strategies that will

move the institution as a whole to more effective fulfillment of its mission

statement. Here, the visionary (one person, probably the CEO or President of the

college) is responsible to implement the actions needed to achieve the vision. That

is, the visionary will monitor the impact of the chosen strategies closely and

personally, so that strategies can be continuously assessed and modified during the

implementation phase. "Here the leader remains in intimate ('soft') touch with the

operations, following events closely so as to be able to respond quickly to

unanticipated changes. We call this a centralized approach, 'entrepreneurial' or

'visionary,' because it tends to be associated with strong leaders who have clear

visions" (Mintzberg, 1994b). At this level of strategy, it seems imperative for the

President to control the process. The president and senior administration, with the

support and active participation of the board, have the over-arching view of the
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college and its relationships to the external environment that is required to create

effective strategy for fulfilling the community college mission.

At the work unit level, however, the overall mission of the college may be

handed down from on high, but (especially in collegial or shared governance

organizations) each division, program, department, and discipline will have its own

strategic agenda. These agendas will have been formulated through negotiation,

positioning, bargaining, and analysis of past practice between management, staff,

faculty and external parties over time and in light of the external mandates that

apply directly to each area and its own set of internal needs. It is at this level that

the "implementers have to become the formulators" (Mintzberg, 1994b, p. 287).

Here, strategy becomes "emergent" in nature, and is formulated through a learning

process. That is, action is taken, effects are analyzed, new actions are designed,

experience is synthesized, and effective strategies emerge.

The crucial interweaving of "direct" and "emergent" strategy formulation must

occur at this point, if planning is to succeed in reaching all levels of the college.

Effective managers and outspoken faculty and staff will champion proposals to the

extent that they grow into emergent strategies, and by doing so shift the direction of

the organization. Some such strategies will be recognized by the culture, and the

organizational structure, as valuable and will proliferate, entering the collective

consciousness of the college. Those that do will be recognized and cultivated by

people with the energy, interest, and influence to initiate change. As these new

strategies rise to the level of attracting the attention of senior administrators they

will be examined, experimented with, and (quickly, it is to be hoped) incorporated

into the overall institutional set of strategies. Note that as strategy evolves to this

final point, it is also being enculturated all along the way.
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In this manner the "feedback" loop that is spoken of in so many planning texts

and articles is closed; allowing the "visionaries" to develop new direct strategies

that are brought forth in creativity, driven by faculty and staff, and responsive to the

real needs of the community and students the college must serve.

Alternative interpretations

Others may arrive at different interpretations of these data. There may be a

case contained in the data for concluding that strategic planning simply is not

designed to work in the educational environment and is doomed from the moment

the President conceives a need for institutional strategy to be "made." Others may

infer that a more rigid set of planning procedures that is more closely tied to

financial planning would better serve the college. Still others may assert that only

faculty are qualified to make strategic decisions in an educational institution.

Certainly, there is a case that could be inferred from these data that successful

planning is a function of leadership and not any prescriptive formulation. As

Langley (1988) says:

The call for strategic planning is really a plea for leadership and
direction. Because strategic planning is universally viewed primarily as a
means of making strategic decisions, people imagine that a mere formal
process can generate a strategy.... But this is the wrong solution to the
problem. The CEO may agree to do it, but this will not transform him or
her into a person capable of taking strategic decisions. Strategic vision
from above [is] crucial to the planning process.... Strategic planning
cannot provide this strategic vision on its own, and is totally useless
without it. (p.48)

No matter. Any and all of these assertions might be investigated in order to

arrive at conclusive interpretations. As for myself, if I were called upon to lead

another community college planning effort, I would take the opportunity to test the

hypotheses I have derived from this study.
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Reflections

I did not achieve this scenario in my Valley Community College strategic

planning experience. Perhaps that was due to my own inability to articulate these

conceptions fully and to educate my colleagues and constituents. Perhaps that was

not possible then, without the detailed reading and reflection that have gone into

my writing of this study and my on-going work in strategic planning at another

institution. Probably, my own position within the organization did not permit me to

actualize the planning process as my own vision (I could not effectively serve as

the "Visionary"). Therefore, conflicts that arose in philosophy and in procedure

were ultimately resolved in favor of existing organizational tenets, structures, and

cultural tendencies. Caught between our institutional structure and the

administrative mind-set (neither of which allowed for emergence of strategies) and

the college's culture, operating within my own less-than-complete vision of what

planning procedures and outcomes could be, partial success was all I could hope to

attain.

Since the time frame described within the context of this study, I have left

Valley Community College and now work at another institution, in another state, in

another area of interest. Yet, my engagement with strategic planning processes in

community colleges continues. I serve as a representative on the Strategic Planning

Council in my new community college. As I engage, now from a different

perspective, in the planning process, much of what I observe in this new paradigm

causes me to reflect even more deeply on my earlier experience at Valley. The

culture and the planning processes at my new school are quite different from those I

described at Valley. Yet, I am able to see more clearly now, through experiencing
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some of the tensions and questions that arise here, why the same issues and

tensions seem to go along with the institutional planning process.

First, there exists an overwhelming tendency on the part of all kinds of people,

to want to "problem solve." As part of this effort, groups (and individuals) want to

seek detailed data and draw comfort in their decision-making from more and more

detailed analysis. This drive to seek refuge in numbers, to rationalize and

decompose systems, is one of the devils that will drive strategy out of the strategic

planning process. Strategic planning units in every type of endeavor constantly

wrestle with the demand to write a plan that "tells us how to do it" or "tells us what

to do." It is clear to me, from what I have observed that to succeed in devising

successful strategy the planners must, above all, resist this temptation. Planners

must not presume to be "Doers." To operationalize or to impose the implementation

of a strategy is to circumscribe the thinking and the creativity that can, and must,

emerge from those on the front lines; the mid-level administrators, teaching faculty,

and front line support staff. Thereby, the planners may, from the very conception of

the goal, reduce substantially the chances that those goals will be reached by

circumscribing the thinking and the potential for entrepreneurial solutions to long-

standing problems. Planning teams never have the expertise, information, and

access to resources to mandate specific targets such as "a two per cent increase in

head-count enrollment by the end of spring term." Yet, they consistently succumb

to this temptation, merely so they can easily say this goal was or was not

accomplished at the end of the planning cycle. If the institution is serious about

increasing enrollment, many managers, faculty, and staff must be engaged in a

wide-spread and on-going effort that will include new thinking, experimental

actions, and reflecting and debating over results. In short, learning must take place
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on an institution-wide basis. This is not a one year project. This brings us to the

second major strategic planning mistake.

Planning committees seem to very easily fall into a trap when they believe

that all goals should be accomplished in the immediate future. Frequently, good

strategies address issues that will never go away. Goals for such issues as

"increasing enrollments" or "addressing enrollment management" are, and should

be, objects of continuous improvement efforts. Time must be taken (or given, as a

real resource allocation) to engage and educate the people who need to be involved,

devise new initiatives that respond to pressing issues, analyze results, readjust

strategies to reflect findings, etc.

How Do We Measure Success in Strategic Planning?

Strategic planning is not, and has never claimed to be, a solution for crises.

The best lesson we can learn from our own strategic planning efforts is simply this:

that educational institutions must become expert at learning in order to be

successful at planning.

My experience, observations, and intuition tell me that success in strategic

planning for community colleges can only be measured by observations of positive

organizational responses to change over time. The strongest indicator of strategic

planning success is the institution's increasing ability to pick the right strategic

targets and marshal the needed resources to engage those targets.

Success will not be found in the first planning cycle because successive cycles

are required to refine the planning process and educate the institutional planners.

Instant gratification is not a bed-fellow of the strategic planning process. Over time

this process should begin to generate positive results, many detectable through the

use of measurable progress toward stated goals, others by observation of
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increasingly creative problem solving and decision-making within the organization.

Especially in education this interval may be a long one while sub-processes are

allowed to function (such as shared-governance). However, impatience with the

process, as manifested by the tendency to dictate operational actions or rush to

implementation, forces too much specificity in objectives and will inevitably cause

regression and possibly a complete breakdown of the strategic process.

Success will be achieved through a process of continual, on-going, institution-

wide learning. Just as in human beings, it seems that both business and educational

institutions that don't learn, don't grow (O'Banion, 1997; Wheatley, 1994).

Strategic planning by community colleges can provide the framework for a process

that allows the institution to learn as it strives to achieve institutional goals that are

grounded in the college's own shared values and culture.

My sincere desire is that this description of my experiences and perceptions

during the planning process, and my research and reflections upon my own practice

will enable others to create new types of planning initiatives. I continue to advocate

that planners for community colleges and higher education in general should strive

to develop less linear, less mechanical procedures and planning philosophies.

Reducing formalization, recognizing that education is best measured by outcomes

other than "profit," and trusting the participants in the organization to generate their

own strategies, will, I earnestly believe, produce more successful strategic planning

through endowing the process with meaningfulness.

"Meaningfulness" as I learned from this study, will manifest itself only

through implementation. Feedback to the planners will arrive through the

governance and management systems of the college. Toward this end the chief

planners must be aware of, and continually practice, an internal scanning process.
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Emergent strategies will reveal themselves through these systems so they must be

closely monitored and kept smoothly functioning.

It is crucial to community college planners to remember Mintzberg's (1994a)

warning that strategy formulation and planning are two different processes.

Strategy formulation takes place at a pan-institutional level, embodies mission and

vision, is constructivist, qualitative, and proactive. Planning takes place at the

operational level and is more positivist, analytical, and reactive.

As I interpret the data from this study, strategy formulation appears to be a

tool of leadership that is most effectively used in parallel with participatory

governance and management systems to initiate and sustain organizational change

in the institution. Leaders care about strategy; followers about governance. Good

strategy formulation takes into account the culture of the organization. Good

strategy is a result of consultative leadership and strong decision-making. Good

strategy is a function of informed leadership.
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